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Since the Missouri Department of Social Services was established

under the Omnibus State Reorganization At of 1974, a pressing

concern has been to identify the most critical personnel problems

facing the largest Division of the Department. the Division of

Family Services, and to develop management strategies addressing

those problems in order to improve the productivity, effectiveners

and motivation of the many dedicated workers in that Division.

This report is the culmination of a one year effort. it 15

presented in the hope that it may provide useful guidance for

the improved management of the human resources of state governme
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BRIEF STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Seven basic,objectives have been established for the Section 1115,
Research and DeMonstration Grant, commonly referred to as the
"Manpower Planning Project" within the Missouri Department of Social
Services, Division of Family Services. These were to identify the
major manpower problems of the Division of Family Services; to identify
potential solutions to those problems; to test the potential solutions
in demonstration projects; to develop, test, and implement a Manpower
Planning Management Information System; to establish mechanisms for
continual data gathering, analysis, feedback and evaluation; to develop
a plan for post-grant, agency-wide implementation of feasible manpower
policies and MIS developed by the project; and to develop an
institutionalized internal feedback system for post-grant identification
and treatment of manpower problems.

In the pages which follow are the results of the first year's efforts
towards those objectives. We believe that several critical personnel
problems have been identified along with solutions that will be tested
in demonstration activities during the second year of the project. The
Manpower Planning Management Information System that has been designed
will provide the Division of Family Services with one of the most advanced
data based human resources management systems in any state agency. The

job analysis and attitude diagnosis will be used to develop career
ladders that will hopefully provide greater motivation and job satisfaction
and lead to major improvements in worker productivity and effectiveness.

Ewing D. ey, Dire 'or daek T. Pitzer,,Proj ct Director

Division o Family Sery ces Manpower Planning Project
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Chapter 1'

INTRODUCTION

As a necessary first step in the development of demonstrations in the

second year of the Manpower Planning Project, an effort was undertaken to

bring into sharper focus the organizational problems that act as a deter-

rent to improving the Division's effectiveness. These impediments to

improved performance were examined from three perspectives:

The organizational climate (diagnostic survey)

The nature of the work (FJA Survey)

The distribution of the work (Workload Survey)

This volume examines deterrents to Division effectiveness from the organi-

zational climate perspective. For purposes of this research effort,

organizational climate can be defined as the "atmosphere" within the

Division as expressed from the viewpoint of the personnel who work there.

Essentially, 13 perceptual climate dimensions were examined and included

such facets as job satisfaction, pressure and motivation, interpersonal

relations and communication. A complete list of these dimensions can be

found in the appendices to this volume.

Including the Summary, there are seven chapters to this volume which

are organized to display a logical progression of investigation into the

problems of the organization. Chapter 2 of this report summarizes the

observations of project staff on the comments of Division personnel during

the numerous interviews that were conducted throughout the State. This

chapter is intended to provide an overview of what Division personnel per-

ceived as important deficiencies in the organization. While numerous

problems could be characterized as climate-generated, others related to the

management practices of Division personnel.

Chapter 3 provides a detailed comparison of the Division's organiza-

tional survey with a similar national survey conducted on behalf of DHEW /SRS

in 1974. The purpose of this chapter is to obtain another basis for identi-

fying specific climate-related problems that may appear in the Division and

to provide a more documented, quantitatively oriented basis of comparison

for assessing the relative degree of these organizational deficiencies.

1-1
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Chapter 4 provident the first level of analysis of the Organizational

Diagnostic Survey. It describes, in terms of the 13 climate dimensions,

the degree of favorableness of the responses by type of staff and location.

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an initial first cut at the

survey in an attempt to discern any patterns in the results that would

warrant further analysis. A secondary purpose was to place the Division

of Family Services within the context of a theory developed by Reasis

Likert that seeks to categorize organizations from the least desirable

"exploitive authoritarian" to the more desirable "participative" system.

On the basis of the results from. Chapter 4, Chapter 5 extends the

analysis to an in-depth search for relationships among the survey items.

Six survey items were chosen as dependent or criterion variables and were

analyzed using a multivariate stepwise regression method. The criterion

variables were regressed on between 29 and 79 other question items, the

exact number varying with the regression involved. These variables, along

with actual computer output, are displayed in the appendices (Appendix Y).

Chapter 6 is an extension of Chapters 4 anal 5, and. provides the

summary results of the open-ended questions included in the survey.

Content analyses of 200 questionnaires were conducted and computerized

frequency counts were provided to aid in the write-up of this chapter.

The primary purpose of these open-ended questions was to illicit informa-

tion and suggestions to improve the work situation that could be considered

in developing the demonstration.

Chapter 7 discusses possible demonstrations for the second phase of

the project. Essentially, five demonstrations are proposed for consider-

ation which represent an outgrowth of the entire project work, rather than

just the results described in the preceding chapters of this volume. To

better understand why each demonstration has been,proposed, it is suggested

that the other volumes on this project be reviewed as well. The purpose of

these demonstrations it to alter three facets of the organization:

e The tasks that workers perform, including both their number

(workload allocation) and mix (job redesign).

The organizational climate perceived by staff as it affect

their attitudes (e.g., job satisfaction), behavior (e.g.,

turnover), and performance (e.g., case production, errors, e

The qualifications required by staff to perform functions that

achieve the goals of the organization.

1-2



Chapter 2

DISCUSSION OF ORGANIZATIONAL PROBLEMS BASED UPON INTERVIEWS
WITS MISSOURI DIVISION or FkMILY SERVICES PERSONNEL

P_ ISE

Thee purpose of this chapter is to summarize the comments of Division

of Famiay Services personnel regarding their perception of organizational

and maneaower problems. It is estimated chat during the first year, the

project staff (both state-hired and contractor) had face-toeface contact

with over a thousand of the Division of Family Services personnel. Con-

taete were primarily in the form of group discussions and covered almost

ala functional levels within the organization. The primary objective of

these discussions was to obtain assistance from them in developing the data

eollectlot instruments but, in addition, project personnel were most inter-

ested La obtaining assistance from them in identifying problem areas that

should be researched.

Pet the outset it should be noted that the material discussed is this

chapter represents the observations, attitudes and perceptions of those

DierieLee personnel interviewed. In some instances the accuracy of their

oenta can be backed up with empirical evidence that either they or

project staff were able to collect; in other cases, however, the comments

reflect their perception based on either personal experience or hearsay

evidence from others that cannot be documented with "hard" evidence. Re

aedless of the method in which their opinions were formed, project staff`

food the infermation they relayed of considerable. value in formulat ing a

note realistic and beneficial research and development project.

1R4BLERS IN MANAGING LARGE ORGANIZA5IONS

Im our interviews with Division personnel, particularly those in the

lower echelons of the organization, we found that many of their complaints

1f



could be characterized as climate --0 riented, i.e. each of what they d

cussed dealt with the atmosphere of the organization, such as personnel

turbulence, ineffective communication and excessive administrative con-

straints. While it is not unusual to receive comments such as these,

it was somewhat surprising to find that very few of their problems could

be characterized 32 client-oriented. Caseworkers, in particular, felt

confident that they could perform their jobs well if they receive positive

support from the organization.

While complaints regarding working conditions (clietete) were more

prevalent with those personnel in the lover echelons of the organization,

such conplaiets-were by no means absent im other higher levels of the

organization. Their complaints however were more or less directed at the

State legislature and Federal authorities. E2pressons of powerlessness

pervaded all echelons of the organization. Those in senior administrative

positions expressed dissatisfaction with the excessive control that the

State legislature and Federal authorities- exercised over programs of benefits

and services to Missouri residents. Under these circumstances, personnel

find limited opportumity to involve themselves in the formulation of

substantive policy, nor even in the development of the programs that arise

from these policies. To a large extent they have been excluded from sharing

in these responsibil ities and find that most of their effort is expended in

coping with the currant maze of Federal and State regulations, or at best,

searching for ways to more efficiently manage programs and resources

formulated and allocated by those outside the Division.

Growth in Caseloads

A cursory examination of the statistics on Missouri public assistance

programs reveals a literal explosion in the growth of those programs and

the number of recipients receiving, benefits. Over the six-year period,

Fe1970-75,cambiaed state-federal expenditures increased by over one-third,

from $263 to $355 million. The largest program expansion occurred in the

ADC program where 29,000 families were receiving benefits in 1969 and, as of

October 1976, over 88,000 families were receiving benefits. Reported

incidents of child abuse has more than tripled since mandatory reporting

became effective in 1969. The rate of growth in such incidents over the

past three fiscal, years has been averaging over 30% annually. During the



thirteen-month p

ceived over the

13,000, involving nearly 25,0 ©0 children under the age of 17.

The growth An social welfare programs is not, of course, limited to

Missouri. Between VI 1970 and m 1975, the nation increased such spending

from $145.8 billion to $286.5 bill -ion (federal, state and local expenditures

are included in these igures); a breaKdown of these expenditures by program

d year is found in. Table 2.1.

Nationally, the number of fasa.lies involved in ADC programs grew from

1.88 million in 1969 to 3.57 million in 1976,11 Growth in child abuse is

somewhat more dfdlicult to document, inasmuch as states differ in their

handling of such caso. Table 2.2 summarizes the information that is

currently available (information 5010ce was recommended to On by the U.S.

Department of Health, Education and Welfare).

In spite of this near PhOaenteael growth in programs over the past

several years there has not been a significant expansion in the number of

personnel who are charged to manage And execute these programs under the

Division of Fanday UrVioes, In Y 1970, the average number of employees

was 5,260; as of October 1976, the number stood at 5,456, a difference of

approximately 4 %. Vurther examination of the data over that time period

reveals that the peak level of employment wee reached in Jung 19750 when

5,844 employees were on the Divisions roles, approximately 1.G% more than

the average of FY 1970.

While administrative

at period TY. 1970-79, the

yment of personnel,. Itoughly

ng September 30, 1976, the number of ca

recently installed by the DiVi8i00 approached

by about three - fourths over the

ese expenditures have gone to the

increase in administrative costs

is accounted for by hi.gher personnel aalaries. If budgetary data available

in the annual reports of the 17iV15iOn of Family Services is a fair repre-

sentation of all expenditures by the Division, one can conclude that this

organization is characterized as highly labor-intensive as opposed to

organizations whose functions and outputs require a more capital-Intensive

operation. Based 04 our discussions with various Division personnel, both

- Data for a969 ooea from the Statistical Abstta
(Bureau of the Ceasus 1J.S. Dept.

Statistics (U.S. Dept, of health
Publication A.-2).

data for 976 public Assistance
and Welfare, SRS/A-M7MRT---------
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1950-1975," from the Social Security Bulletin, January 1976.
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Table 2,2

OFFICIAL METED CASES OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT

States/territories

go. states reporting

Year or territories abuse onl

1971

1972

1973

1974

2/

1975 52-

21 19

28 19

31 19

1

53-
/

5

Abuse

Total onl

47,023 9,299

138,855 15,265

183,932 29,560

229,832 35,086

294'796 43,427

uses

Neglect

onl

Undifferent ated

or both

16,378 21,346

31,980 91,619

37,365 116,647

70,4346 123,300

70,046 179,777

/
holdout.

2/Idabo, Maryland and Guam. Mary and data was late, It is included in total but has not been added

to actual as yet.

States reporting abuse only (5 in 1975) have laws on books prohibiting reporting of neglect

which odd be considered judgmental. Dr. Lebsack anticipated that within 2 years laws will be

passed snowing the reporting of child neglect cases in those states. In 1975, clearing house

set lip for reporting these date.

Some: American Human Association, Children's Division National Study on Child Abuse and

Neglect leporting, P.0, Box 1319,.Denver, CO 80201, Dr. ;3, Robert Lebsack, 303-779r1400.
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the opportunity and the desire may exist to trade off more labor for

greater capital to improve the overall effectiveness of the organization.

Evidence of this already exists on the part of the Division in their

desire to develop a large data processing facility in an attempt to te--

prove their operating efficiency. Other evidence collected suggests that

a move to a more capital-intensive organization is both desirable and

beneficial. The results of the content analysis of the Organizational

Survey reported in this volume (i.e., Chapter 6) show a high frequency

of responses requesting more equipment to do their job. More importantly,

evidence from the Functional Job Analysis indicates that the bulk of the

work is heavily data-oriented and that the majority of caseworker output

is information.

In general, it appears that the Division has been tasked to accomplish

a much larger volume of work over the past 6 years with about the same

number of personnel, and with only modest and probably insufficient capital

investment. While we have not documented this carefully, we believe it

true that the bulk of the growth in caseloads has occurred in the large

city areas such as St. Louis City and county and Kansas City. Where the

workload has increased in these areas, there has been a greater tendency

toward specialization of tasks -- this being done under the presumption

that the work can be accomplished more efficiently.

Aside from an increasing tendency toward specializetion, we could find

no evidence of revolutionary shifts in the way in which work was accom--

plished to accommodate the ever-increasing workloads. Inevitably, when

an existing organizational structure attempts to absorb a very large in

crease in workload, inefficiencies and production problems are sure to

develop. Since the manpower planning_pro ect was begun, increased attention

has been given to the quality of output in addition to the quantity of work

that is being done. Unfortunately, the problem historically with service

organizations has been to accurately measure quality output. Far the

Division of Family Services, this has been more of a problem in the Social

Services area than in Income Maintenance.
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Settin Organizational Objectives

In an effort to improve performance, the Division has instituted a

Management By Objectives (MBO) plan to be implemented throughout the State.

While it maybe too early to judge the impact of such a plan, information

collected last summer from the Organizational Survey revealed that while

:caseworkers have a reasonably good understanding of their state

and office goals (see caseworker question #2.94), they find the goals some-

what unrealistic and unachievable (#2.93). They also feel that these goals

are not entirely relevant to client needs (#2.96). While we did not pursue

this very intensively, we found little evidence that caseworkers and lower

level supervisors were permitted to participate in the development of this

MBO plan. There is also evidence from the Organizational Survey that case-

workers do feel the pressure and anxiety created by apparently conflicting

objectives to meet both quantitative and qualitative output goals (see

caseworker question #2.37). In fact, the mean scores of 3.7 and 3.9 for

Income Mainritenance and Social Service caseworkers, respectively, represent

some of the highest and least favorable scores reported aa the entire survey

of over 100 questions. Survey results for questions 2.94, 2.95 and 2.96 are

found in Appendix I, for caseworkers.

The evidence from the Organizational Survey and interviews with state

personnel indicates that obtaining measures of organizational effective-

ness is a continual and perplexing problem and deserves greater attention

on the part of the manpower planning project staff. In a broader context,

senior Division personnel appear to be frustrated in their attempts to

monitor the dynamic behavior of an organization in some systematic way that

would permit them to more effectively achieve their organizational objec-

tives. Information needs would seem to cover three broad areas. First,

general organizational characteristics Ilat would better permit them to
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understand who they are and what they are doing; second, measures of organi-

zatioual health which are primarily personnel-oriented an important facet

in a labor-intensive organization; and third, measures of organizational

effectiveness.

Under general. organizational characteristics one might consider the

following:

number of cases

do average dollar value of each case

geographic distribution of S.S./I.M. output

a number of personnel positions by type

types of S.S./I.M. benefits offered

volume.of case transactions

From the data we have examined, the Division seems to be capable of producing

statistics of this nature. Understanding the significance of the data, how-

ever, is still a problem and it would appear that the primary objective of

producing such data in the past was to satisfy the needs of the State Legis-

lature and the requirements of the Federal government, but i.t is certainly

not at all clear to what extent the generation of such data can assist the

the organization. in improving their operational effectiveness or in formul-

more realistic organizational objectives.

The second area is the need to develop the capability to measure what we

are calling the "health" of an organization. This would include but is not

limited to the folloWing aspects:

level of job satisfaction

degree of job turnover

promotion rates and opportunities

year of service distributions by still category

The need exists to continually collect information on what we have character

ized here as the "health' of an organization. The previous list is not in-

tended to be all-inclusive but if an organization is severely suffering in

any one of these areas, it is unlikely that considerable improvement in

ng



worker performance can be expected. Data to develop indicators of organ a-

tional health should be systematically collected, for it can be dangerous

and counterproductive to stereotype an organization on hearsay evidence

which has not been documented in an objective way. Information on job satis-

faction (see questions 2.1-2.13 on both the caseworker and supervisor surveys),

and more broadly information on organizational climate, has been systematically

collected through the Organizational Diagnostic Survey conducted during the

summer of 1976. This information-gathering process should continue, albeit on

a smaller scale with a more selective sample.

Information on job turnover is collected and disseminated by the Division

but it may not be specific enough to develop improved recruiting and reten-

tion policies. The general evidence indicates that the caseworker and

clerical personnel experience the highest turnover rates; however, more

information should be collected on the demographic characteristics of those

cohorts that experienced the highest turnover rates. For example, we know

that Income Maintenance caseworkers experienced the highest turnover rate

with an age and education background similar to Social Service caseworkers

and generally exhibit the least favorable scores on all climate dimensions

in the Organizational Survey. (A listing of climate oriented questions on the

current surveys is found in Table 3.3, p 3-4 of-this volume.) Further pre-

liminary analysis of the survey data (both Organizational and FJA) indicates

that the nature of the work for Income Maintenance caseworkers is not suffi-

ciently challenging (see question 2.19 and 2.20 on the caseworker and supervisor

surveys, respectively) given their educational background. We suspect, how-

ever, it is not the education per se they receive, but rather the high expec-

tations concerning job relevance inculcated during their college tenure.

This can conflict with the realities of the work situation in the Income

Maintenance field. This disillusionment and the inanimate nature of the

work (that is, primarily data and things rather than people-oriented) can

result in abnormally high turnover. We are also aware, however, the turnover

rate has been declining from a high of about 35% in FY 1972 to a current level

of about 25%. One should be cautious, however, in assigning any qualitative
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for an agency with low skill requirements to encourage a high turnover

rate and avoid the cost of more experienced personnel who may add little

to the overall performance of the organization. More attention, then,

should be given to what constitutes an optimum turnover rate before judgment

can be made as to whether the current or previous turnover rates are too

high or too low.

Related to turnover, certainly, ate promotion rates and perceived pro-

motion opportunities. Information gathered during the interviews indicated

that caseworkers were well aware of the limited and discouraging promotion

opportunities available to them. One frequently cited complaint which

was noted even from senior Division personnel, was the lack of informa-

tion made available to caseworkers on promotion or job reassignment oppor-

tunities. Apparently positions that were vacated went unfilled because of

an unawareness on the part of caseworkers of the positions' availability.

Unfortunately, even with a more carefully planned career ladder, there are

inherent constraints due co the logistics of the organization which may

prevent adequate promotion opportunities equitably distributed among all

caseworkers. Because the organization is disbursed throughout 115 counties,

those with the best promotion opportunities may be those more willing to

relocate; that is, given the very geographically dispersed nature of the

organization at the lower echelons, it is very unlikely that a candidate

interested in promotion to supervisor would find it in his immediate office.

This may impact particularly on married women who are using the caseworkers'

salaries as a supplemental source of income for a family where the job of the

male head of household is of primary consideration (whose own job may not

require relocation to enhance promotion opportunities).

Information on the skill and experience distributions of the work force

can also be of considerable value. Pay and promotion policies should be

designed with some understanding of where and to what extent skill and

experience shortages exist. In interviews with senior Division personnel,

we found little evidence that personnel policies were being developed with

the goal of achieving an inventory of personnel stratified by some objective

years of experience and skill distributions. It is recognized, however, that

senior personnel in the Division are subject to the policies of State Civil

Service, which may not foster more flexible personnel policies to permit more

vigorous management of the Division's inventory of personnel.
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Developing measures of organizational effectiveness has been a con-

tinuing struggle on the part of the Division with varying degrees of success.

These might include:

Client errors by type, frequency, and dollar value

Turnaround time for client benefits and payments

Quality of service

Ability to forecast future demand for services and benefits

Efforts to develop measures of organizational effectiveness should be com-

patible with the Management By Objectives (MBO) plan developed by the

Division. These measures should indicate the extent of attainment of these

objectives, for when indicators of efficiency are tied to objectives they can

be more appropriately called indicators of effectiveness. Many of these

measures of effectiveness relate directly to the outputs of the organization

and data on these outputs reside primarily in the client data base being

developed by State personnel. Since the client data bases are not currently

operationalit is not possible to systematically measure the extent of the

organization's effectiveness on each of these and, other criteria. Developing

measures of organizational effectiveness is more difficult in the Social

Services area than in Income Maintenance. This is primarily because the

output of Social Services workers and caseworkers is less tangible than that

of their Income Maintenance counterparts. There also appears to be more turmoil

associated with developing program objectives in the Social Services arena.

For the past 2 years, increasing emphasis has been placed on expanding the

child abuse and neglect programs and enlarging the State-supervised purchase

of services activities. This also coincides with the decrease in. Social

rvices staff of approximately 5% as directed by the State Legislature.

We have noted that data is being collar ' on these various measures,

particularly in the realm of client errorF irrency which are appropriate.

for Income Maintenance work. From inform in we were provided, it appeared

that the most comprehensive monitoring was done in the Food Stamp program

through the Efficiency and Effectiveness Unit (EEU). They were charged to

visit each county and review 25 food stamp cases determined to be eligible

and 5 cases determined to be ineligible. During their review they would

examine claim determination procedures and hearings, security procedures,
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and the personnel. structure in the office. Their report would also include

data on the number and types of errors found, with recommendations for their

correction. The only complaint we were aware of regarding this unit was

that they were understaffed and more work needed to be done in this area.

In summary, the need exists to develop a comprehensive sat of organi-

zational indicators that better describes its output, its health, and, most

importantly, its effectiveness. Except for estimates of the cost of Income

Maintenance errors, we found little evidence of attempts to develop measures

of cost effectiveness. Developing measures of this type should be particularly

helpful in justifying resource requirements before the State Legislature.

PROBLEMS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF PERSONNEL RESOURCES

Recruitins

Attempts to manage personnel resources from the State office level

cannot be easily accomplished given the political independence of each of

the counties throughout the State. In terms of recruiting, we found that

the Division's personnel office faced a perplexing problem that limits their

control over hiring to fill vacancies in county offices. Apparently the

minimum qualifications for hiring are specified by the State Merit System

but the decision over which of the eligibles will be hired is left to the

county director. From what we have been able to determine, it appears that

recruiting at the State level is more of a passive than an active process;

that is, the Division relies primarily on a flow of walk-in applicant traffic

to fill its placement needs and that very limited active recruiting and pro-

motion of job opportunities to seek qualified candidates is engaged in by

the Division. It could be argued, though, that such active recruiting

practices belong more at the grass roots level within the county offices

rather than at the State level. While recognizing this, the Division should

consider developing a more closely coordinated recruiting program with adequate

promotional support in terms of recruiting literature and possibly special

assistance in preparing county directors in developing better interviewing

techniques.

If both clerical and caseworker turnover is a problem, then a solution to

it lies partially in the development of recruiting strategies that will select

candidates with a lower probability of quitting. Members of the Division's

personnel office indicated that there was an inability to predict the strength
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of the relationship between job qualification standards, job performance,

and personnel retention. Further, until these relationships can be

quantified, it would be difficult if not impossible to develop improved

recruiting strategies and hiring practices. We have already pointed out

that the evidence seems to indicate that income Maintenance caseworkers

experience the highest turnover, the least job challenge, the least

favorable climate scores, and are the most over-qualified to perform the

work. This problem is further addressed in the chapter on demonstration

projects in which an experiment is recommended to modify the recruiting

practices in certain selected office sites and then monitor the attitudes

and performance of new workers in the test and control sites.

Training

Another area discussed was that of training of personnel. Except for

the initial orientation periods, most training could be characterized as

"on-the-job" training, but it was difficult to assess the extent to which

such on-the-job training occurred. Evidence collected from the surveys

and workload standards effort indicate the training was minimal if not

nonexistent, yet one of the arguments for extensive layers of supervision

was the continual need to provide on-the-job training due to high turnover

-in the offices. At the State level, personnel interviewed indicated that

resources dedicated to training were inadequate and that staff on the Man-

power Planning Project should investigate ways to provide improved justi-

fication for greater training resources. This potentially could become a

very important area of investigation if entry level job qualifications are

lowered in an effort to improve job satisfaction and retention since per-

formance may suffer without more intensive and effective on-the-job training.

It could be argued that the higher the turnover rate, the higher the cost

of training to maintain a numerically constant work force, but since there

was little evidence of extensive on-the-job training, it would not be

possible to show that such a phenomena occurs within the Division. Thus

higher or lower turnover will not produce more or less on-the-job training

but can, and probably does, affect the organization's total performance.

Aside from an apparent preference toward on-the-job training, we were unable

to gather any clear understanding of what type of training should occur --

whether or not self-paced instruction would be beneficial, whether or

2-14
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not greater capital investment in training aids would help, or even who

should be primarily responsible for giving the training. Finally, we

realize that these comments may be subjected to some criticism because we

were informed by Division personnel that an active training program did

exist.

Personnel Assignment

In our discussions with senior management personnel, a number of other

problem areas were surfaced. The first was their desire to better manage

personnel end strengths and grade distribution. This was coupled with an

expressed need for greater flexibility in promotions and merit pay raises.

The computerized manpower planning system being developed under this project

should be of considerable assistance to Division personnel in this area. The

personnel data base schema is capable of producing reports which would dis-

play this type of information. Since salary data is also available in this

system, it is possible to begin assessing the budgetary impact of alternative

promotion rates and/or salary increases. Real time simulations around these

variables, however, would require additional program modifications that are

certainly within the realm of possibility in the second year of the Manpower

Planning Project.

Another broad problem area surfaced dealt with the allocation of

personnel and cases throughout the state. Apparently reallocation plans

have met considerable county resistance. This is understandable if each

county is considered an autonomous political entity, but a number of other

reasons probably account for this resistance the lack of detailed work

measurement standards, inadequate information on current worker output, and

problems in forecasting short-run demands for benefits and services would

tend to place any reallocation plan under suspicion. One of the primary

objectives of the Manpower Planning Project during the first year is to

develop an improved system for calculating workload standards. The results

of this effort appear in another volume of the final report.

Other personnel issues raised were the following:

e Staff morale appeared to be a number one problem, but it was

never quite clear the proper context in which this problem should be

defined. Inadequate pay was mentioned as a factor in low morale; also,

in-state (urban) vs out-state (rural) differences were cited. The most
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serious morale problems appeared to exist in the urban areas, with Social

Service personnel being the most vocal about their problems. The results

of the Organizational Survey discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 of this volume

support the contention that there is a distinct difference in attitudes

between urban and rural caseworkers, but the results do not support the

contention that Social Services personnel have the most serious morale

problems.

Attempts to unionize caseworkers was also discussed. All senior

administrative personnel appear to be neutral toward the issue. Few felt

that attempts to unionize caseworkers would be successful. This in part

appeared to be due to the diversity of roles and backgrounds of Division

personnel. Urban caseworkers, however, appear to be the most likely group

for unionization, with Social Service Workers the least likely and more

inclined to develop a more progressive professional association. Since

project surveys did not contain questions dealing with unionization, it

is not possible to validate the views and perceptions of those interviewed.

There was some criticism of the quality of supervision. Interviews

through all echelons of the organization suggested that too much "buck-

passing" was taking place. This is probably due to the large number of

intermediate management levels through which information and decisions

must pass. The organization appeared too top-heavy to some, that is,

over-organized and over-populated at the top and under-organized and under-

populated at the bottom. An examination of turnover rates by years of

service would probably reveal the highest turnover rates and severest

shortages in the lower echelons of the organization, with the lowest u -

over rates and least staffing problems at higher echelons. Regarding

quality of supervision, results of the Functional Job Analysis Self-Report

Survey indicate that supervisors in the Division are not managing; they

are acting primnrily as communication links to pass along information and

organizational policy procedures developed by those higher up in the chain

of command. Such essential functions as planning, developing objectives,

setting workload and performance standards for subordinates and providing

feedback to their subordinates regarding their work and performance is

severely lacking. While the data from the Job Analysis indicate that
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supervisors are not performing appropriate functions, the evidence from

the Organizational Survey indicates that caseworkers are very satisfied

with their supervisors. This is a somewhat curious if not conflicting

result which prompted further analysis by the Project Team. Chapter 5

of this volume provides the results of a multivariate analysis of super-

visor satisfaction ratings by caseworkers. When a combined analysis of

all caseworkers was conducted, the most significant factor associated

with satisfaction with superiors was the extent to which caseworkers

knew "where they stood" with their superiors. Apparently the more inter-

personal contact there was between superiors and subordinates the greater

the extent of satisfaction with those superiors. Communication is a

necessary but not sufficient condition of effective management and the

other functions of a supervisor should be exercised.

There were numerous complaints of the salary system. Much of this

appeared to be centered at the issue of equity in the distribution of

salary increases rather than the absolute amount received. The subject

of pay satisfaction is addressed in considerable detail in Chapters 4

and 5 of this volume. It was also pointed out that salaries did not appear

to be competitive with private industry or-even other state agencies. A

particular problem appeared to be salary levels for bordering states which

were higher for caseworker personnel and had induced some individuals to

leave Missouri and work for another state agency offering higher pay. One

individual even went so far as to say that the Division was a training

ground for casework agencies in bordering states; that is, as soon as

Division personnel obtained enough experience, they would apply for employ-

ment in the bordering states, particularly Illinois and Kansas.
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Chapter 3

COMPARISON OF RESULTS OF THE 1975 NATIONAL SURVEY OF PERSONNEL
IN FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AGENCIES WITH THE 1976
MISSOURI DIVISION OF FAMILY SERVICES SURVEY

INTRODUCTION

The following discussion is devoted to a comparison of HumRRO's 1975

study of financial assistance agencies, and the DFS 1976 caseworker/super-

visor surveys. Since the former study concentrates on income maintenance

personnel, only the income maintenance portion of the DFS survey will be

considered. While similar in certain respects, there are important differ-

ences in these studies. These differences can affect the validity of any

comparisons that might be made, and their existence must therefore at least

be considered.

Since the current chapter is devoted to a comparison of HumRRO and DFS

results, no attempt will be made at a comprehensive survey of these differ-

ences; mention of some of the more obvious and important ones will suffice.

Of the major discrepancies, perhaps the most significant lies in the nature

and type of agency that was considered. The HumRRO study considers 17

geographically dispersed agencies which range in size from 19 persons/agency

to 952 persons/agency. Nine of these agencies were classified as large

(150 to 952 personnel/agency) and eight as medium sized (19 to 71 personnel/

agency). In terms of control, 10 of the surveyed agencies are administered

at the state level, with the remainder being administered at the county level.

In contrast, the DFS (1976) study is focused on a single agency which

is administered at the state level. The scope of the DFS (1976) study is

clearly more specialized than that of its HumRRO counterpart and caution

should be exercised in applying it to agencies other than Missouri's Division

of Family Services.

Another important difference lies in the composition of each study's

questionnaire. The HumRRO instruments has more questions (289 vs 107 for

the DFS caseworker/supervisor surveys) and is able, therefore, to probe in

a wider area. Specific examples include HumRRO's investigations into the

style and nature of agency leadership, and into the clarity of preceived

agency policies. The DFS survey considers neither matter directly and com-

parison of results in these areas is clearly impossible.
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Finally, HumRRO took caseworker, supervisor and administrator responses

and aggregated them into unified results. The DFS study, on the other hand,

presents separate results for each job title. While there are other differ-

ences that could be Mentioned, these should serve to indicate that comparisons

of the two studies and use of any resulting conclusions should be treated

with some care.

Outline ofRemainin Sections of the Chapter

The remainder of this chapter discusses three types of comparisons.

Each type will, have its own section. They are as follows:

Description of the characteristics of the personnel involved (e.g.,

age, sex, time with the agency, education).

Description of the '2arious factors that affect an agency's organi-

zational climate (climate is defined as an agency's atmosphere as

it is perceived by its personnel; this is the HumRRO definition of

climate).

Comparison of HumRRO's correlation add DES's regression results.

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTIC COMPARISONS OF AGENCY PERSONNEL

Table 3.1 contains the comparisons of personal, characteristics of

HumRRO and DES respondents. Since the DES survey involves a state - administered

agency, data for this agency type will be used in the HumRRO portion of the

comparison.

In interpreting the DFS results involving percentages, it should be

noted that these percentages are based only on valid responses; missing

responses are not considered:

The composition of the respondents by agency positions is given in

Table 3.2 on the following page.

The number of completed questionnaires which were collected in the

HumRRO study amounted to 1,121. The corresponding number of questionnaires

for DFS I.M. caseworkers and supervisors amounted to 823.

COMPARISON OF RESULTS INVOLVING AGENCY CLIMATE IN THE DFS (1976)
AND HUMRRO (1975) STUDIES

Agency climate is defined as the atmosphere that is perceived in the

agency by those who work for it. The HumRRO study defines 17 "dimensions"

that it uses to measure Climate. On comparing these dimensions with avail-

able variables in the DES questionnaires, it was found that all but three



Table 3.1

COMPARISONS OF PERSONNEL CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMRRO
AND DFS RESPONDENTS

Income Income

maintenance maintenance

Income
maintenance

Characteristic HumARD caseworkers supervisors supervisorq(II/,V)

Mean age 32.5 yrs. 34.8 yrs. 41.9 yrs. 51.0 yrs.

% female 79.1% 78.0% 79.5% 50.0%

Mean years
in field 4.1 yrs. 5.4 yrs. 12.5 yrs. 21.8

Mean years
in agency 3.6 yrs. 4.6 yrs. 10.9 yrs. 20.6 yrs.

Mean years,
education 15.2 yrs. 15.1 yrs. 15.1 yrs. 14.9 yrs.

% holding
college
degree* 51.3% 96.9% 94.0% 100.0%

% holding
masters
degree** 4.6% 6.1% 6.0% 0.0%

Includes the bachelor
**
Includes the master's and doctorate degrees.

master's and doctorate degrees.

Table 3.2

COMPOSITI)N OF SAMPLES BY AGENCY LEVEL

Agent level

Caseworker

Supervisor

Administrator

HumRRO

84.7%

12.0%

3.3%

DFS

73.5%

12.9%*

13.6%

*_DFS's income maintenance supervisors at level I
are assumed to correspond to HumRRO's supervisors.
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have DFS counterparts. The three excluded dimensions are:

1. Leadership perception

2. Leadership style

3. Goals-methods emphasis

HumRRO's "cohesiveness" and "group interaction" dimensions correspond jointly

to DFS's 082 scale (i.e., SC 082); for purposes of comparison, the two HumRRO

dimensions are grouped under the heading of "group interactions."

The comparisons between the HumRRO and DFS studies appear in Fig. 3.1

on the next page. While all DFS respondent groups appear on this figure,

Income Maintenance caseworkers and supervisors are most comparable with the

HumRRO results; attention should therefore center, for the DFS side of the

comparisons, on these two groups.

In interpreting the contents of Fig. 3.1, it is useful to remember that

as values increase from 1 to 5 for HumRRO dimensions, perceived climate is

assumed to become more favorable; this situation is reversed when the dimen-

sion of control is considered (control is the only exception). Except as

noted on the figure, the DFS and HumRRO results have the same scaling inter-

pretation.

Data on the HumRRO dimensions come from Fig. 15, Volume I) of

HumRRO's "Effects of Work Contexts in Public Welfare Financial Assistance

Agencies" study (1975). Their specific counterparts on the DFS survey are

identified in Table 3.3 below.

Table 3.3

DFS SURVEY QUESTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
HUMRRO'S SET OF AGENCY CLIMATE DIMENSIONS

DFS
Supervisor

2.92

2.63

2.29
2.67,

2.52

2.68

Dimension
DFS

Caseworker

2.90, 2.91,
2.94
2.61, 2.62,
2.14, 2.15
2.27, 2.28,
2.65, 2.66,
2.69, 2.70
2.76
2.50, 2.51,
2.47
2.48, 2.49
2.77 to 2.89

Goal clarity
Goal realism
Group interaction
Group orientation
Group standards
Autonomy
Control
Decision practices
Stability
Employment security
Emotional security
Communications
effectiveness

2.91, 2.92,
2.95
2.63, 2.64,
2.14, 2.15
2.27, 2.28,
2.67, 2.68,
2.70, 2.71
2.77
2.52, 2.53,
2.49
2.50, 2.51
2.78 to 2.90

2.93

2.65

2.29
2.69

2.54
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The contents of Fig. 3.1 are largely self-explanatory and will there-

fore not be discussed in detail. In general terms, HumRRO respondents tend

to have more favorable perceptions than do DFS income maintenance caseworkers,

of the 12 dimensions, HumRRO respondents report more favorable perceptions

on 8.

This situation is reversed, however, when DFS income maintenance super-

visors are considered. At the I and II supervisory levels, DFS respondents

report more favorable perceptions on 6 of Fig. 3.I's dimensions (there are 2

dimensions on which HumRRO and DES personnel are similar, thus giving the

latter respondents a more favorable overall set of responses). At the III

to V levels, DFS respondents report more favorable perceptions on 7 of these

12 dimensions.

Additional Descri ve Comparisons

In addition to the 12 organizational dimensions contained in Fig. 3.1,

the HumRRO study presents results which reflect various aspects of work satis-

faction. Of the 9 measures discussed, 8 have counterparts in the DFS study.

A comparison of these results appears in Table 3.4 below.

Table 3.4

COMPARISON OF EIGHT DIMENSIONS OF PERSONNEL SATISFACTION

Dimension Humrro
* **

DFS

Satisfaction with work 3.45 3.53

Satisfaction with pay 2.62 2.70

Satisfaction with job 3.55 3.40

Satisfaction with coworkers 4.18 3.81

Satisfaction, growth potential 2.63 2.26

Satisfaction with supervisors ,4.00 3.49

Satisfaction, working conditions 2.60 2.89

Global. satisfaction 2.95 3.09

Data from HumRRO's 1975 report, p 26, Vol I.

The DFS data are weighted averages of DFS income maintenance case-
worker and supervisors. Weight factors are given in Table 3.2 above.
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HumRRO respondents report greater satisfaction on 4 of these 8 dimensions.

DES respondents,on the other hand, report greater satisfaction on the impor-

ant work, pay and global dimensions.

Comments on Summarized din-s on A e- Climate

This section comments on HumRRO's summarized findings found at the

beginning of Chap. 6 (pp 70-72) of Vol Il of their 1975 report on financial

assistance agencies. Comments on these findings are given in outline form

as follows:

1. HumR20 found that agency type (state - administered vs state-supervised)

affected policy understanding.

Comment: Since the DES study involves only one agency type and

and does not cover policy understanding in its questionnaires!.

-t can neither support nor refute this finding.

2. HumRRO found that financial assistance agencies are moderately low

to low on goal realism, orientation toward goal achievement, worker autonomy,

decision practices, emphasis on goal achievement/good work methods, and

stability of the work environment.

Comment Emphasis on goal achievement and good social work methods

is not covered by the DES questionnaire. The DES study cannot,

therefore, either support or refute findings which involve these

factors.

Orientation toward goal achievement is moderately high to

high for DES respondents. This finding conflicts with its HumRRO

counterpart.

The DES study supports the remainder of these HumRRO

findings.

3. HumRRO found that financial assistance agencies are moderately high

to high on goal clarity, policy understanding, supervision, leadership style,

work group interactions, work group standards, employment security, emotional

security, and communications effectiveness.

Comments: Policy understanding and leadership style are not covered

in the DES survey; further comments on them will therefore not be

made.
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The DFS finding on communications effectiveness agrees

with its HumRRO counterpart for I.M. supervisors. The same is

not true for DFS's I.M. caseworkers.

DFS findings are in accord with the remainder of these

HumRRO findings.

4. HumRRO found that financial assistance agencies are high with respect

to formal controls.

Comment: After adjusting for differences in scaling,

that the DFS study supports this HumRRO finding.

5. HumRRO found that agency size impacts upon climate within financial

assistance agencies.

Comment: The DFS study does not conduct any of its analysis on

the basis of agency size. It was found, however, that when the

work-related perceptions of caseworkers are examined for variation

by type of geographical location, more often than not, rural area

responses were more favorable than their urban responses. Within

urban areas, responses from smaller areas were found to be more

favorable than responses from large ones (see Table 4.9, Chap. 4).

If office size tends to increase from rural-to-small urban-to-large

urban areas, the DFS study provides at least partial support for

this HumRRO finding.

6. HumRRO found that an agency's structural elements, other than size,

affect only stability.

Comment: The kinds of structural elements that HumRRO refers to

are not covered in the DFS survey; no further comments will

therefore be made.

7. HumRRO found that supervisory effectiveness exerts considerable

influence on agency climate.

Comments: The DFS study does not address the issue of supervisory

effectiveness. It does, however, consider satisfaction with super-

visors Among its other findings, the DFS study found that com-

munications effectiveness, involvement of agency personnel with

their work and their agencies, and the motivation of personnel

are directly related to satisfaction with supervisors. The same

type of factors were found by HumRRO to be directly related to

supervisory effectiveness. It seems possible, therefore, that the

DFS study provides indirect, partial support for thie HumRRO finding.

noted
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COMPARISON OF THE CORRELATIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE HUMRRO (1975) STUDY
WITH THE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THE DFS (1976) STUDY

While correlational and multivariate regression analyses differ in many

respects, they do share the property that both seek to identify the existence

of relationships between variables. Because of differences in both question-

naires and methods of data analysis, neither the HumRRO or DFS study is in

a position to completely refute or support the other's conclusions.

After examining as many of the comparable conclusions as could be found,

it was noted that the two studies at least partially support many of one

another's findings. These comparisons are summarized in Table 3.5 below.

Only regressions for DFS income maintenance caseworkers are involved.

Table 3.5

COMPARISONS OF THE ANALYTICAL FINDINGS OF THE DFS SURVEY
WITH THOSE OF THE HUMIU10 (1975) STUDY

HumRRO 09.75)

1. Attitudes, values and motivations
in an agency are directly related
to the clarity, realism, and
relevance of agency goals.

Attitudes, values and motivations
in an agency are directly related
to the extent to which work groups
are cohesive and interactive.

Attitudes, values and motivations
in an agency are directly related
to the extent to which work groups
have high standards for both
quality and quantity of output.

4. Attitudes, values and motivations
in an agency are directly related
to the extent to which the agency
avoids placing undue constraints
on its personnel (i.e., the con-
cept of power and autonomy).

3-9

DFS (1976)

Goal realism was found to be inversely
related to the likelihood of leaving
the agency. Since such a likelihood
is probably inversely related to
favorable attitudes, values and moti-
vations, DFS findings support the
HumRRO findings as they related to
goal realism (Table 5.6 (2.95)).

DFS regression results support the
findings concerning cohesiveness;
none of the regression results in-
volved group interaction (Table 5.2
(2.32), Table 5.6 (2.12)).

DFS regression results support this
finding (Table 5.2 (2.28), Table 5.4
(2.15), (2.99), Table 5.7 (2.28)).

DFS regression results support this
finding (Table 5.2 (2.67), Table 5.4
(2.67), Table 5.6 (2.66)).



Table 3.5 (continued)

HumRRO (1975)

Attitudes, values and motivations
in an agency are directly related
to the degree of stability that
exists in the working environment.

Attitudes,values and motivations
in an agency are directly related
to the effectiveness of communi-
cations within an agency.

7 Employee satisfaction is directly
related to the clarity, realism,
and relevance of agency goals.

Employee satisfaction is directly
related to communications effec-
tiveness within the agency.

9. Employee satisfaction is directly
related to the cohesiveness and
degree of interaction within the
work groups.

10. Employee satisfaction is directly
related to the stability that
exists within the agency.

DFS (1976)

DFS regression results support this
finding as it pertains to caseworkers'
attitudes toward pay (Table 5.3 (2.50))

DFS regression results support this
finding as it pertains to communica-
tions involving supervisors (Table 5.4
(2.88)).

DFS regression results support this
finding, especially with regard to
clarity (Table 5.4 (2.88), (2.99)).

DFS regression results support this
finding as it pertains to communica-
tions involving supervisors
(Table 5.4 (2.88)).

To the extent that expectations of
high performance levels are partially
the result of peer pressure, DFS
results would seem to provide partial
support for this finding (Table 5.4
(2.15)).

DFS regression results support this
finding as it applies to pay satis-
faction (Table 5.3 (2.50)).

*
Information appearing in ( ) identify the table in Chap. 5 that contains

the regression in question, and the variable or variables that are involved.

While the HumRRO study presented a number of other findings, only these

could be compared with regression results for DFS income maintenance case-

workers. With the exception of findings relating to agency structure or.some

aspect of leadership, other excluded findings involved factors that either

were not covered by the DFS questionnaire or which did not enter the regression

relationships as significant variables. Agency structure and issues of leader-

ship represent subject matter not covered in the questionnaire.
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BACKGROUND

The purpose of this chapter is to provide some straightforward descrip

tive data which summarizes the results of the organizational diagnostic survey

cOnducted during the month of July 1976. Approximately 1200 personnel re-

spondedXOthe survey. Table 4.1 shows the number and percentage of surveys

diStributed,by job title. An overall response rate of 85% is considered to.

be:;OXtremely good for surveys of this type and length (approximately 125

-questions ). Throughout this chapter results are provided for all of the 13

dimensions that were included in the survey. Information on dimensions 12

and 13, while available on tape, were inadvertently deleted from computer

printouts. For this reason, these dimensions do not appear in any of the

iscussion or tables in Chapter 4. The term "dimension" has a very specific

meaning as used in this survey. Dimension scores are basically composites

individual- survey questions. The individual questions were designed to

xplore the attitudes, perceptions and evaluations of responding personnel

in the Division of Family Services (DFS). The dimension scores are designed

to-reflect the same things but in a broader, more conceptual sense. Appendices'

C and E provide more detailed information on the precise question items used

to derive each dimension score, which is basically the simple, unweighted mean

score for all of the question items grouped under each specific dimension. A

detailed description of the meaning of each dimension is also provided in the

appendices along with copies of the actual surveys distributed in the field.

Chapter 4

ITNIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF TIE SURVEY DATA--

RESULTS FOR SUPERVISORS AND CASEWORKERS

Based on discussions with Missouri project personnel, it was decided

that dimension scores broken down by job title and region of the state would

be most useful in evaluating results of the survey. The primary reason for

this was to support the job and workload analyses studies with attitudinal

data in order to provide greater insight into the organizational problems

of the Division of Family Services. Another related but secondary interest
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Table 4.1

SIZE OF DFS PERSONNEL SURVEY SAMPLE

No. of Supervisors Sampled, FJA 232

No of Supervisors Sampled, ORG 299

Total No. Supervisors Sampled 531

1
No. of Supervisors in DFS 664

% of DFS Supe-- isors Sampled2 80.0%

No. of Caseworkers Sampled, FJA 953

No. of Caseworkers Sampled, ORG 1104

Total No. of Caseworkers Sampled 2057

No. of Caseworkers in DFS1 2875

Z of DFS Caseworkers Sampled2 71.5%

'From: Table 8, Monthly Administrative Analysis, Missouri
Division of Family Services, Oct. 1976.

2This percentage of personnel sampled refers to personnel
who received questionnaires and returned them completed.



was to discover if, in fact, sizable differences in dimension scores do

exist by region of the state. Claims have been made that rural caseworkers

and supervisors have more favorable job perceptions than their urban counter-

parts. Data provided in this chapter can be of assistance in doCumenting

whether or not this hypotheses is true. In reading the material, caution

should be exercised when attempting to draw causal inferences from the data.

The information is primarily useful in that it provides an initial search

in identifying problem areas in the organization and identifying potential

relationships between various factors that further analysis. may Suggest are

causally related.

PROCEDURE Ft R RANKING DIMENSION SCORES

In examining and analyzing the dimension scores in this chapter, the

need was perceived to translate raw scores associated with job title and

region into some sort of ranking system. Without such a system, it was

felt that any meaningful comparisons would be difficult to make.

The ranking system selected is based on the structure of the response

scales. In all cases the extreme points of each dimension scale (i.e.,

values of 1 and 5) represent the most favorable and least-favorable responses

possible. For any comparison involving a number of groups, the group whose

score lies closest to the most favorable end Of the scale is ranked 1, and

the group whose score lies closest to the least favorable end of the scale

is ranked 5.

The resulting ranking of groups represents their relative positions with

respect to one another. While there is a tendency in surveys of this type

for respondents to cluster themselves within certain ranges of the scale,

responses can be expected to be scattered along the entire continuant of

the scale. Thus, the only way a reader can determine the specific degree of

favorableness of a group is to refer to the table with raw dimension values.

While the ranking procedure is reasonably straightforward, inferences

drawn from the rank order should be done with caution, noting that mean

score differences on some dimensions might be quite small (less than 5 percent).

Tests of statistical significance of the differences in such mean scores were

not conducted. Considering the size of the samples involved and the variance

around those mean scores, rankings based on differences in mean scores of less
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5 percent should be considered questionable.

In a similar vein, whenever dimension scores had to be combined to form

a group score simple arithmetic means were used. It is recognized that

weighted means (i.e., weighted by the proportion of the entire sample iden-

tifying themselves by job title) could yield different results.

USE OF LIKERT's MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE CLASSIFICATION SCHEME

As the term "management structure" is often used, it refers to the

authoritarian nature of the organization. The specific classification scheme

employed differs among the various schools of organizational theory, but all

reflect the varying degrees to which authority passes strictly from higher

hierarchical levels to lower ones. Rather than review all of these schools

and ev,-A_ustg. their methods of classifying management structures, it was

decided to use the scheme presented by Rensis Likert.

Likert's classification methodology was selected for two reasons:

Likert utilizes the responses to survey questions to classify an

organization. The questions which appear on this survey are of the same

form as the ones which appear on the Missouri (1976) survey. Both surveys

are administered to members of the organization under study.

Likert uses four categories and these range from the most authori-

tarian hierarchy possible (i.e., an organizational dictatorship) to one

characterized by a high degree of superior-subordinate interaction in

decision making (i.e., participative management).

The organizational categories in question are as follows:

xploitive authoritarian (System I): highly authoritarian, with

little superior --- subordinate cooperation.

Benevolent authoritative (System II): moderately authoritarian,

with improved superior-subordinate cooperation.

Consultive (System III): moderately participative in nature, vf-th

generally favorable superior-subordinate relations

Participative (System rV): highly participative with generally

excellent superior-subordinate relations.

` Rensis Likert, The Human
New York: McGraw- Hill, 1967.

na ement and Value,
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Readers wishing to consult a more detailed presentation of Likert's

questions and classification methodology should consult his texte-
2/

Since

the current analysis is based on. Missouri's (1976) dimension scores, only

those questions which relate to these dimensions could be considered. Closer

examination of these questions revealed that the relevant dimension scores

could be substituted in their place. The result is an approximation of

Likert's organizational analysis.

Before proceeding with the analysis, it should be noted that each of

Likert's survey questions allows for one of 20 responses; the lessouri (1976)

survey has questions that allow for one of five responses. Since the four

organizational categories are defined in terms of ranges of question scores,

these ranges had to be redefined for current application. For dimensions

in which there is a direct relationship between scores and the degree of

favorable perceptions (DIMOI, DIM02, DI1408, prmo9_ DIM10), the ranges are

as follows:

Organizational category System 1 System _2 System 3 System 4

Range 1.0 - 1.9 2.0 - 2.9 3.0 - 3.9 4.0 - 5.0

For dimensions in which there is an inverse relationship betwe _ scores and

the degree of favorable perceptions (DIM04, DIM06, DI2f07), the ranges are as

follows:

Organizational _category System 1 System 2 System 3 5ystem

Range 4.1 - 5._0 3.1 - 4.0 2.1 - 3.0 1.0 - 2.0

While discussing the implementation of his system, Likert refers to a list

of questions that are generally similar to questions which appear on the

caseworker/supervisor survey; there are, however, certain differences in

these lists. Dimensions 1 to 11 were compared with the Likert (question)

list and only those dimensions which could be matched were included in the

Table. By this criteria, Doo, DIM05 and DIM11 were excluded (no matches

could be made for them with any certainty).

'Likert, op,eit. see Chap.
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It should be noted that the conversion scales used in transforming

dimension scores to corresponding Likert management systems involve round-

ing the former (i.e. , dimension scores) to the first decimal place. This

was done to expedite the current study's analysis; in future work, if study

resources permit, a more detailed approach could be used (see Chapter 3 of

the referenced Likert text for details). It should also be noted that the

range of dimension scores associated with System 4 is larger than those

associated with the other Systems.

Since the existing range of dimension scores cannot be subdivided into

5 equal (mutually exclusive) subintervals when they are to be rounded to the

first decimal place, one interval was made slightly larger than the rest.

This approach led to four ranges whose magnitudes equal 1.0 units, and one

range whose magnitude equals 1.1 units. The largest range was assigned to

System 4 since: (1) the occurrence of this category is often fairly rare;

(2) given the probable scarcity of System 4 observations, assigning the

larger range to them would both increase their likelihood of being detected,

and avoid distortions that tight arise if the larger scale was assigned to

one of the more frequently occurring Systems. On examining the data, the

assumed scarcity of System 4 cases proved to be correct (only one such case

was found) and distortions among the more frequently occurring Systems 2 and 3

cases were thus avoided (since no System 1 cases occur in the dimensions under

consideration, no distortion could arise from this System).

COMPARISON OF WORK- RELATED PERCEPTIONS IN LARGE CITY AREAS WITH SMALL CITY
AREAS, SUPERVISORS

In order to assess the perceptions of various types of supervisors in

large and small city locations, Tables 4.2 and 4.3 were prepared. The type

of supervisors are:

O Income maintenance and social services supervisors at the III to

V levels plus the "OTHR" (or "other' supervisor category; 5350 denotes

this group.

Income maintenance supervisors at the I and II levels; INS12

denotes this group.

O Social services supervisors at the I and II levels; SSS12 denotes

group.
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Table 4.24s of two types:

Group mean (arithmetic)

qroupws standard deviation (in parenthesis)
The cOMOarisons made is Table 4.3 are based on the contents of Table

4 2. When comparing location types for a given dimension, all supervisor

dimension scores associated with each location were added, and their average

value obtained. Ranking of large and small city areas was then accomplished

by comparing the areas average scores. Thus, for example, the average DEM01

values for large and small city areas are 2.96 and 3.31, respectively. Given

the manner in which DIM01 is scaled, small city areas possess the most favor-

able score.

'-Comparisons between supervisor types are made in a similar manner. For

a particular dimension, small city and large city scores for a given supervisor

type are added and their average value obtained. The average scores for the

three types of supervisors are then compared and they are then ranked accord.

ingly. For example, the average DIM scores for 5350, IMS12 and SSS12 are

3.37, 2.92 and 3.12; rankihg of supervisor categories are based on these scores.

The various dimensions have been scored in such a way that increasing

dimension scores reflect increasingly favorable work perceptions. There

are four exceptions to this:

DIM04: Job Pressure;

DIM05: Role Overload;

DLM06: Stability, Work Environment

DIM07: Alienation.

For these dimensions, increasing dimension scores reflect increasingly un-

favorable work perceptions.

As used in Table 4.2, mall city areas refer specifically to Buchanan,

Green and Jasper counties. Large city areas include the city and county of

St. Louis and Jackson county, which contains Kansas City.

Comparison of Large and Small City Locations

Table 4.4 lists those dimensions in which large and snal1 city areas

rank most favorably in terms of supervisors' perceptions.



Small city
Large city

Small city
Large city

Small city
Large city

Small city
Large city

Small city
Large city

Small city
Large city

Small
Large

Small city
Large city

Small city
Large city

Table 4.2

DU NSION SCORES BY SUPERVISOR CATEGORY LOCATION:

LARGE CITY AREAS VS SMALL CITY AREAS

upervisors III-V
Others S350)

IMS

1,11 CIMS12).
SSSI (SSS12)

DINO _ Job Satisfaction

3.36 (.13) 3.17 (0.51) 3.40 (0.59)

3.37 (.53) 2.66 (0.51) 2.84 (0.48)

DIM02: Job Motivation

3.25 (.35) 3.70 (0.69) 3.95 (0.51)

3.92 (.60) 3.11 (0.63) 3.48 (0.53)

DIM03: Work Organization

2.50 (.35) 3.07 (0.57) 2.91 (0.49)

3.13 (.42) 2.93 (0.68) 3.13 (0.55)

DIM04: Job Pressure

3.00 (0.0) 3.52 (0.70) 3.25 (0.77)

3.22 (0.84) 3.02 (0.81) 3.14 (0.68)

DIM05: Role Overload

2.75 (0.35) 2.23 (0.47) 2.20 (0.63)

2.25 (0.75) 2.60 (0.70) 2.36 (0.79)

DI O6: Stability of Work Environment

2.83 (0.24) 2.94 (0.55) 2.94 (0.68)

3.02 (0.83) 3.18 (0.77) 3.42 (0.65)

DIM07: Alienation

3.00 (0.0) 2.75 (0.89) 2.73 (0.79)

2.45 (0.76) 3.21 (0.74) 3.30 (0.70)

DIM08: Group Relatio

4.00 (0.0) 3.95 (0.52) 4.20 (0.26)

4.16 (0.47) 3.49 (0.88) 3.75 (0.76)

DIM09: Power and Autonomy

3.30 (0.14) 2.69 (0.65) 3.58 (0.76)

3.51 (0.67) 2.88 (0.62) 2.93 (0.54)
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Smell city
Large city

Smell city
Large city

Table 4. 2 con u

Supervisors III -V
Others (s34g)

INS sss

IALMELL i I (ss$12)

DIM10: Communications

3.23 (0.18) 3.30 (0.67) 3.68 (0.68)

3.86.(0.55) 3.25 (0.47) 3.38 (0.42)

DIM11: Organizational Goal Clarity/Realism

3.83 (0.24) 3.67 (0.63) 3.73 (1.01)

4.10 (0.70) 3.25 (0.96) 3.03 (0.89)

Data in ( ) indicates the standard deviation for its cell.

Note. Information on DI i12 and DIM13 were not available from the computer

printouts. For this reason, these dimensions do not appear in any of the

tables of Chapter 4.
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Table 4.3

CO ARISONS OF LOCATION AND SUPERVISOR CATEGO

Dimension Conmer±ts

DIK01 (Job Sat is action)

D 02 (Job Motivatio-

DIMO- (Work Organization)

DI104 (Job Pressure)

DIM05 (Role Overload)

DIMO6 (Stability of Work
Environment)

Small city supervisors are generally more
satisfied with their jobs than are their large
city counterparts. 5350 supervisors are more
satisfied than SSS12 supervisors; SSS12 super-
visors are more satisfied than their IMS12
counterparts.

Small city supervisors are generally more
motivated than are their large city counter-
parts. SSS12 supervisors are more motivated
than 5350 supervisors; 5350 supervisors are
more motivated than their IMS12 counterparts.

Large city supervisors have activities that
are generally more structured than those of
their small city counterparts. SSS12 super-
visors experience similar organization as do
IMS12 supervisors; both experience greater
organization than do 5350 supervisors.

Small city supervisors generally experience
more job pressure than their large city
counterparts. IMS12 and SSS12 experience
similar levels of job pressure; 5350 super-
visors have less pressure than SSS12 or DKS12.

Difficulty with daily activities is similar
for large city and small city supervisors.
5350 supervisors experience similar difficulty
to 1MS12 supervisors; both experience greater
difficulty than do SSS12 supervisors.

Large city supervisors have a generally less
stable working environment than do their small
city counterparts. 5SS12 supervisors exper-
ience greater instability than do IMS12 super
visors; IMS12 supervisors experience greater
instability than do $350 supervisors.



Table 4. 3 (cont nued)

Dimension Comments

um07 (Alienation) Large city supervisors generally experience
greater alienation than do their small city
counterparts. SSS12 supervisors experience
similar alienation to EKS12 supervisors;
both experience greater alienation than do
8350 supervisors.

DU 08 (Group Relations) Small city supervisors report a higher level
of group unity than do their large city
counterparts. The unity experienced by
S350 supervisors is greater than that of
SSS12 supervisors; both experience greater
unity than do EMS12 supervisors.

TOMO (Power and Autonomy_) Small city supervisors appear to have slightly
greater perceptions of power and autonomy than
do their large city counterparts; both lie on
the moderately favorable portion of the response
scale, however. S350 supervisors perceive
greater personal power than do SSS12 super-
visors; SS512 supervisors perceive greater
personal power than do LS12 supervisors.

D12{10 (Communications)

DIM11 (Organizational
Goal Clarity/Realism)

The quality of office communications is per-
ceived as being higher by large city super-
visors than by their small city counterparts.
Both supervisor groups lie in the favorable
portion of the response scale, however.
Communications are perceived in a similar
light by 5350 and SSS12 supervisors; their
perception of communications quality is
higher than that of IMS12 supervisors.

Small city supervisors perceive a higher level
of goal clarity/realism than do their large
city counterparts. 8350 supervisors perceive
greater goal clarity than do IMS12 supervisors;
IMS12 supervisors perceive similar goal clarity
to SSS12 supervisors.



Small city areas score most favorably on more dimensions than do large

city areas. Furthermore, the former type of area scores most favorably with

respect to both job satisfaction and job motivation. One may conclude,

therefore, that supervisors in small city areas appear to possess more

favorable work perceptions than do their large city counterparts.

Table 4.4

LOCATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH MOST FAVOR E DI ION SCORES

Small city area Lame_ cityre

DTM01: Job Satisfaction DT 0S Work Organization

nrwil! Tch !*44.4var-r_cn

DT105: Role Overload

DL406: Stability, Work
Environment

DTM07: Alienation

DEMOS: Group Relations

DEM09: Power and Autonomy

DrM11: Goal Clarity/Realism

nrem: Job Prozourc

DIMO5: Role Overload

DIM10: Communications

Several points deserve greater elaboration. Previous studies have

shown that job satisfaction and job productivity may be positively related.--

S 11 city supervisors, in such an event, would not only be favorably

disposed to their jobs; they would also be the more productive.

Why do small city areas possess as many favorable dimensions as they

do? A partial answer is found in the association of job satisfaction with

this type of area. Previous studies have shown that satisfaction is related

to attitudes, job content, autonomy, and psychological need satisfaction.

The dimensions associated with small city areas (in Table 4.4) reflect
2

such considerations.--
/

That they should be associated with these areas

is therefore not surprising.

1 Srivasta, et al., Job Satisfaction and Froductivit-, Case Western
Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, 1975.

2/--Srivasta, et al., op. cit.
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Acceptable levels of job pressure, and adequate communications, are

bOth< inportant inn insuring job satisfaction; the nature and significance

heir roles reme discussed eLsewhere. That communications are per

cetved asi being superior in large city areas may in part be due to the

Of better communications facilities in such areas. Recent

devedovents in St, Louis, which is Missouri largest large city area,

nay also be involve

Maims bra currently underway to streamline DFS activities in the

St, louis axes. The increased organizational structuring, specialization,

mmd standardization which results may well make intraagency communications

a: ier. They probably also account for the association of DIM03 (Work

Organitation) with large city areas (the dominance of St. Louis in such

areaS would account for this).

tria.simila= vein, work standardization can go far in eliminating

workrelated ambiguity. Since such am bi uity contributes to high levels

of jab pressure,
/
its reduction would also tend to reduce perceived job

pressure (t.a., in404). Lower levels of perceived job pressure in large

city areas sight , therefore, be expected.

C°1"0-89116fSuisPrCat"rie9
Tables 4.-5 and 4.6 rank the supervisor categories for each dimension

mid type of location. This ramking is based on the assumed relationships

betweelm tla scoring of dimensions and their implications for supervisors'

work perceptions. A rank of 41" denotes the most favorable sort of impact;

a rank of "3" denotes the Least favorable sort of impact.

-e C. HasLse "Helping the Troubled; the Costs of Involvement,"
and Churchill,, at al., "Organizational Climate and Job Satisfaction in
tbm Sales: Force," Journal of Karketin- Research, Nov. 1976.

/-See Charclill, et al., op._cit., for discussion of the role that
structuring of activities can play in job satisfaction.



Table 4.5

OF SUPERVISOR CATEGORIES FOR

Supervisors III, V
Other

SMALL CITY LOCATIONS

IMS SSS

III

DIMOI 2 3 1

DtM02' 3 2 1

DI1403 3 1 2

DIM04 1 3 2

DADS 3 2 1
DIM() 1 2 2
DtM07 3 2 1
DIMS 2 3 1
DUM09 2 3 1
DI/410 3 1

1 2

Table 4.6

RANKING F SUPERVISOR CATEGORIES FOR LARGE CITY AREAS

Supervisors III, V IMS SSS

Ocher

D11101 1 3 2

011402

DI1W3

1

2

3

3

2

1

ormo4 3 1 2

DIMOS 1 3 2

DIMO6 1 2 3

DIMO7 1 2 3

DIMOS 1 3 2

911409 1 3 2

011410 1 3 2

DIN11 1 3

In small city areas, social service supervisors I; II experience the

most favorable overall job perceptions; supervisors at the III level and

above experience the second most favorable job perceptions. In large city

areas, the reverse ordering applies. Income maintenance supervisors I, II

have the least favorable perception in either small city or large city

settings.



As was noted earlier, favorable levels of job sat

are often related to the remaining dimensions under cu

Tables 4.5 and 4.6 reveal that a supervisory category'

respect to ormoi corresponds to ts ranking when all dimensions

sidered.

CONCLUSIONS

It should be noted that the folio ring conclusions apply only to 4 _

and large city areas, as these areas are defined above. Other counties

are considered in subsequent chapters involving urba/suburban and rural

county comparisons; separate conclusions are given in these Chapters.

When all dimensions are considered, supervisors operating in small

city areas appear to have somewhat More favorable work perceptions than do

their Large city counterparts (see Table 4.4).

In small city areas, social service supervisors ova the most

favorable work perceptions; supervisors III, V have the sac() d most favorable

perceptions. In large city areas, this order is reversed, Clearly, there

is a location effect among these supervisor categories (see Tables 4.5 and

4.6).

both large city and small areas, income Asinren super-

visors I, II have the least favorable perceptions of their working environ-

ment (see Tables 4,5 and 4.6).

The ranking of a supervisor category with respect to VIM©1. (

Job Satisfaction) will correspond to that category overall ranking w

all dimensions are considered (see 'Tables 4.5 and 4.6).

A concise summary of the empirical data for each dimension is found

in Table 4.3.
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CGi SON OF 6 0

ARMS: CASEWORKERS
TED PERCPERCEPTIONS IN LARGE CITY VS S

The questions which are contained in the Missouri (1976) organizational

survey are intended to reveal the attitudes, perceptions and evaluations that

DPS caseworkers have toward their work. These questions are in turn aggre-

gated into scales; scales and questions are aggregated into dimensions. Since

dimension scores provide a concise summary of the survey's results, It is this

data (as opposed to individual questions and/or scales) that appear in Table 4.7.

The data are provided for each type of location and caseworker. They consist of:

1. The average dimension score (arithmetic mean) for a given pair of

location and caseworker types.

2. The standard deviations of the mean scores (contained in parentheses).

The standard deviation data are included for the benefit of the interested

reader; time limitations precluded their consideration in the discussion which

follows.

Since dimensions are derived from survey questions, they, too, should

reflect work-related attitudes, evaluations and perceptions. For the sake

of brevity, these characteristics will subsequently be referred to by the

term ''perceptions."

Seven of the eleven dimensions have been scored so that increasing

scores reflect increasingly favorable work perceptions. The remaining dimen-

sions have been scored so that increasing scores reflect increasingly un-

favorable work perceptions. These latter dimensions include:

DI*104: Job pressure

e DtM05: ?ale overload
DIMO6: Stability, work enviro nt

DID 07: Alienation

This discuss ion of the relationship between scoring and perceptions is

relevant tc the ranking schemes to be discussed later.

As used in Table 4.7, small city areas refer specifically to Buchanan,

Green and Jasper counties. Large city areas include the city and county of

St. Louis and Jackson county, which contains Kansas City.



Table 4.7

DIMENSION SCORER By CASEWORKER CATEGORY AND LOCATION: LARGE my ARRA VS SHALL CITY A

Dimension description, Income maintenance

casowntkors

Social service

workers

Social service

caseworkers

Social service workers

and easevorkers

"OTHER"

caseworkers

DINO': Job satisfaction

Small city 2.86(0.60) 3.10(0.43) 3,03(0.52) 3.07(0.47) 3,32(0.57)

Large city 2.56(0,62) 2.90(0.66) 2,67(0.52) 2.71(0.60) 2.96(0.68)

D1H02: Job motivation

Small city 3.38(0,63) 3.87(0.60) 3.37(0.56) 3.63(0.62) 4.19(0.62)

Large city

e-v.% Visa144064vil

3.04(0,72) 3.66(0.64) 3.44(0.60 3.53(0.67) 1.61(0.80)

Small city 3.07(0.81) 3.02(0.50) 3.21(0.47) 3.11(0.48) 3.53(0,89)

Large city 3.09(0.75) . 3.17(0.61) 3,15(0.67) 3.16(0.64) 3.70(0.77)

DIN04: Job pressure

Smell City 3.30(0,69) 3.45(0.57) 2.79(0.84) 3.14(0.17) 3.16(1.18)

Large city 3.10(0.76) 3.14(0.68) 3.02(0.67) 3.07(0.67) 2.95(1.07)

DEMOS; Role overload

Small city 2.25(0,63) 1.83(0.56) 1.96(0.59) 1.89(0.57) 2.50(0.87)

Lmrge city 2.53(0,61) 2.310.72) 2.i6(0.74) 2.310.75)
knIn az%

41..4704.uul

00106: Stability of work

environment

Small city 3.04(030) 3.00(0.80) 2.92(0.77) 2.96(0,77) 3.29(1.13)

Large city 3.19(0.75) 3.29(0.87) 3.41(0.76) 3.36(0.81) 2,83(0,78)

1JIN07! Alienation

Small city 3.26(0.83) 2,67(0.70) 3.10(0.80) 2.87(0.77) 3.44(1.07)

Large city 3.53(0.09) 3,43(0.71) 3.47(0.70) 3.45(0.70) 3.01(0.77)

DIMO8z Croup relations

Small city 3.14(0.94) 3.47(0.72) 3.42(0.81) 3.45(0.75) 3.00(1.15)

Large city 2.91(0.90) 3.18(0.90) 3.03(0.83) 3.10(0.87) 3.40(0.92)

011109: rower.aod autonomy

Small city 2.46(0.58) 2,85(0.33) 2.82(0.47) 2.64(0.49) 2.74(0.51)

Large city 2.58(0.59) 2.82(0.51) 2.68(0.56) 2.74(0.58) 2,87(0.70)

0IM101 Communication°

Small city 2.75(0.05) 3.20(0.68) 2.77(0.64) 3.00(0.68) 2.89(0.79)

Large city 2.69(0.69) 2.80(0.66) 2.80(0.59) 2.80(0.62) 3.09(0.95)

DIM11; Organizational goal

clarity/realism

Small city 3,08(0.91) 3.58(0.75) 2.92(0.76) 3.27(0.81) 3.90(0.92)

Large city 2.79(0.82) 2.84(0.89) 2.62(0.92) 2.72(0.91) 3.37(0,99)

Figures in ( ) denote standard deviations.



Co ri,sox of Small Citr and . tge City Locations
In order to compare small city and large city areas over all caseworker

types, mean dimension scores were employed. These scans were obtained for

each dimension and location by taking the arithmetic average of the related

scores of all the caseworker categories.

For each dimension, the average small city w6s compared with its

large city counterpart. The area which ranks most favorably is the one with

the most favorable score. Results of this comparison appear in Table 4.8.

Table 4.8

LOCATIONS OCIATED
rMENSION

Small City Area

WITH MOST F.AVORABLE
SCORES

Area

DIH01: Job satisfaction DI103: Work organization

DIH02: Job motivation DIN04: Job pressure

DIMO5: Role overload DIN09: lower and autonomy

DIH06: Stability, work environment

DIMO7: Alienation

DIM08: Group relations

DIH09: Power and autonomy

DIM10: Communications

DIM11: Organizational goal cla
realism

)7/

It is instructive to compare the results of this tatale with those

Table 4.4, its counterpart for DFS supervisors. The dimensions most

favorably associated with the two types of areas are almost identical in

both tables. This finding ests that both casevo14ers and supervisors

who live in small city areas generally have more favorable work perceptions

than do their counterparts in large city areas.

While a number of factors could probably account the similarities

between Tables 4.4 and 4.8, two plausible ones come l.sediatel.y to mind.

The first involves the nature of small city and large city areas. While
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both offer the conveniences of city living, the latter presents greater

problems for those in social welfare work (e.g., more complicated and un-

controllable socioeconomic conditions); depending on the individuals in-

volved, the congestion and inconvenience of moving about in a large city

can also have a negative influence. Since such environmental considera-

tions affect both supervisors and caseworkers in much the same way, both

may tend to react more favorably to small city locations and their attendant

characteristics.

The second factor involves the nature of the relationships that exist

between supervisors and caseworkers. To the extent that the perceptions

of supervisors affect those of their caseworkers, the results of Table 4.8

follow (in a sense) from those of Table 4.4. Whether or not such causal

relationships exist is debatable. It is interesting to note, however,

that on a scale of 1 to 5, DIM09 (Power and Autonomy) always assumes values

less than 3 (the mid-point of the range) for all caseworkers groups. Since

such scores lie in the lower half of the perceived power and autonomy range,

it might be argued that caseworkers could be influenced,by the perceptions

of their supervisors.

Differences Between Tables 4.4 and 4.

Of the differences that exist between these tables, the most easily

accounted for involves the association of DINO (Power and Autonomy) with

both small city and large city caseworkers. Caseworkers are primarily in-

volved with their clients; the degree of discretion they possess is deter-

mined by the nature of their jobs (i.e., income maintenance, social service,

other) and possibly by the particular supervisors they work for. There is

little reason to suspect that geographical location exerts any sort of

effect on DIM09. Since supervisors' activities are affected by hierarchical

considerations, it is similarly not surprising to find that location appears

to have an effect on them. Thus, DINO9 is common to both large and small

city areas in Table 4.8 but is not shared in Table 4.4.

A second difference involves the transfer of DIM10 from large city to

small city areas when attention shifts from supervisors to caseworkers.

This switch may, perhaps, be accounted for by the types of communication
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(DI I0 relates to communications) that supervisors and caseworkers engage in.

Caseworkers are most involved with their clients and immediate supervisors.

In small city areas these persons are probably easier to locate and commune,

case with; the sheer size of large city areas makes such tasks more difficult.

DIM01 is, therefore, associated with small city areas in Table 4.8.

Supervisors are involved with their caseworkers, colocated fellow super-

visors, and possible with agency officials in other areas. The communication,

PI.Aliranr.I.Vnt=4^.n ^^..41-14.^A 4--4*4044.w4LLaLLV kA.WM.U) Xel4W.f.00 AVUWA

city areas may make their communications tasks easier. DIM10 is, cherefo

associated with large city areas in Table 4.4.

Finally, Table 4.4 indicates that the DIM05 scores of large city and small

city supervisors are quite similar. This not true of caseworkers (see Table

where. those working in small city areas have less difficulty in coping

the clients, documentation, referrals, etc., than do their large city counter-

parts, The differential impact that location apparently has is perhaps again

accounted for by the variation that exists between caseworkers' and supervisors'

jobs. As noted in regard to DIM10, caseworkers/workers are more intimately in-

volved with clients than are their superiors, and the complexities of large city

life (e.g., social, economic) may make the former's tasks more difficult.

S ficance of Job Satisfaction (DIM01) and Work Or anizatio D 03)

The significance of job satisfaction and its relationships with the

other dimensions has already been discussed in the preceding section in

regard to Table 4.4. The contents of Table 4.8 reinforce the notion that

increasing levels of job satisfaction tend to be accompanied by favorable

scores on other survey dimensions; this conclusion is empirically supported

for both caseworkers and supervisors.

The organizational developments which have been occurring in St. Louis

(these developments are discussed in conjunction with Table 4.4 in the pre-

ceding section) have apparently had similar effects on caseworkers and

supervisors. In bath cases, the incrpaqpri lavaia nf 6%. ear

to have had a beneficial effect in terms of diminished job pressure and both

are associated with large city areas. While the conclusions involving job

structure and communications still apply, it is the caseworkers in small city

areas who appear to benefit most as a result of the association of DIM10 with

this type area.

Comparison ofCasawarker_Caaesoriea

In order to compare the various caseworker categories over both small

city and large city areas, Tables 4.9 and 4.10 were prepared. Table 4.9
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Dimension descr ti n

Table 4,9

RANKING OF CASEWORKER CATEGORIES BY DIM

Income

maintenance

caseworkers

DIMO1: Job satisfaction 5

DIM02: Job motivation 5

DIM03! pork ormi2stion

1N04: Job pressure 4

OIM05: Bole overload 4

DIM06: Stability, work

environment 2

DIMO7: A14ePtinn 5

0

I!J DIM: Group relations 5

I-1

DIM: Power and autonomy 3

DIN10: Communications 3

DIME: Organizational goal

clarity/realism 4

63

Social service

workers

Social service

caseworkers

2 4

2 4

4 2

5 1

3 1

3 5

1 4

1 3

1 4

1 4

2 5

Social service

workers and

caseworkers

"OTHR"

caseworkers

3 1

3 1

3 1

3 2

2 5

4 1

2 3

2 4

3 2

3 2

3 1



- cation, d on

Table 4.10

RANKING OF CASEWORKER CATEGORIES IN

SMALL CITY AND LARGE CITY AREAS

Income

maintenance

caseworkers

Social service

workers

Social service

caseworkers

"OTHR"

caseworker

I CITY

4 2 3 1

12
3 2 4 1

13 3 4 2 1

)4
4 1 2

1 2 4

16
2 1 4

17 3 1 2 4

18 3 1 2 4

19 4 1 2 3

V 4 1 3 2

1 3 2 4 1

E CITY

'1 4 2 3 1

12
4 1 3 2

4 2 3 1

4 3 4 2 1

5 4 3 1 2

6 2 3 4 1

7 4 3 1

8' 4 3 1

9 4 2 3 1

0 4 2 2 1

1 3 2 4 1



ranks these categories without regard to type of location. The ranking pro-

cedure used consists of obtaining average dimension scores for each dimension

and caseworker type (averaging was done over the corresponding small city and

large city scores); the resulting scores are then ranked in terms of their

impacts on favorable work-related perceptions. Table 4.9 appears on the

following page. In both this and Table 4.10, a rank of "1" denotes the most

favorable impact, a value of "5" denotes the least favorable impact.

When all dimensions are considered, the various categories are ranked

e_,in ene eeeeeeee* eLee,L.

1. "Other" types of caseworkers

2. Social service workers

3. Social service caseworkers

4. Incc maintenance caseworkers

This ranking is obtained by generating the average reek of a category over

all dimensions and then ranking the average ranks. Since the social service

workers/caseworker category involves no new class of caseworker, it is

omitted from the ranking.

Effect of Location on Caseworker

Since small city and large city caseworkers appear to differ in their work

related perceptions, an effort was made to see if the rankings of caseworker

categories are affected by small city and large city settings. Table 4.10

summarizes this effort. The rankings shown in this table are based directly

on data from Table 4.7. Since the composite "social service workers /caseworkers"

category introduces no new caseworker type, it was omitted.

When all dimensions are considered, the various categories are ked in

the following table.

Table 4.11

RANKING OF CATEGORIES WHEN ALL DIMENSIONS

11 City Area

ARE CONSIDERED BY AREA E

Large City Area

1. Social.. service workers 1. "Other" caseworkers

2. Social service caseworkers 2. Social service workers

3. "Other caseworkers 3. Social service caseworkers

4. Income maintenance caseworkers 4. Income maintenance caseworkers
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The major effect of considering location is to switch the relative positions

of "other" caseworkers and their social services counterparts (this state-

ment considers social service workers and caseworkers as a block).

It is interesting to note that location type exerts no influence on

the ranking of income maintenance caseworkers; they consistently rank last

in favorable work perceptions. Within the social services area, social

service workers conelr-IIMy rank ahead of their caseworker counterparts.

That"other" caseworkers should reflect the most favorable overall work-

related perceptions, when smell city and large city areas are aggregated

together, results from:

the use of simple arit

the data itself.

"Other" caseworkers tend to have the most favorable dimension scores in both

types of areas; the averaging process preserves this characteristic.

ans as composite dimension sco

ob Satisfaction and Caseworker Rankin s

Examination of Tables 4.9 and 4.10 reveals that a caseworker category's

ranking with respect to job satisfaction (i.e., DLMO1) generally corresponds

to its ranking when all dimensions are considered, There is only one excep-

tion to this finding ranking of caseworkers in ;mall city areas. In this

latter case, the categories' rankings with respect to DIMO9 (Power and

Autonomy) correspond to the rankings when all dimensions are considered.

Given the relationships that seem to exist (these relationships are

neither necessarily causal or perfect) between DImnt and the other dimen-

sions, this finding is generally not surprising. As was noted in the pre-

ceding section, all supervisor categories in both small city and large city

areas reflect this same correspondence between rankings with respect to job

satisfaction and rankings wit respect to all dimensions.

Small city caseworkers are, of course, an exception to this finding.

The correspondence between rankings with respect to DLMO9 (Power and

Autonomy) and rankings with respect to all dimensions, in this case,

notable.

Previous studies have unearthed evidence which suggests that a

-/See Srivasta, et al., Job Satisfaction And Productivitl, Case Western
Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, 1975, Chap. 2.
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worIcar's job sat=isfaction is positively related to his /her autonomy. While

sect l a relationethlp is obviously not perfect in this case (if it were, rank-

bogs vitt' respect to DIM01 would match those of DIM09), its existence in a

wealcer form would suggest that small city caseworkers are perhaps not so

dAfferent from other social welfare personnel in small city and large city

areas.

A Lim- k- t Theo Manage -m: to the Su s Results

Table 4.12 reflects the organizational structure perceived by income

mAtatemarmeworkers.

Table 4.12

RGA RATIONAL STRUCTURE PERCEIVED BY I.M. CASEWORKERS

irr S stem 1 g stet em

till

DIMS 2

Driv107

Inato8

mato9

Dl m

U,M

U,M

U,M

U,M

U,M

U,M

U

* _
Li denotes still. city responses; M denotes large city responses.

Iincome miutenaracer workers perceive, therefore, that they are ape

wAthan a System 2 environment.

Table 4.13 reflects the organizational structure perceived by social

service vorters Large city social service workers seem to feel that they

Cng

e-re operating inclose to a System 2 evvlronment. Their small city counter-

parts, orlthQ otter hand, seem to feel that they are operating in close to

a sr__ em 3 environment.



Dimensio

D11101

D11102

DrM04

DTh106

1:m107

DtM08

DTh109

Drmio

Table 4.13

OAGl2ATIOIAL STEU TURE PERCEIVED BY S.S. WORKERS

S stem 1 stem 2 4

U,M

M

M

U,M

M

U

U,M

U

U

U

U denotes small city responses; M denotes large city resp ruses.

Table 4.14 reflects tFhe organizational structure perceived by social

service caseworkers.

Dimension

DI 10l

ormo2

DIM04

DtM06

raM07

MMOS

raM09

DI L1©

U denotes small city responses; M denotes large city responses.

Table 4.14

©RGAMINATIONAL STRUCTURE PERCEIVED BY S.S. CASEWORKERS

U,M

U,M

U,M

U,M

U

Both small city and large city workers seem to perceive their environments

as lying between Systems 2 and 3. Large city caseworkers seem to lie closer

to System 2; small city caseworkers seem to lie closer to System 3.

Table 4.15 reflects the organizational structure perceived by "a thee

caseworkers.
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Dime

DI O1

DI O4

Dl ©6

DIMO7

D1H08

DINO9

DIM10

U denotes

Table 4.15

©RGA IIZATIONAL STRUCTURE PERCEIV DY "OTHER

lel c_

Is N

N

N

responses; i denotes large city r

"Oth caseworkc

in large city arc

also appear tc l.ts between Syste

appear closer to System 3; those

areas appear closer to System 2.

Income maintenance caseworkers perceive themselves

a moderately authoritarian system. Social service wor Icert/c4%eoctkers

small city areas perceive their environment as moderately parbicivative,

while their counterparts in large city areas perceive a moderetey Authori-

tarian environment; the environments perceived by "other" caseworkers are

the reverse of their social service counterparts. In eva cottA; these con-

clusions, one must remember that the Likett scheme assumes that SUPerVisors

can substantially control the nature of their relationships with 4tabordiaar

In government agencies, legislative restrictions can intervene Whether a

total System 4 structure, as defined by Likert, is possible urlder each cir-

cumsrances is uncertain.

Those

0411 city

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are based a data for smsti Cik

city areas only, It is not intended that these conclusion

other types of a Uts.
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_etve

Caseworkers, as 1 as supervisors, who live in small city areas

enerally more favorable work perception than do their counterparts in

large city areas (see Tables 4.4 and 4.8).

The role of power aid autonomy in casee orker perceptions appe

about the same in, both small city and large city areas; this isn't the case

with supervisors (see Tables 4.4 and 4.8).

Unlike supervisors, caseworkers perceive that communications

city areas are more favorable than are those in large city are

When small city and large city areas are considered together, case-

workers are ranked, in terms of favorable perceptions, as follows:

(1) "Other" types of caseworkers

(2) Social service workers

(3) Social service caseworkers

(4) Income maintenance workers

(Order of rankings; 1 most favorable; 4 e least favorable.)

When small city and large city areas are considered separately, the

ranking of personnel in large city areas is the same as whet these areas are

aggregated. Rankings in email city areas are, however, different:

1 Social service workers

(2) Social service caseworkers

(3) "Oeher" types of caseworkers

(4) Income maintenance caseworkers

A caseworker category's ranking eith respect to job satisfaction

corresponds to its ranking when all dimensions are considered. The excep-

tion to this involves small city caseworkers. Their overall ranking

corresponds to their ranking in terms of Drm19 (power and autonomy); as

noted above, prior studies suggest that autonomy and job satisfaction

could be positively related.

Organization types range from those thee are highly authoritarian

and regimented to those that are highly democratic and participative in

nature. Reusis Likert refers to these extreme types as System 1 and

System 4, respectively. Distributed evenly between these extremes are

intermediate organizational types, System 2 (moderately authoritarian) and

System 3 (moderately participative). Table 4.16 summarizes the organiza-

tional classification of each caseworker type.
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Table 4.16

ORGANIZATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF CASEWORKERS

Caseworker category

Income maintenance

Social service workers (small city)

Sys tam

System 2

Close to Sys

Social service workers (large city) Close to System 2

Social service caseworkers (small city) Between Systems 2 and 3; appears
closer to System 3

Social service caseworkers (large city) Between Systems 2 and 3; appears
closer to System 2

Close to System 2"Other" caseworkers (small city)

"0 her" caseworkers (large city) Close to SystE

NITION AND DISCUSSION OF URBAN/SUBURBAN AND RURAL AREAS

In order to facilitate the investigation of the impact that differ

types of geographical areas can have on work-related perceptions, the

counties of Missouri have been divided into six distinct groups based

population, per capita income, and urban density data. More spacities'

the purpose of subdividing the counties was twofold:

(1) to make sampling estimates for the survey that was

given during July 1976 and

(2) to identify groups of counties with similar

characteristics to be used as control and

demonstration counties.

The six categories used in the analysis and the division of counties

Y!

are given in Table 4.17.

Large urban

Suburban

Small urban

Large rural

More affluent, rural

Less affluent, rural

4-29
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Table 4.17

CLASSIFICATION OF COUNTIES BY COUNTY TYPE. WI
ASSOCIATED WITH THE LAST TMREK DIGITS OF

4NTT BEING
CODE

Barry: 009
Barton: 011
Benton: 015 --,

Bollinger: 017
Caldwell; 025
Camden: 029
Carter: 035
Cedar: 039
Chariton: 041
Christian: OW
Clark: 045
Crawford: 055
Dade: 057
Dallas: 059
Davies*: 061
DeKalb: 063
Dent: 065
Douglas: 067
Gentry: 075
Harrison; 081
Henry: 083
Hickory: 085
Howard: 089
Howell: 091
Iron: 093
Knox: 103
Laclede: 105
Lawrence; 109
Lincoln: 113
McDonald: 119
Madison: 123
Marisa: 125
Miller: 131
Mississippi: 133
Moniteau: 135
Monroe: 137
Morgan: 141
New Madrid: 143
Oregon: 149
Osage: 151
Ozark: 153
Pemiscot: 155
Perry: 157
Polk: 167

Putnam: 171
Ray: 177
Reynaldo; 179
Ripley: 181
St. Clair: 185
Ste. Genevieve:
Schuyler: 197
Scotland: 199
Shoinnon: 203

Stone: 209
?fitly: 213

Texas: 213
Ve 217
Wah t 221

Wayne:
Webster: 225
Wright: 229

Andrew: 003

Atchison: 005
Bates: 013
Carroll: 033
Clinton: 049
Cooper: 053
Gasconade: 073
Grundy: 079
Holt: 087
Lewis: 111
Linn: 115
Macon: 121
Mercer: 129
Montgoneryz 139
Pike: 163
Rails: 173
Shelby: 205
Sy1livan: 211
Warrens 219
Worth: 227

193

001

Aud : 007

Butler: 023
Callaway: 027
Dunklin: 069
Johnsen: 101
Lafayette: 107
Livingston: 117
Marion: 127
Newton: 145
NodeVay: 147
Pettis: 159
Phelps: 161
Randolph: 173
St.Francois: 197
Saline: 195
Scott: 201_
Stoddard: 207

Boone: 019
Cape Girardeau: 011
Cole: 051
Greene: 077
Jasper: 097
Pulaski: 169

Note: PIPS codes are five -d;

county in every $C4Ct in the co

identify the state; the last three

that state. Since the only counties of

the last three digits of this coda AVrt

thea.

- 021

037

lay: 047
renklin: 071

-son: 099

65
les: 183

Jackson: 093
St. Loui9: 189
St. Louis City: 510

here that identify

The first two digits

dentif? counties in

are all in Missouri,

needed to identify

The variable used in desighae areas is defined in

terns of the three types of rural areas. The variable used in

designating urban areas i6 defined in teas of the two types of

urban areas together with Suburban areas.
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MISSOURI

DIVISION OF FAMILY SERVICES
ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICTS

SR- affluent, small, rural
SR r affluent, small, rural.

LGR -Large rural
Urban,. small

SUE -Suburban
-Urban, Large

(7 -74)
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Large Urban

This group contains two counties, St. Louis and Jackson, both cna- c-

terized by population greater than 600,000 and per capita income about

$4,000, with high urban density. Included in this category is St. Louis

city.

The two metropolitan centers of St. Louis County and Jackson County

contain 34 percent of Missouri's population and are four to six times

larger than the next largest county. However, there are substantial dif

ences between these two counties. St. Louis County has the highest per

capita income in the state at $4,750, while Jackson County has a per capita

income of $4,052. The population of St. Louis is 50 percent larger than

Jackson. In any demonstration design, the individual offices in St. Louis

would have to be examined for matched pairs rather than matching St. Louis

and Jackson counties. The organizational structure of Family Services in

St. Louis City is unique to the remainder of the state.

Suburban

There are seven counties in this group which is characterized by a

relatively large population level and per capita income and a geographical

location adjacent to the urban center of St. Louis and Kansas City. The

populations of the counties range from 132,000 to 37,000 and per capita

income from $4,400 to $3,100. Of these, Platte is the most affluent with

per capita income greater than $4,000.

Small Urban

Six counties are classified as small urban counties. They are char c-

terized by populations between 40,000 and 170,000 and per capita income

between $3,000 and $3,710. They contain the smaller urban centers of

Springfield, Columbia, Joplin, and Jefferson City. Each county has a major

population concentration. Three counties in the group deserve special

mention. Pulaski County contains Vt. Leonard Wood which may make it me-

what uncharacteristic from other counties in demand for social service.

Cole County, because of the state offices, has the highest per capita in

come of the group and may also make it somewhat uncharacteristic. Boone

County contains the University of Missouri which may also make the social

service demand different from the other counties in this group.
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Rural

.Eighteen counties are classified as large rural counties. These

counties have populations between 40,000 and 15,000 and are characterized

by two population concentrations within the county which comprise at least

50 percent of the county population. This set of counties is distinguished

from the remaining two rural county sites by having a relatively large popu

lation center compared to the size of the county.

fluentluent Rural

counties are classified as more affluent rural. These counties

are characterized by a population density criteria such that the sum of'the

two largest population concentrations is no greater than 50 percent of the

county population. The populations of the counties range between 19,000 and

3,000. They also have relatively high rural per capita income levels, rang

ing from $2,900 and $3,500. These counties are mainly located in the northern

and central part of the state.

Less Affluent Rural

There are 61 counties in this grouping. These counties are characterized

by population between 28,000 and 4,000 and per capita income less than $2,900.

The population density criteria of having the sum of the two largest towns

less than 50 percent of the population separates these counties from the

large rural counties. These counties lie mainly in the southern part of the

state.



COMPARISON OF WORK-RELATED PERCEPTIONS II
LOCATIONS: SUPERVISORS

Table 418 contains the means and standard deviations of the first

11 dimension scores for DPS supervisors in various types of urban/suburban

id rural settings. Variations in this data should give some insights

into the effects that location and supervisor type have on work-related

perceptions. In reading the table, one should note that standard devia-

tions appear in parentheses.

As was noted with regard to Table 4.2, dimension scores are intended

to reflect a supervisor's attitudes, perceptions and evaluations toward

his/her work. For brevity's sake, all three will be referred to by "perms

captions" alone.

In order to study the influence that location has work-related percep-

tions, locations within supervisor types were ranked. Scores with the most

favorable impact on perceptions were ranked one; scores with the most adverse

pact were ranked five and six (i.e., the second lowest and lowest ranks).

In 7 of the 11 dimensions, there is a direct relationship between a dimension'

magnitude and its favorable impact on perceptions; in the remaining four,

this relationship is inverted. The four inverse dimensions are:

AND RURAL

DIM04: Job Pressure;

DIM05: Role Overload;

DIM06: Stability of Work Environment;

DINO: Alienation.

The next three sections discuss the impact that various types of rural and

urban/suburban settings have on a supervisor's work-related perceptions.

Income Maintenance and Social Services III,V Plus "Other" S
550

ors-

An examination of ranked dimension scores reveals that 5350 supervisors

who live in sma11 urban areas appear to have the most favorable work-related

perceptions. Suc" r areas are ranked first on the following dimensions: (1)

DIM01 (2) DIM02 (3) DIM07 (4) DIM08 (5) Dth09 (6) DIK10 (7) nrmil. On only

two dimensions, DIM04 and DIM05 does this type of area rank fifth or sixth.

Supervisors who live in large rural areas or small, affluent ones

appear to have the least favorable work-related perceptions. Such areas
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Table 4.18

NSION SCORES BY SUPERVISOR CATEGORY AND LOCATION;
RURA L VS URBAN/SUBURBAN

Supervisors III,V INS 1,11
Others (6350) IMS12)

b Satlefautlon

SSS
SSS12

Small, less affluent
rural 3.50(0.46) 3.19(0.52) 3.30(0.43)

Small, more affluent
rural 3.25(0.33) 2.91(0.69) 4.00(0.0)

Large rural 3.40(0.51) 3.33(0.60) 3.16(0.52)

Small urban 3.80(0.52) 3.20(0.47) 3.31(0.62)

Suburban 3.25(0.40) 3.26(0.65) 3.31(0.36)

Large urban 3.37(0.53) 2.66(0.51) 2.84(0.48)

OI1 02: Job Mot

Small, less affluent
rural 3.78(0.50) 3.70(0.44) 3.69(0.41)

Small, more affluent
rural- 3.63(0.43) 3.17(1.04) 4.25(0.0)

Large rural 3.80(0.51) 4.00(0.59) 3.86(0.48)

Small urban 4.19(0.66) 3.77(0.58) 4.03(0.36)

Suburban 3.45(0.33) 3.57(0.69) 3.72(0.55)

Large urban 3.92(0.60) 3.11(0.63) 3.48(0.53)

All 03 Work Orri_gation

Small, leas affluent
rural 3.27(0.44) 3.12(0.42) 3.24(0.65)

Small, more affluent
rural 3.22(0.49) 2.75(0.25) 3.75(0.0)

Large rural 3.13(0.57) 3.19(0.70) 2.93(0.51)

Small urban 3.06(0.85) 3.21(0.53) 2.92(0.49)

Suburban 3.85(0.68) 3.14(0.69) 2.97(0.28)

Large urban 3.13(0.42) 2.93(0.68) 3.15(0.55)

D 04 : Job Pressu

Small, less affluent
rural 3.45(0.75) 3.07(0.63) 3.18 (0 73)

Small, more affluent
rural 3.47(0.51) 2.67(0.38) 2.25(0.0)

Large rural 3.02(0.72) 3.03 (0.98) 3.39(0.43)

Small urban 3.50(0.35) 3.70(0.60) 3.40(0.82)

Suburban 2.75(0.43) 3.25(0.80) 3.00(0.67)

Large urban 3.22(0.84) 3.02 (0.81) 3.14(0.68)
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fable 4.18 (qoatinued)

Supervisors III,V
Others ($350

Small, less effluent

DtM05: Ito

1 2.29(0.57; Z.57(0.98) 213(0.53)
Small, more affluent
rural 40(C.,5Z) 2.33(0.29) 1.50(0.0)

Large rural 2.72(0.26) 2.03(0.62) 2.79(0.39)

Small urban 2.75(0.65) 2.32(0.40) 2.22(0.51)

Suburban 1.70(0.76) 2.57(0.61) 2.40(0.70)

Large urban 2.25(0.75) 2.60(0.70) 2.36(0.79)

Environment

Small, less affluent
rural 2.56(0.52) 2.62(0.83) 2.82(0.60)

Small, more affluent
rural 2.57(0.52) 2.44(0.19) 2.00(0.0)

Large rural 2.67(0.44) 2.71(0.54) 2.67(0.47)

Small urban 2.58(0.32) 3.06(0.58) 3.00(0.70)

Suburban 2.60(0.49) 2.81(0.69) 2.83(0.74)

Large urban 3.02(0.83) 3.18(0.77) 3.42(0.65)

DIM07: Alienation

Small, es affluent
rural 2.39(0.53) 2.67(1.02) 2.74(0.69)

Small, more affluent
rural 2.57(0.50) 2.92(0.52) 1.50(0.0)

Large rui11 2.70(0.86) 2.39(0.77) 2.71(0.42)

Small urban 2.00(0.84) 2.69(0.47) 2.80(0.86)

Suburban 2.35(0.49) 3.11(1.58) 2.80(0.52)

Large urban 2.45(0.76) 3.21(0.74)

DIN08: Group Relations

Small, less affluent
rural 4.26(0.54) 4.00(0.63) 4.09(0.64)

S mall, more affluent
rural 4.15(0,53) 3.33(0.76) 4.50(0.0)

Large rural 4.30(0.42) 4.31(0.68) 3.93(0.53)

SmAll urban 4.50(0.41) 4.04(0.50) 4.17(0.35)

Suburban 4.50(0.35) 4.00(0.41) 4.25(0.42)

Large urban 4.16(0.47) 3.49(0.88) 3.75(0.76)

pimp9_; Power _and Autonomy

Small,less afflueAt
rural 3.41(0.46) 3.00(0.49) 3.27(0.53)

Small, more affluent
rural 3.48(0.55) 3.53(0.12) 4.40(0.0)

Large rural 3.30(0.33) 3.34(0.89) 3.11(0.45)

Small urban 3.65(0.38) 3.00(0.60) 3.34(0.89)

Suburban 3.56(0.33) 2.63(0.51) 3.46(0.43)

Large urban. 3.51(0.67) 2.88(0.62) 2.93(0.54)
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Table 4.18 (continued)

rvisors III,V
hers (5350)

IMS LIT
(I 12)

SSS 1,11
(SSS12

Small, less affluent

I Co unina

rural 3.95(0. 3.53(0.45) 3.87(0.42)

Small, more affluent
rural 3.82(0.31) 3.58(0.14) 3.25(0.0)

Large rural 3.75(0.39) 3.73(0638) 3.25(0.35)

Small urban 4.31(1.14) 3.40(0.67) 3.60(0.47)

Suburban 3.90(0,45) 3.46(0.34) 3.55(0.70)

Large urban 3.86(0.55) 3.25(0.47) 3.38(0.42)

TiT16111: Or anizational

Small, less affluent
rural 3.91(0.42) 3.87(0.59) 3.63(0.42)

Small, more affiu
rural 3.63(0.69) 3.78(1.07) 3.00(0.0)

Large rural 3.73(0.56) 3.94(0.86) 3.10(0.90)

Small urban 4.56(0.51) 3.64(0.54) 3.60(0.86)

Suburban 4.47(0.56) 3.67(0.88) 3.37(1.02)

Large urban 4.10(0.70) 3.25(0.96) 3.03(0.89)



are ranked either fifth or sixth on the following dimensions: (1) DIM01

(2) DIM02 (3) 0IM04 (4) DIM05 (5) DIM06 (6) UMW (7) DIM08 (8) DIM09 (9)

DIM I0 (10) 0IM11. On no dimensions are these areas ranked first.

In a physical sense, suburban areas lie between their urban and rural

counterparts. This state of being "in the middle" apparently carries over

into their dimension scores. Suburbs rank first on dimension DIM03, DIM04

and 0I1!105; they rank fifth or sixth on DIM01 and DIM02.

Small urban and suburban areas provide many of the conveniences of

urban living but not the congestion and turbulence of large metropolitan

areas. The more placid life style, convenience and greater professional

autonomy (such areas rank first in worker perceived power and autonomy)

of this type of area appears to appeal to 5350 supervisors. This finding

is consistent with prior studies which suggest that job satisfaction is
1/

positively related to job autonomye

Inc intenalee_I,J--Sepervieoree IM$12.

An examination of ranked dimension scores for rm512 supervisors reveals

that those who live in large rural areas, or small affluent ones, appear to

have the most favorable work related perceptions. This finding contrasts

sharply with that of their 5350 counterparts. Large rural areas rank first

on (41:mansions DI1M01, DIM02, D1m05, Drmo7, Drmos, DIM10 and DIM11; their

small affluent counterparts ranking first on 0I104, DI 06 and 0IM09. It

should also be noted that small affluent rural areas rank fifth or sixth

cit M01, DIM02, DI1103 and 0IM08; large rural areas rank fifth or sixth

en one of the eleven dimensions. Of these two types of rural areas, one

may conclude that supervisors who live in large rural areas also have the

most favorable workrelated perceptions.

Supervisors who live in urban areas, especially large ones, appear to

have the least favorable sort of workrelated perceptions. Large urban

areas reek fifth or sixth on dimensions 0EM01, 0IM02, 01m05, 01106, 0 DM07,

DEMO and DIM11; small urban areas rank fifth or sixth on Drm04, 0IM06,

DEMO and DIM11.

/See Srivasta, et al. Job Satisfaction and Product

tern Reserve University, Cleveland, © o, 1975. Chap.

Case



Social Services o_ SSSI2

SSS12 supervisors who live in small rural areas appear to have the most

favorable work-related perceptions. Small affluent areas rank first on DIM01

through DIM09 (inclusive); small, less affluent, areas rank first on DIM10 and

DIM11. Small more affluent areas rank fifth or sixth on DIM10 and DIM11;

small less affluent areas rank fifth or sixth only on DIM02.

Supervisors who live in large areas, both urban and rural, appear to

experience the least favorable work-related perceptions. Large urban areas

rank fifth or sixth on DIM01, DIM02, DIM06, DIM07, DIMS, and DIM09; large

rural areas rank fifth or sixth on DIM01, DIM03, DIM04, DINO, DIM08, DIM09

and DIM10.

Area size appears to be inversely related to the degree to which SSS12

supervisors experience positive perceptions. The need of social services

personnel to establish and maintain personal contact with clients may make

areas with lighter population densities easier to work in. If this is

true, smaller areas would tend to improve work-related perceptions.

Rankings Among Supervisor Types

In order to rank supervisors by type, grand means (i.e. the means of

sets of means) across all locations and for each supervisor category were

calculated. These were then ranked by the same sort of criteria as were

used in ranking locations. This ranking procedure was carried out across

the supervisor categories, within each dimension. The average rank within

each category was then obtained (i.e.,sum all eleven ranks and divide by

eleven).

On the basis of this procedure, 5330 supervisors appear to have the

most favorable job and work-related perceptions; SSS12 supervisors experience

the next most favorable overall perceptions; LMS12 supervisors have the least

favorable perceptions. These findings are summarized in Table 4.19.

It is again worth noting that a supervisor category's rank with respect

to DIM01 (i.e., ,lob Satisfaction) corresponds to its rank when all dimensiovs

are considered. Since this finding has generally applied to both types of

location classification, average responses on DIM01 seem good indicators of

overall work-related perceptions. The existence of consistent relationships

between other dimensions and job satisfaction appears to be supported by

these empirical findings.



Table 4.19

RANKING OF SUPERVISOR CATEGORIES

(1 zg highest rank; 3 = lowest rank)

Supervisors III,V LMS 1,11

Others(S350) (IMS12 )

SSS
(SSS12)_

DIMOI 1 3 2

DIM02 2 3 1

DIM03 1 3 2

DIM04 3 2 1

DIM05 2 3 1

DIMO6 1 2 2

DIM07 1 3 2

DIM08 1 3 2

DIM09 1 3 2

umao 1 2 2

DIMI1 1 2 3

2
At least one previous survey of studies into :lb satisfaction sugg-

that autonomy is positively related to satisfaction- The results found

Tables 4.5, 4.6 and 4.19 support this finding. In all cases, the rankit_

of supervisor categories on DIM09 (power and autonomy) matches the ranking

DIMOI (job satisfaction). The same survey suggests that weaker evidence

eleists supporting a positive relationship Detween satisfaction and inter-

personal relations. The empirical findings of Table 4.19 supports this

theory (rankings on DINO1 correspond to rankings on DIM08 (group relations))

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions apply to all types of areas in Missouri,

S350 supervisors appear to have the most favorable overall work-

related perceptions among the three supervisor categories. Within this

category, supervisors who live in small urban areas have the most favorable

vasta, et al. off.
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perceptions; those who live in large rural an small affluent rural areas

have the least favorable perceptions.

a SSS12 supervisors appear to have the next most favorable overall

work-related perceptions. Within this category, supervisors who live in

small rural areas appear to have the most favorable perceptions; those

living in large rural and urban areas have the least favorable perceptions.

6 114512 supervisors have the least favorable work-related perceptions.

Within this category, supervisors who live in large rural or small affluent

rural area6 Ippqar to have the most positive perceptions; those living in

urban areas, especially large ones, have the least favorable perceptions.

The ranking of a supervisor category with respect to DIM01 (Job

Satisfaction) corresponds to its overall ranking with respect to all dimen-

sions. This finding holds over all types of location classifications.

s The rankings of a supervisor category with respect to DIM08 (Group

Relations) and DIM09 (Power and Autonomy) correspond to its ranking with

respect to DIM01. This finding holds over all types of location classi-

ficatiolu.

While the findings associated with Tables 4.2 and 4.18 imply

relationships, these are necessily causal.



COMPARISON OF WORK-RELATED PERCEPTIONS TN URBAN/SUBURBAN

WITH RURAL LKATIONS: CASEWORKERS

As haa already been noted on several occasions, the dimensions scores

derived from questions on the Missouri (1976) survey provide a cbncise sum-

mary of that survey's results. Dimension scores are therefore utilized in

Table 4.20. Contents of this table include:

1. The average dimension score (arithmetic mean) for each location

and caseworker type;

2. The standard deviation which is associated with each average

(contained in parentheses)

Data on standard thviations are p,7t sided for rhe benefit of interested readers;

time limitations precluded their co :Aeration in the discussion which follows.

Dimension scores reflect ft, att-_t--(2cs, perceptions and evaluations which

caseworkers hove toward their ;:O° sake of brevity, these character-

stics will subsequently be referred to ar "perceptions."

Most dimensions have been scored so that there is a direct relationship

between a dimension's score and t' degree to which that characteristic

eugender3 favor::-le work-related perceptions. For four dimensions this

relationship is inverted. These dimensions are:

1. DIM04: Job pressure

2. DIMO5: Role overload

3. DIMO6: Stability, work environment

4. DIM07: Alienation

Definition and Descrition. of the Various Urban/Suburban and Rural. Locations

A detailed discussion of the various urban/suburban and rural locations

that appear in Table 4.20 is provided on pp 4-29 through 4-33 of this chaptaZ.

As the need arises, readers are referred back to this material. Table 4.20

appears on the next page.



Table 4.20

DIMENSION SCONES BY CASEWORKER CATEGORY AND LocArTrw RURAL VS UPLE0d#5UBUR8AN

Ilmension description,
location caseworkers

Income maintenance Social service Social service Social aervice vorkera "OTHR"

workera caseworkers and caseworkers caseworkers_

11801; Job satisfaction
Small less affluent rural 3.30(0.54) 3.19(0.58) 3.37(0.63) 3.28(0.61) 3.58(0.54)

Small more affluent rural 3.19(0.55) 3.31(0.59) 2.77(0.56) 3.07(0.62) 2.79(0.29)

Large rural 3.26(0.55) 3.20(0.50) 3.22(0.43) 3.21(0.46) 3.10(0.47)

Small urban 2.93(0.56) 3.01(0.46) 3.09(0.59) 3.05(0.52) 3.46(0.64)

Suburban 2.93(0.55) 2.99(0.47) 2.92(0.31) 2.95(0.40) 2.91(0.64)

Large urban 2.56(0.62) 2.90(0.66) 2.67(0.52) 2.77(0.60) 2.96(0.68)

1802: Job motivation
Small lea® affluent rural 3.05(0.50) 3.86(0.63) 3.77(0.56) 3.82(0.59) 3.97(0.60)

Small more affluent rural 3.81(0.60) a "(0.54) 3.64(0.24) 3.75(0.44) 3.17(0.14)

Large rural 3.75(0.68i 3.75(0.60) 3.79(0.56) 3.77(0.53)

Small urban 3.53(0.58) .59) 1.08(0.71) 3.91(0.64) 4.19(0.63)

Suburban 3.43(0.55) :.58', 3.41(0.51) 3.52(0.55) 3.50(0.0)

Large urban 3.04(0.72) 2.66(0.64) 3.44(0.68) 3.53(0.67) 3.61(0.80)

1803: Work organization
Small less affluonL rural 3.27(0.57) 2.80(0.69) 3.16(0.26) 2.98(0.74) 3.72(0.57)

Small more affluent rural 3.07(0.72) 3.17(0.63) 2.82(0.75) 3.02(0.68) 3.75(0.90)

Large rural 3.21(0.79) 2.85(0M) 3.07(0.73) 2.97(0.64) 3.38(0.69)

Small urban 3.11(0.74) 2.98(0.58) 3.40(0.52) 3.19(0.58) 3.69(0.82)

Suburban 3.27(0.72) 2.91(0.82) 3.46(0.51) 3.17(0.74) 4-25(0.35)

Large urban 3.09(0.73) 3.17(0.61) 3.15(0.67) 3.16(0.64) 3.70(0-77)

1804: Job preasure
Small less affluent rural 3.13(0.68) 3.41(0.51) 2.79(0.56) 3.10(0.61) 2.63(0.67)

Small more affluent rural 3.09(0.65) 3.44(0.58) 3.04(0.99) 3.27(0.79) 2.33(0.38)

Large rural 3.01(0.70) 3.27(0.70) 2.84(0.64) 3.03(0.69) 2.82(0.49)

Small urban 3.35(0.70) 3.45(0.73) 2.83(0.70) 3.15(0.77) 3.00(0.99)

Suburban 3.18(0.66) 3.47(0.58) 3.11(0.69) 3.30(0.65) 7.25(0.35)

Large urban 3.10(0.76) 3.14(0.68) 3.02(0.67) 3.07(0.67) 2.95(1.07)

1805: Role overload
Small less affluent rural 2.06(0.54) 2.26(0.60) 2.06(0.70) 2.16(0.66) 2.23(0.80)

Small more affluent rural 2.03(0.56) 2.44(753) 2.00(0.65) 2.25(0.61, 2.33(0-58)

Large rural 2.22(0.58) 2.38(0.48) 2.19(0.55) 2.27(0.52) 2.08(0.56)

Small urban 2.29(0.65) 1.82(.54) 1.77(0.53) 1.80(0.52) 2.36(0.78)

Suburban 2.25(0.60) 2.16(0.60) 2.18(0.64) 2.17(0.61) 2.75(0.35)

Large urban 2.53(0.61) 2.51(C.72) 2.16(0.74) 2.31(0.75) 2.49(0.86)

1806: Stability, work
environment

Small less affluent rural 2.54(0.54) 2.75(0.61) 2.39(0.70) 2.57(0.67) 2.27(0.58)

Small more affluent rural 2.44(0.66) 2.59(0.55) 2.67(0.43) 2.62(0.48) 2.67(0.58)

Large rural 2.73(0.72) 2.73(0.65) 2.85(0.73) 2.80(0.69) 2.85(0.72)

Small urban 3.01(0.66) 2.88(0.76) 2.93(0.69) 2.90(0.71) 3.09(1.16)

Suburban 2.73(0.73) 2.73(0.74) 2.81(0.69) 2.77(0.71) 2.83(0.70

Large urb"u 3.19(0.75) 3.29(0.87) 3.41(0.76) 3.36(0.81) 2.83(0.78)



Tale 4.20 (continued)

Dimension description,

locstiRn

Income maintenanee

caseworker=

Social service Social service

caseworkers

Social service workers

and caneworkera

"OTMR"

caseworkers

_type

DIM071 Alienation

Small less affluent rural 2.67(0.59) 2.98(0.83) 2.50(0.90) 2.75(0. 0) 7,50(0.52)

Small more affluent rural 2.50(0.51) 2.78(0.46) 2.82(0.86) 2.80(0.89 3.17(0.38)

Large rural 2.78(0.76) 2,90(0.85) 2.82(0.68) 2.85(0.75) 2.75(0.44)

Small urban 3.04(0,83) 2.89(0.62) 3.05(0.83) 2.97(0.72) 3.21(1,07)

Suburban 3.20(0.81) 2.97(0.71) 3.11(0.59) 3.03(0.65) 2.50(1.06)

Large urban 3.53(0.69) 3.43(0.71) 3.47(9.70) 3.45(0.70) 3.01(0.77)

DIMOC Group relations

Small lean affluent rural 3.72(0.78) 3.56(0.77) 3.59(1.00) 3.58(0.88) 3.82(0.85)

Small more affluent rural 3.64(0.90) 3.61(1.14) 3.07(1.17) 3.38(1.15) 2.33(0.58)

Large rural 3.64(0.18) 3.77(0.64) 3,62(0.91) 3,68(0.80) 3.35(0.85)

Small urban 3.58(0.80) 3,54(0.80) 3.46(0.75) 3.50(0.76) 3.32(1.23)

Suburban
3.32(1.00) 3.28(0.75) 3.00(0.96) 3.15(0.85) 2.50(2.12)

Large urban 2,97(0.90) 3.18(0.90) 3.03(0.85) 3.10(0:87) 3.40(0.92)

0IM09: Power and autonomy

Small lees affluent rural 2.75(0.51) 2.85(0.57) 2,93(0.58) 2.89(0.57) 2.79(080)

Small more affluent rural 2.04(0.51) 2.67(0.41) 2.8)(0.74) 2.74(0.56) 2.80(0.20)

Large rural 2.62(0.61) 3.13(0.58) 2,80(0.45) 2,94(0.53) 2.88(0.54)

Small urban 2.48(0.55) 2.99(0.50) 3.04(0.45) 3.01(0.47) 2.82(0.57)

Suburban
2.68(0.62) 2.76(0,62) 2.54(0.47) 2.66(0.56) 2.30(0.71)

large urban 2.58(0.59) 2.82(0.59) 2.68(0.56) 2,74(0.58) 2.87(0.70)

0I1110: Cotmounirations

Small less affluent rural 3.31(0.63) 3.46(0,72) 3.37(0.74) 3.42(0.72) 3.33(0.14)

Small more affluent rural 3,01(0.94) 3.31(0.66) 2.64(0.99) 3.02(0.86) 2.92(0.38)

Large rural 3.20(0.62) 3.37f0.66) 3.17(0.68) 3.20(0.07) 3.02(0.40)

Small urbm 2.98(0.66) 3.16(0,59) 2.91(0.54) 3.04(0.57) 3.07(0.83)

Suburban 2.99(0.7A) 2.89(0.59) 2.46(0.75) 2.69(0.69) 2.50(0.71)

Large urban 2.69(0.69) 2.80(0.66) 2,80(0.59) 2.80(0,02) 3.09(0.95)

DIH11: Organizational goat

clatity/realien

Small loss affluent rural 3.55(0.69) 3.32(0.95) 3.64(0.92) 3.48(0.94) 3.65(0.97)

Small more affluent rural 3.48(0.67) 3.44(0.41) 3.19(1.32) 3.33(0.89) 2.78(0.19)

Large rural 3.48(0.69) 3,23(0,90) 3.17(0,89) 3.20(0.88) 3.18(0.63)

Small urban 3.27(0.82) 3,50(0.75) 2.90(0.89) 3,20(0.86) 3.58(1.02)

Suburban 3.15(0.83) 3,10(0.73) 2,98(0.92) 3.04(0,81) t.i0(1.65)

Larqc ur a 2.79(0.82) 2.84(0.89) 2,62(0.92) 2.72(0.911 3.37(0.99)



Joint Consideration of Caseworker_Catfinly2aLLocation_Ty

For each dimension and caseworker category, the various types of

locations are ranked. A rank of "1" is associated with dimension scores

having the most favorable implications for work-related perceptions;

a rank of "6" (or "5" in the event of tied rankings) denotes scores with

the least favorable implications for these perceptions. The assumed

relationships between dimension Scores and perceptions, mentioned above,

provide the basis for this ranking.

The resulting location rankings appear on the next page in Table 4.21.

The average rank of a locLtion on a given dimension, regardless of case-

worker type, is given in the last column of the table. This rank.LA is

accomplished by taking the averages of the corresponding caseworker ranks

and ranking the results (lowest average, most favorable; highest average,

least favorable).

Income Maintenance Caseworkers

An examination of Table 4.21for income maintenance caseworkers reveals

that, with the exception of DIM03 (,irk organization), the average dimension

ranks with the most favorable implications for work-related perceptions

appear in rural areas. In the case of DIM03, the average rural rank closely

approximates its urban/suburban counterpart; in terms of DIM03, urban/

suburban and rural areas are about the same. Up to this point, urban/

suburban and rural areas have been considered as two general classes.

If one considers individual loca71,n types, the most favorable ranks

on all dimensions occur in a rural area. With only one exception, DIM04

job pressure), the most favorable rankings are associated with smal! rural

areas; in the case of DIMG4, the most favorable ranking is found with large

rural areas.

By implication, urban/suburban areas in general have the least favorable

dimension rankings. Individual urbanisuburban locations which have the worst

ranks are associated with all dimensions except for DIM03 (work organization).

Of these locations, large urban areas appear the least favorably in terms of

income maintenance caseworker perceptions.
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Table 421

RANKING OF LOCATIONS UY DIMENSION AND CASEUORXER CATEGORY

Dlmenaiou

tocatialiorkerswonera
income maintenance Social service social aervlee

eariewarkera

"OTNR"

camorkera
Average

location rank

DIND1

Small Wm affluent rural 1 3
17,ft

1

Small more affluent rural. 3 1 5 6 4

Large rural 2 2 2 3

Sall urban 4 4 3 2 3

Suburban 4 5 4 5 5

Large urban 5 6 6 4 6

1102

Small lass affluent rural I 2 2 2 1

Small more affluent rural 2 4 4 6 3

Large rural 3 3 3 3 2

Small urban 4 1 1 1 1

Suburban 5 6 6 5 5

Large urban 6 5 5 4 4

NNW
Small leas affluent rural 1 5 3 3 2

Small more affluent rural 5 I 6 2 4

Large rural 2 4 5 6 5

small urban 3 2 2 5 2

Suburban 1 3 1 1 1

Large ur;... 4 1 4 4 3

DINO4

S11 less affluent rural 4 3 1 3 2

small more affluent rural 2 4 5 2 3

Large rural 1 2 3 4 1

Small earn, 6 5 2 6 5

Suburbsu 5 6 6 1 4

Large urban 3 1 4 5 3

G11105

1,08 affluent rurA 3 3 2 1

affluent rural 1 5 2 3 2

oral 3 4 6 1 3

46an 5 1 1 4 2

oakum 4 2 5 6 4

Arge urban 6 6 4 5 5

DIM06

Small loos affluent 'rural 2 3 1 1 2

Small more affluent rura2. 1 1 2 2 1

Large rural 3 2 4
i1

4

4

Small urban 4 4 5 5 5

Suburban 3 2 3 3 3

Large urban 5 5 6 3 6



Dimension

DIMO/

Small leo affluent rural

Small more affluent rural

Large rural

Small urban

Ou4mrban

Urge urban

MOO
Small less affluent rural

Small more affluent rural

Large rural

Small urban

Large urban

DIM09

Small less affluent rural

Small more affluent rural

Large turd

Small urban

Suburban

Large urban

Ji1M10
Small leas affluent rural

Small more affluent rural

Large rural

Small urban

Suburban

Large urban

D1M11

Small less affluent rural

Small more affluent rural

Large rural

Small urban

Suburban

Large urban

Income maintenance

_cssaworkere

2

1

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

2

1

4

6

3

5

1

3

2

5

4

6

2

2

3

4

5

Table 4.21 (continued)

Social service Social service

workers caseworkers

5 1

2

3 2

2

4

6

3 2

2 4

1 1

4 3

5 6

6 5

3 2

6 3

1 4

2 1

5 6

4 5

1 1

3 5

2 2

4 3

6

6
4

3 1

2 2

4 3

1 5

5 4

6 6

"OTHR"

easeworkera

Average

location rank

1

4

2

5

1

1

6

3

4

5

2

5

4

1

3

6

2

5
4

5

4
2

6

3

2

1

3

4

5

1

2
1

2

4

3

2

3

1

2

5

4

1

4

2

3

6

5

1

2

3

2

4

3



Social Service Workers

Except for DIM03 (Work Organization), DIM05 (Role Overload) and DIM09_

(Power and Autonomy), rural areas also possess the most favorable generalized

location rankings for this type of personnel. Urban/suburban areas rank most

favorably on DIM03 and DIM05; the two general types of areas are tied with

respect to DI109.

In terms of individual types of locations, rural areas rank most favor-

ably on DIM01, DIM03, DIM06, DIM07, DIMS, DIM09 and DIM10. Except for DIM08

and DIM09, these most favorable rankings are associated with small rural

areas. In terms of favorable rankings, these small rural areas do not appear

to have the same dominating position that they have for income maintenance

caseworkers.

As noted above, urban/suburban areas rank most favorably on DIM03 and

DIM05. In both cases, the individual types of location where the hkost favor-

able rank occurs are both urban/suburban. Individual urban/suburban areas

also rank most favorably on DIM02 and DIM11. It should be noted that DIM03

is most favorably associated with both urban/suburban and rural areas.

The work-related perceptions of social service workers who live in

rural areas appear more favorhe than do those of their urban/suburban

counterparts. This favorable association between rural locations and favor-

able perceptions appears not, however, as strong as was the case for income

maintenance caseworkers.

Social Service Caseworkers

Except on DIM03 and DIM05, social service caseworkers who live in rural

areas have more favorable work-related perceptions than do their urban/

suburban counterparts. Urban areas fare most favorably with respect to

DI103; the two general types of areas are virtually tied with respect to

'DIM05.

The findings for social service caseworkers are basically similar to

those for social service workers. They, too, exhibit a positive relationship

between rural settings and favorable work-related perceptions. The former

type of pergonnel also appear to do especially well in small rural ar-ras.

in te4 <s of the three caseworker categories considered to date, social

service caseworker:; appe2r to lie between income maintenance caseworkers

and aocial ervice worker:. The favorableness of their perceptions is not
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as strongly oriented toward rural settings as their former counterparts;

it is more strongly oriented in this direction than is the case for their

latter counterparts.

Some Interim Implications

Earlier chapters have c JInented on the p ' -ive relationships that

ofra. ,!xist between job satisfaction and other rk-related perceptions.

Y.e.iferred rankings that rural locations h fth regard job satisfac-

ou (i.e., DIM01) are consistent with this observation. In each case-

worker category considered to date (in this section), these rankings

forecast the favored positions that rural locations appear to hold when

all dimensions are considered.

The intermediate position that social service caseworkers have in

relation to social service workers and their income maintenance counter-

parts is also noteworthy. Like social service workers, caseworkers involved

in this area are ultimately concerned with the solution to client problems.

Their involvement is more administratively oriented, however, and in this

respect they are similar to their income maintenance counterparts. While

not strongly committed to administrative duties as this latter group, they

lack the freedom of movement enjoyed by social service workers. Their

intermediate position with regard rural settings may simply reflect the

intermediate nature of their (i.t ,, social sF.-vice caseworkers) duties.

"Other" Caseworkers

When discussing these other ilvpr,3 of caseworkers, rural areas rack most

favorably with respect to DIMO4, DI X105, DIM06, DIM07 and DIM08. Urban/

suburban and rural areas are suite similar with respect to the theoretically

important DIM01 and DIM09 dimensions; they are also similar with regard to

DIM02, DIM03, DIMLO, and DIM11. It should be noted that urban and rural

areas are considered to be similar if the summed ranks of the three rural

county types differ from the summed ranks of the urban county types by no

mpre than 1.0. In such cases, relatively small change in ranking county

es could change the overall rural-urban ranking if "tied" outcomes are

permitted.

Based on these findings, the perceptions of caseworkers in this cate-

gory appear less affected by consideration of location than are the preceding

caseworker types. If %-ne disregards tied dimensions, rural areas certainly



rank most. favorably with regard to more dimensions. One might therefore

conclude that rural locations still 11J51,, the favored position with regard

to work-related. perceptions.

On the other hand, the importance that job satisfaction has for such

perceptions t!as already been noted. Directly associated with job satis-

fect a considerations of a person's personal lutonomy. Urban/suburban

and rural areas are quite similar with respect- to both considerations

(DIM01 and DIM09, respectively).

After considering both positions, it seems most reasonable to assume

that location exerts relatively minor influence on work-related perceptions.

What impact it might have would tend to favor rural settings.

O rail Location gffects

On the basis of the preceding material, seems clear that caseworkers

who live in rural areas also possess the most favorable sorts of work-related

perceptions. To investigate this hypothesis more closely, Table 4.22 was

developed.

Table 4.22

OVERALL RANKINGS OF LOCATION T "ES

Location Type

Small less affluent rural

Small more affluent rural

Large rural

Small urban

Suburban

Lazge urban

Rat is

4

The ranks contained in this table were generated from data in the last

column of Table 4.21, The rankings of each (3cat4.,'' type were summed over

all dimensions and a corresrrznding-ayeraFe was then obtained; the resulting

set of average rankings wan then ranked.

The contents of Table 4.22 support the position that rural areas and work

perceptions are positively associated. The improved quality of such percep-

tions as one moves from large urban, to suburban, to small urban seem consisten

with this position.
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Com arison of Caseworker Categories

The rankings of the various caseworker categories with 17espect to

each dimension is given on the next page in Table 4.23. These rankings

are obtained by summing the location scores associated with each dimension

and category and obtaining the average of this sum; the resulting averages

are then ranked.

When all dimensions are considered, caseworkers are ranked in the

following order:

1. 'Other" types of caseworkers

2. Social service workers

3. Income maintenance caseworkers

4. Social service caseworkers

The rankings of these categories over all dimensions is again seen to corres

pond to their rankings with respect to DIKOI (job satisfaction).

Table 4.21+ performs the same sort of ranking but for urban/suburban

and rural areas considered separately. Since differences occur between the

three sets of rankings, consideration of location exerts an effect. Unlike

the rankings for urban/suburban areas, those for rural areas do not exhibit

the property that rankings with respect to DIMO correspond to rankings with

respect to all dimensions. If, however, social service caseworkers are com-

bined with social service workers and the forme-cis data is ignored, the

property is again established.

l--inLiThManaemetitS-sterv_Results
The methodology uaed in assigning management structures to the various

types of caseworkers is based on one developed by Likert. This methodology

has already been described on pp 4-4 to 4-6 in this chapter. For present

purposes, it suffices to again define the organization categories that

will be used in this analysis:

1. System 1: highly authoritarian;

2. System 2: moderately authoritarian;

3. System 3: moderately participative;

4. System 4: highly participative.
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Table 4.23

RANKING OF CASEWORKER CATEGOi1IES S Y ,ILMENSION OVER ALL 'LOCATIONS

Dim

Income maintenance
on caseworkers

Social service
worKe

Social service
caseworkers

"OTRR"
caseworkers

DIMO1 3 2 4 1

DIMO2 4 1 3 2

DDIO3 3 4 2 1

D11104 3 4 2 1

DIMO5 2 3 1 4

DIM06 2 3 4 1

DIM07 2 4 3

D11108 2 1 3 4

D11409 4 1 2 3

DIM10 2 1 4 3

1 2 4 3

T- e 4.24

RANKINGS OF CASEWORKER CATEGORIES BY DI_
AND RURAL AREAS

SION FOR UFB SUBU _

sinn

Income maintenance
caseworkers

Sock ail service

workers
Social service
caseworkers

"OTHR"
caseworkers

RURAL
DIM01 1 2 4 3

DIM02 2 1 3 4

DIM03 2 4 3 1

DIM04 3 4 2 1

DIM05 2 4 1 3

DIM06 1 4 3

DIMO7 1 4 2 3

DIM08 1 2 3 4

DIM09 4 1 2 3

DIM10 2 4 3

DIMI1 1 2 2 3

AN/SUB- T

A01 4 2 3 1

4 2 1

_iO3 3 4 1

3 4 2 1

DINO5 3 2 1 4

DIM06 3 2 4 1

Dt1407 4 2 3 1

DIMO8 2 1 3 4

DIM09 4 1 2 3

DIM10 2 1 3 2

DIMI1 2 3 1
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In TabLes 4.25, 4.26, 4.27 and 4.28 "R" denotes rural responses and

"U," urban/suburban. Table 4.25 reflects the organizational structure that

is perceived by income maintenance workers.

Table 4.25

ANALYSIS OF ORGANIZATIONAL. STRUCTURE
INCOME MAINTENANCE CASEWORKERS

Dimension

DIM02
DIM04
DIM06
DINO7
DIMS
UMW
DIN10

t

U

R

R,U
U

a ten

R

R,U

R,U
R

R,U

R

Both rural and urban/suburban income maintenance caseworkers perceive organi-

zational structures between Systems 2 and 3. Rural caseworkers are, however,

closer to System 3 while their urban/suburban counterparts are closer to

System 2.

Table 4.26 reflects the organization structure perceived by social

service workers.

Table 4.26

ANALYSIS OF ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
SOCIAL SERVICE WORKERS

Diinens

DIMO 1

DIMO2
DIMO4
DIM06

DLMO8
DT 09
DIM1O

on em. tern 2

R,U

tern 4

R,U
R,U

R,U
R

R,U

R,U
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Both rural and urban/suburban social service workers lie between Systems 2

and 3. While both appear closer to System 3, rural workers are closest to

System 3,

Table 4.27 reflects the organizational structure perceived by social

service caseworkers.

Table 4.27

ANAIXSIS OF ORGANIZATICUAL STRUCTURE
SOCIAL SERVICE CASEWORKERS

Dimens on Sy tern 1 System 2 lyEtenLLlzastslj___
DIK01
DIM02
DIM04
DIMO6
DIM07
DIMS
DIM09
DIM10

R

R

R,U
R,U
R

R

R,U

Rural caseworkers perceive their organizational structure as being very close

to System 3. Urban /suburban. caseworkers perceive an organizational structure

between Systems 2 and 3 but closer to System 2.

Tables 4.25 to 4.27 suggest that as a caseworker's administrative duties

Increase, location exerts some influence on organizational perceptions. For

both income maintenance and social service caseworkers, rural locations are

more associated with System 3; urban/suburban locations are associated with

System 2. Social service workers, on the other hand, have relatively few

administrative (i.e., office-oriented) tasks to perform. Their organizational

perceptions are fairly similar in both urban/suburban and rural settings.

Table 4.28 reflects the organizational structure perceived by "other"

types of caseworkers.
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',hle 4 28

ANALYSIS OF ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTU
"OTHER" CASEWORKERS

imen ion

D11101

DIM04
DIM06
0/107
DIHO8
DIK09
DI1410

R,U
R,U
R,U
R,U
R,U
R,U

"Of, types of caseworkers, whether they be rural or urban/suburban, perceive

- their organizational structure as being very close to System 3.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusion- are based on data for both urban and rural

locations. Of the two sets of conclusions relating to UFS caseworkers,

these have the wit! est applicability.

o Income maintenance caseworkers who live In rural areas, especial)..

small ones, appear to have the most favorable overall work-related perceptions.

Social service workers who live in rural areas appear to have more

favorable work-related perceptions than their urban/suburban counterparts.

The advantage that rural areas seem to have in this respect is not as great

as it is for income maintenance workers.

Social service caseworkers who live in rural areas also appear to

have more favorable work-related perceptions than their urban/suburban counter-

parts. The relative strength of this advantage appears to lie between that

of income maintenance caseworkers and social service workers, a situation

which may result from the similarities that exist between their duties and

those of the other two groups.

"Other" types cf caseworkers who live in rural areas may have

slightly more favorable work-related perceptions than do their urban/

suburban counterparts. The advantage is probably minimal; urban and

rural areas are more probably similar in this respect.
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ca

the various lot; Lion t p are ran

categories, the allowing order rest/

Small less affluent rural areas

2. Large rural areas

3. Small, more affluent rural areas

4. Small urban areas

5. Suburban areas

6. Large urban are

d over all dlmett2io

t

(Note: 1 denotes most favorable ranking; 6 denotea tha

ranking.)

Table 4.29 reflects t. e rankings

and rural areas.

Rank: Urban/Suburban
artd Rural

''Other "" caseworkers

5ocial service workers

Income maintenance case-
workers

Social, sake caseworkers

e:

Table 4.29

1KING OF CASEWORKER CA

nk: Rural

Income maintenance

Social service worke

1.

2.

least avor

categories for urban

n SLtbtrbn

aSeWaVice

rvice workers

Social service case.- 3. Social service case-

workers workers

"Other" caseworkers

most favorable; 4 (or At least favo a

Income maince

caseworkers

In rural county types, and when rural, urban and suburban areas

are combined, a category's ranking with respect to job satisfaction car

responds to its ranking with respect to all dinensi.ons. What 00CLA

service caseworkers are grouped with social service workers, this prop

arty applies also to urban/suburban areas (see Tables 4.23 and 4.24),



differ

Table 4.30 summarizes

t types of caseworkers.

highly authoritarian management

pative Management structure.

between these extremes.

CIICANi2ATIO

Caseworker

Income maintenance (rural)

Sanizational structures perceived by

As teed below, System 1 refers to a
ructure; system 4 to a highly partici-

Systems 2 and 3 would be evenly distributed

Tabl. 4 .30

TURES PERC BY CASEWORKERS

Income maintenance (urban/

suburban)

Social service worker (rural)

Social service worker (urban/
suburban)

Social Service caseworkers (rural)

Social Service caseworkers (urban/
suburban)

"Other" caseworkers (rural)

"Other" caseworkers (urban/suburban)

Itaasitnent system

Between Systems 2 and 3 but closer

to System 3

Between Systems 2 and 3 but clos
to System 2

Fairly close to System 3

-tweea Systems 2 and 3 but closer

to System 3

Very close to System

Between Systems 2 and 3 but closer
to System 2

Very close to System 3

Very close to System 3

Based on the pattern of responses that appears to emerge, income

maintenance and social service caseworkers seen to differ from social

service workers in their work-related perceptions. While not verifiable

at this aims, it would appear that the nature of these groups' activities

account for some of these differences (see the "urban/suburban" and "rural"

columns of Table 4.29 for an example of such differences) .

Caution

While these conclusions may appear to imply the existenc

they do not not necessarily imply that such relationships are
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Chapter 5

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF DES CASEWORKE ' QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

BACKGROUND

Chapter 5 is presented in five sections, of which this is the first.

This section is devoted to a brief summary of the'remainder of the chapter.

The second section discusses the role played by the comparisons made

in Chapter 4 and identifies the need for further analysis.

The third section identifies the regression relationships to be studied,

and discusses the uses to which the results of this analysis are to be put.

The fourth section discusses a number of technical matters that relate

to regression analysis itself, and to the interpretation and evaluation of

its results.

The fifth section is divided into seven subsections. Each subs-_ ion

discusses specific aspects of the regression results.

RATIONALE FOR EXTENDED ANALYSIS OF TEE SURVEY

The dimension scores of Chapter 4 are statistics that describe various

aspects of caseworkers (and supervisors) broken down by various geographic

areas. Inspection of the absolute values of these descriptive statistics

and comparisons across caseworker types and geographic areas can provide

further insight into potential problem areas that may require additional

research. As patterns begin to emerge from these comparisons, it is tempt

ing to posit at a causal relationship between two or lore variables. If

the project staff wishes to identify factors that might be used to affect

organizational climate, it is important to understand how these factors

interact. This interaction cannot be investigated without more sophisticated

analytical tools. While a univariate analysis in the preceding chapter offers

some insight into relationships that may exist among the variables studied,

it cannot specify relative strength or statistical significance of these

potential relationships. A number of techniques could conceivably be used

for this purpose, but the multivariate stepwise regression technique was

selected. A large and very valuable data base has been assembled through

this survey but, as is often the case in research projects, resources would

not permit an extended analysis that would capitalize on the full potential

of the data collected. Given that constraint, the next section identifies

those criterion values that were researched using the multivariate technique.

5-1
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:DENTIFICATION OF THE REGRESSION RELATIONS PS TO Be S AND TUE

ISES TO WHICH THE SUBSEQUENT OUTPUT CAN BE PUT

In order to more rigorously identify factors which potentially affect

work-related perceptions, a multivariate stepwise regression was employed.

Mhe variables for this analysis consist of questions contained in the case-

worker survey. Dependent variables were selected on the basis of their

assumed impact on job satisfaction. These variables are:

Survey question 2.2 Satisfaction with work

Survey question 2.4 Satisfaction with pay

Survey question 2.11 Satisfaction with super rs

Survey question 2.19 Job challenge

Survey question 2.60 : Likely no leave agency

Survey question 2.100 : Emotional involvement

the independent variables for each of these dependent variables were ini-

tially selected by inspecting the questions appearing ou the survey. The

final selection of such variables was accamplished by the regression amalesis

itself. Lists of independent variables used appear in Appendix F.

The results of this analysis serve two elections:

1. They identify factors, i.e., independent variables, which are

statistically significant in accounting for the behavior of their respective

dependent variables.

2. They indicate hether each significant independent variable has a

or inverse impact on its dependent variable.

While the numerical output of this type of analysis is often the basis

for making estimations and/or projections, such is not the case here.. For

reasons to be discussed shortly, such results have, unfortunately, dubious

value. This lieltatioa on the interpretation end utilization of output is

not without precedent; at least one other published study has used a similar

approach.

To summarize, regression results pr ode two kinds of aeorma that

are useful to admiaistrators. They first identify factors which are LikeLy

to influence the work perceptiois of agency personnel, and then indicate

whether each factor has a beneficial or detrimental impact on such perceptions.

Churchill, et al., cit.
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S1TMMARY 0 TECHNIC_ MATTERS TO S CONSIDERED IN THE INTERPRETATION OF

REGRESSION RESULTS

Def initions of e uentl = Used Technical Terms

This section defines four terms that are frequently employed w

discussing regression analyses that may not be familiar to the non-

technical reader. Readers who wish additional information on regression

techniques are referred to two excellent texts:

Wonnacott, R.J. and Wonnacott, T.H., Econometrics.
New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1970.

2. Johnston, J. Econometric Methods. New York:

McGraw -Hill, 1963.

A regression analysis seeks to estimate the relationship that may

exist among a set of variables. The definitions to be considered relate

to this relationship.. Consider the following example:

(1) Y b mm1 X 4- x_.
-1

m2

Definition 1: The variable whose value is being estimated by the relation-

ship, in this case Y, is referred to as the "regressand."

Definition 2: the variables whose values determine the regr sand's

value, in this case Xi and X2, are referred to as "regressors."

Definition 3: The relationship between Y and Xi (alternately, X2) is said

to be positive (or direct), if increases in Y are associated with increases

in X
1.

This relationship is said to be negative (or inverse) L

increases in Y are associated with decreases in X1.

Regression analyses estimate relationships like ( ) by estimating their

coefficients (in this case b, ml and m2). Unless this estimation is perfect

(virtually speaking, an impossible occurrence), there will be a definite

discrepancy between actual and estimated values of Y. The amsller this

discrepancy, the better will be the estimation. A measure of how effective

the estimated relationship is in reducing these discrepancies is given by

the so-called coefficient of multiple correlation, sometimes also referred

to as the coefficient of determination.

Definition 4: The coefficient of multiple correlation (or determination)

is defined as the ratio of:
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Va in Y accounted for b the estimated relationsh
Total variation that occurs in Y

The value of this ratio clearly varies between zero (no detectable relation-

ship between the variables) and one (a perfectly estimated relationship).

This coefficient is often denoted by R2.

Restrictions on the Inte

Variables which are normally employed in regression studies are usually

cardinal in nature. The values of such variables are either integer

(e.g., 1, 2, -3) or decimal fractions (e.g., 10.333, 1.2, .009); the

latter are said to be real numbers. Variables which denote membership in

a particular category can also appear; examples of such variables are

seasonal variables (i.e., summer, fall, winter and spring) and locational

variables (e.g., St. Louis, Chicago, New York). Categorical entities of

this sort are represented by sets of "dummy" variables (i.e., variables

assuming values of zero or one).

Responses to the Organizational Diagnostic Survey can be interpreted as

the values of a set variables. Each variable is associated with one and

only one survey question; values for these variables are integers whose

values range between 1 and 5. The set of such variables is neither cardinal

or categorical, but rather is ordinal (1.e. variable values reveal a ranking

of respondent perceptions).

The conventional treatment of ordinal variables would consist of repre-

senting their values by sets of dummy variables. Since they can be regarded

as a special case of categorical variables, this procedure would yield

conventionally interpretable results.

In order to adequately represent all the variables which appear in this

analysis, a very large number of dummy variables would have to be employed.

The modelling in such an effort would be quite involved and the processing

of the resulting models would be very expensive. For these reasons, this

approach was not used.

Responses to the various survey questions are based on implicit sets of

behavioral functions. Efforts have been made to estimate such functions;

the von Neumann-Morgenstern subjective utility equations provide a well
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example. While establishing that functions of this sort are

sable in terms of continuous real variables (i.e., variables

whose values are real numbers), these efforts have failed to generate

results which have generalized applicability.

It may, however, be argued that the observed survey responses are

proxies for actual points on "hidden" behavioral relationships. Since t

points consist of ordinary cardinal numbers, one can treat their proxies

as if they had identical properties. Survey questions could then enter

a regression analysis on the assumption that they too were ordinary real

variables. It is this approach that is used in the current analysis.

The resulting output will serve the desired goals of the current

study. Factors, i.e., independent variables, which have a significant

impact on their dependent variables can be identified; their impact can

be classified as positive or negative. These interpretations are made

possible by the undeniable relationships that exist between changes in

survey responses and movements along their related behavioral equations.

Regression analysis can detect significant relationships between these

equations; it can therefore serve a similar function when operating on

their proxies.

The numerical results of a regression analysis depend, for their

validity, on the quality of data which is employed. Since the responses

to survey questions are not really values of ordinary quantitative vari-

ables, the corresponding numerical results lack unambiguous interpretation.

It is for this reason that they have negligible application.

Ic es of Au eor ela ion and Multicollinear ,(Optional Readin,g).

The SASS multivariate stepwise regression software package was used in

the computer segment of this study. Included in this package is a means

for monitoring the level of correlation that exists between a potential

regressor and regressors already selected as being statistically significant.

If this correlation exceeds a certain value, the potential regressor will be

excluded from further consideration. This feature was employed in order

to minimize the likelihood of significant problems with multicollinearity

among the regressors.
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To check for the presence of autocorrelation in the regressions

residuals, Durban-Watson test statistics were generated. Except for

the ' "other" category of caseworkers, standard Durban-Watson tables

fail to cover the regressions which are associated with other caseworker

categories. Plots of the regressions' residuals were obtained and several

of these were subjected to nonparametric tests for randomness. While a

certain amount of autocorrelation may be present in some of the regres-

sions, it probably isn't too great.

In ordinary regression analysis where use is made of estimated regressor

coefficients, the existence of either multicollinearity or autocorrelation

creates potential difficulties. Since numerical results (these are, of

course, the regression coefficients) are not used in the current analysis,

neither condition (at its experienced levels) is expected to create difficulty.

PRESENTATION OF REGRESSION STUDY'S RESULTS

Analytical Results: An Overview

The overall ability of this study's 21 regression relationships to

account for the variation in the selected 6 response items are summarized

in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1. The selected measure of each relationship's

effectiveness in achieving this goal is given by R2, the coefficient of

determination. Since increasing the number of variables in a regression can

reduce its effectiveness, R
2 has been adjusted to take this factor into con-

sideration. These results appear on the next two pages.

In multivariate studies involving survey questions, values of R2 of 0.3

or higher are considered fairly good. Only the results associated with

survey question 2.100 (emotional involvement) are significantly low. Results

for four other regressions are, on the other hand, considered quite good.

These latter regressions are:

-1
1. Survey question 2.2, "other" caseworkers (R- 7 .70)

2. Survey question 2.2, all types caseworkers (R2 e .60)
2

3. Survey question 2.19, all types caseworkers (R e .56)

Survey question 2.60, "other" caseworkers (R.2 .52)

The effectiveness of the remaining regressions, while not as notable, are

still quite acceptable.
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Table 5.1

COMPARISON OF EXPLAINED REGRESSION VARIANCE

Caseworker Category

Income

Reiressand maintenance Social sevc_

2.2: Satisfaction ith 0.415 0.164 0.
Work

2.4/SC012: Pay Satis
faction

0.424 0.395 O.

2.11: Satisfaction w/ 0.351 0.365
Superiors

2.19: Job Challenge N.A. N.A.

2.60: Likely to Leave 0.322 0.406 0.
Agency

2.100: Emotional 0.053 0.026

Involvement

N.A.: Not Available
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e _its for Individual Res ase

A r goal of the study

survey questions, that have

item. This is accomplished

coefficient in a regression

an Introduction

identify explanatory variables, i.e.,

significant explanatory value for each response

by determining if an explanatory variable's

equation is significant. The criteria for

inclusion is the 5% level of significance.

Except for survey question 2.19 (job challenge), all other response items

possess four regression relationships. There is, in other words, a separate

relationship for Income Maintenance, Social Services and "other caseworkers

workers, as well as one for all caseworkers aggregated into a single group.

Results of these regressions are found in Tables 5-.2 to 5.7 and are visually

summarized in Figures 5.2 to 5.7.

The coefficients identified in Tables 5.2 to 5.7 apply to ''standardized"

riable: not variables in their natural form. For this reason, no intercept

term is given. The coefficients of determination which are provided are

In determining the number of parametersadjusted, as are the R
2
s of Table 5.1.

that a regression must estimate, the intercept term was included. This was

done to accommodate the intercept which is, in fact, generated by the SPSS

package (SPSS provides two sets of regression coefficients, one for standard-

i2ed variables and one for their nonstandardized counterparts).

In order to gain some insight into the effect that each included explana-

tory variable (i.e., regressor) has, the change in R
2 which accompanied it's

inclusion was noted. This change was then divided by the finalized relati:on-

&hip's R
2 =to give a measure of that variable's contribution to total explained

variation of the corresponding response item. The results of this analysis

appear in Figures 5.2 to 5.7. Because of the formthat the SPSS's regression

output takes, this analysis was conducted with R
2s which are not adjusted for

numbers of estimated parameters.

Not all of the explanatory variables which appear in Tables 5.2 to 5.7

appear again in Figures 3.2 to 5.7. The excluded variables are thOse whose

contributions (to total explained variance) are so small that their graphic

presentation would have been virtually impossible. Only variables whose

contributiome were less than 1% were excluded; there were very few such cases.
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Each included variable is identified by survey question number.

Variables whose contributions to explained variance exceed 10% were also

assigned descriptive labels. Due to a problem of space, the remaining

variables were not so labeled. They can, however, be easily identified

by using the survey numbers to look up their corresponding questions; a

sample of the caseworker survey appears in Appendix H.

When using these figures, the reader should be careful not to be misled

by the heights of the bar charts. While each bar is of the same height, this

simply signifies that each represents 100% of a regression relationship

explained variation. It does not imply that the explained variation is

equal from one relationship to another; an examination of Figure 5.1

reveals quite the contrary.



Sa ith Work

The regression results for this response item (#2.2) are contained in

Table 5.2 and Fig. 5.2. One of the most striking results from this analysis

is that satisfaction with the type of work for both I.M. and S.S. workers/

caseworkers is strongly and positively related to the extent to which they

feel freedom in providing services to their clients. That this variable

appears significant may have important policy implications for the Division.

We have noted in Chap. 2 the tendency to pursue specialization of tasks as

a method for accomplishing the increased workload of the Division. One of

the negative aspects of a tendency toward specialization is that it limits

the feeling of power an employee may have-over activities in his job. The

danger would appear to be that as the scope of a caseworker's job becomes

more narrowly defined, there is less opportunity to completely satisfy the

need of the client through the delivery of a benefit or service.

Where management is primarily concerned with achieving production

schedules, is it legitimate to be concerned with job satisfaction? The

answer to this is a qualified "Yes" if undesirable levels of personnel

turnover and/or absenteeism adversely impact on production. As is discussed

later in this chapter, caseworkers who claim en increased likelihood of

leaving in the agency rate low in the areas of power and autonomy.

For I.M. caseworkers, satisfaction with pay is positively related to

satisfaction with the type of work. While this variable is analyzed separately

elsewhere in this chapter, this relationship deserves some additional comment.

Demonstration projects that seek to redesign the work will undoubtedly affect

the extent of a caseworker's satisfaction with pay. There would appear, then,

be an opportunity to avoid exhorbitant increases in pay by modifying case-

worker jobs. Another intriguing facet of this relationship is that I.K. case-

workers may feel they are entitled to more pay, not necessarily because of

what they producepbut what they have to put up with on the job. That i

they find the type of work they are performing disagreeable, they are more

likely to request salary increases as compensation for putting up with un

desirable work.

Age is the third most significant factor associated with satisfaction

h work for I.M. caseworkers. That it is positively related is not unusual,
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talk 5.2 .

REGSSOION RESULTS FOR RECUSSAND 0,2; SAttSFACTION 11X1511101 iX TYPE

ntensnc6 Caseworkers Soeisl Smite VorkerliCasew kora "'Other e. Csagworkto All Classes Caseworkers

Regeeet 2.61 Fretdom,Prov'Setv ' Regres:: 2.67 Freedom,Prov Setv &WO 2,11 Sst wiSopery Kelm: 2.3 Sat v/Jeb

4Oefficient:' 0.23 Coefficient: 0,26 Ceeffideat: 0,76 Coefficient: .0402

Iltatistin 1- P Statistic: 12.2 ,52.7 P Statistic: 529.5

;Reyes: 2.4 Sat Why Rope; 2.29 Prossere,l eadlivas Regres: 1,19 Utica Sits Regrew: 2.21 Promote Public Image

-....Coefficient: 0,21 Coefficient: 0.18 Caefficiadt: 0,57 Coefficient: 0.11

F. tistic; 15,7 F Statistic: 5.9 Stotisti4 29,3 P Statistic: 14.9

legres: 1.1 Age Regres: 2.52 Personnel Turnover Ittgres: 2,52 Personnel 9'u over Regres: 2058 Disillusionment

*efficient: 0.21 Coefficient: -0,17 Coefficient: -0,29 Coefficient: -0.09

Iltstistict 15.2 I Statistic: 5,0 Statistic; 1'6 F Statistic: 12,0

',Regres1-2028 Pressure for Nil Regres: 1.101Actus1 Vorkloed Regres: 2.4 Sot 04f Mgres: 2.69 Freeloulaoos ng 1 :bode

Coefficient: 0119 Coefficient: -0.15 cootficitat: -0,24 Coefficient: 0.09

11..Stiltifitiet 12.6 P Statistic: 4.4 Statistic', 5,2 F Statistic: 11,1

Regres: 2,38 stress Regres: 94 Being a S.S. Woi legres; 2.52 Personnel Tetonvo

t.oefticient: 40.17 Coefficient: 0,13 Coefficient: 4).08

Statistic: 11,1 Y Statistic: 3.0 F Statistic; 10.6

legres; 2.11 Sat v/Superli

'Coef ftetent: 0.13

1! Statistic: 5.9

'Regres: 2.32 Pressure f/Covotkets

:Coefficient: 0.12

Statistic: 5.6

Adjusted RZ 0 0.415

n No. of observations 244

1( No. of praetors * 8

*wed R 4 0.164

A 4 No, of observations 0 161

* No, of parameters ' 6

Note: " Regres" 0 Regressor. The numbers associated with "Regres,'

e.g., 2.61, denote the survey *glom; which are serving

A regressors.

113

Adjusted # % 0,70

a $o. of oheeNutteie 4,30

IC /4 15f Peatuttgra 15

Regres: 2.24 Atteept Ihrk Routine

Coefficient: 0.08

F Statistic: 9.0

Regres; 2.84 Exchange of Idesa

Coefficient: -0406

F Statistic: 6.0

Ream: 2.102 Perceived bevel Workload

Coefficient: -0.06

F Ststistic: 5.3

Reps; 2.16 Progreaa,PrefeesWonel Der

Coefficient; 0.01

F Statistic: 4.1

Adjusted R5 4 0.604

4 No, of ObStriati040 618

, r 0 No, of parameters w 10
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5.2 Relative Importance of Explanatory Variables for Selected Response Items

From the Organizational Diagnostic SurveyDependent Variable: Q If 2.2

(Satisfaction.with Work)
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Survey: Caseworkers; (-) denotes inverse relationships between variablee (i.e.,

survey questions) and the indicated dependent variable; ( +) denotes positive

relstinnshiPs between variables and indicated dependent variable.
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for older workers have more experience and have become acclimated to the

work situation. Older workers may have more favorable perceptions toward

their job, in part because the opportunities for alternative employment

may be more limited. Thus, the expression of satisfaction with the type

work should be taken in context with the caseworker's perception of the

relative opportunities for alternative employment that provide at least

an equivalent degree of satisfaction.

The next two variables for I.M. caseworkers deal with the issue of

providing quality service. The first variable shows there is a positive

relationship between satisfaction with work and the extent to which, the

caseworker feels pressure (either externally or internally imposed) to

deliver quality service. The next variable, however, points to a role con-

flict that appears to have been created by the joint pressures to satisfy

both quality and quantity objectives. Apparently the greater the extent of

conflict between these two objectives the less likely a caseworker is to be

satisfied with the type of work he is doing. This also suggests that one of

the important objectives of management should be to help caseworkers resolve

these sometimes conflicting objectives.

The remaining two variables suggest that interpersonal. relations are

important determinants of job satisfaction for I.M. caseworkers. The first

variable, Satisfaction with Supervisors, is examined more thoroughly in

another section of this chapter. The last variable shows that peer group

pressure can affect work satisfaction to a positive extent. What the nature

of this pressure is, however, is not clear from the questionnaire.

For Social Service personnel, the extent to which the included re-

stirs explain variation in satisfaction with the type of work is rather

low. In this analysis, the adjusted R was .16. This suggests that one

should look elsewhere for factors associated with job satisfaction in

the Social Service field -- too much of the variance is unaccounted for by

this survey. In spite of the shortcomings of this analysis for Social

Services personnel, certain significant relationships did occur. After

"Freedom in providing services," the next significant variable was "Press

to meet deadlines" and was positively related to satisfaction with work_

That this relationship appeared significant suggests that pressure in an

appropriate form can improve work satisfaction. Note that in the situation
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with the I.M. caseworkers, stress as characterized by conflicting objec-

tives adversely impacted on work satisfaction, while pressure to improve

output can enhance work satisfaction. Obviously caseworkers draw a definite

distinction between production objectives that create stress and those that

generate pressure to improve performance.

Personnel turnover was inversely related to satisfaction with work in

all job title categories except I.K. caseworkers. One of the original

incentives to institute this Manpower Planning project was to examine the

problem of personnel turnover and suggest solutions in the form of demon-

stration projects. Since 1973, however, a marked decline in personnel

turnover has occurred for caseworkers in the Division. The average at that

time for caseworkers was approximately 35 percent and is now averaging

around 24 percent. The results from this analysis, however, indicate that

personnel turnover is still a problem. Caseworkers appear to be dissatis-

fied with their own work when they perceive personnel turnover to be high.

It is probable that caseworkers interpret this variable somewhat differently

than the statistic produced by the Division in its quarterly turnover reports.

What caseworkers may be reporting on is the extent to which they perceive

personnel "turbulence," which encompasses more than just job attrition, and

would include such elements as absenteeism, shifts in personnel from one

office to another, even promotions that require replacement of an individual.

Actual workload entered as the next most significant variable and is

inversely related to satisfaction with work for S.S. personnel. One might

hypothesize that the larger their caseload, the less time they are able to

spend with any one client and the more dissatisfied they become with their

work. The implication from this association is that reducing caseload size

would have a favorable impact on work satisfaction for S.S. personnel.

The last variable found significant in the analysis of S.S. personnel

was one of a set of dummy variables specifically created to evaluate certain

non-numeric characteristics. Six such dummy variables were created so chat

three demographic characteristics could be evaluated: sex, geographic loca-

tion (i.e., urban or rural), and job title. In the analysis of work satis-

faction for S.S. personnel, being a Social Service worker is positively

related to work satisfaction. This suggests that who you are is an important
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determinant of the extent to which you are satisfied with the type of work

you are doing. It is not possible from this survey, however, to determine

whether it is actually the tasks that are performed by the S.S. worker or

the status associated with being in that position, or some combination of

the two, that accounts for the positive association with work satisfaction.

Of all the regression runs conducted, variation in responses to satis-

faction with work for the "Other" caseworker category was best explained

by the responses to this survey. The adjusted R
2
in this analysis was .70

which is very high for the analysis of surveys using this technique. A

very strong positive relationship was found between satisfaction with work

for other caseworkers and the extent to which they are satisfied with their

superiors. This is the only job category in which supervision has a strong

effect on work satisfaction. The significance of this is not entirely clear,

partly because the category "Other" caseworkers is actually a conglomeration

of a wide variety cf job titles that are more atypical of the Division. One

could hypothesize that these caseworkers are more satisfied because they do

not feel they are part of the routine elements of the organization. To the

extent that they feel they have escaped the system and are supported by

their supervisors may account for the high favorable scores on this item

and many others in the survey.

One other curious result is that other caseworkers express a greater

degree of dissatisfaction with their pay when offering favorable expressions

of work satisfaction. This might be expected if other caseworkers perceived

their work to be in a specialty area but are receiving pay similar to the

non-specialists (i.e., the I.M. and S.S. caseworkers). That this relation-

ship exists may have important policy implications for the future manage-

ment of the Division. If administrators perceive that the way to improve

the Division's effectiveness is through specialization and enhancing the

professional /MAge of its personnel, then there is likely to be an even

greater dissatisfaction with current pay levels. This could increase per-

sonnel turbulence and cause a decline in Division performance, an outcome

which is ironically the opposite of what administrators would originally intend

When all classes of caseworkers are analyzed together, a somewhat

different set of significant variables appears. A strong and obvious re-

lationship exists between satisfaction with the type of work being done and
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satisfaction with a specific job assignment. What is less clear is why such

a relationship did not appear when each job title was analyzed separately.

The results may suggest that when caseworkers are segregated by job title,

they attach various levels of status to their jobs and find themselves ante

satisfied with the type of work they are performing if they are more satis-

fied with who they are in terms of their job title.

Regardless of what their job titles are, freedom and autonomy and per-

ceptions of personnel turbulence are again significantly associated with

work satisfaction, as well as expressions of disillusionment with the anount

of good that their job is accomplishing.
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Satisfaction with Pay

e regression results for pay satisfaction are contained in Table 5.3

and fig. 5.3. Whether caseworkers were analyzed separately by job title or

combined together, the concept of equity appears to be strongly associated

with the extent to which personnel are satisfied with their pay; that is,

those who feel the system is unfair are least likely to be satisfied with

the pay they receive. A. number of demographic variables are also associated

with pay satisfaction. If one is a male caseworker, he is less likely to be

satisfied with pay than his female counterpart. This may be due to the

stereotypic roles of males and females in the household. One could hypothe-

size that the females are more satisfied with their pay because it is used

as a supplemental source of income for a family with a male-head-of-household.

To the extent that males receive equivalent income and feel a greater respon-

sibility for the economic well-being of their families, they should express a

greater degree of pay dissatisfaction than their female counterparts.

The geographic region in which caseworkers live is also associated with

the extent of their satisfaction with pay. While a simple univariate analysis

of pay satisfaction would indicate that rural caseworkers are more satisfied

with pay than their urban counterparts, the multivariate analysis indicates

that when this variable is analyzed simultaneously with over 100 others,

working in a rural location is an important condition of pay satisfaction.

This may in part be explained by the extent of alternative employment in rural

locations. Thus rural caseworkers may be more satisfied with their pay if

.alternative Job opportunities of comparable pay are limited. By the same

token, caseworkers in urban areas perceive their pay to be less favorable

relative to comparable jobs in their immediate area.

Age, a third demographic variable, appears significant only in the

Social Services. Possibly older caseworkers are more satisfied with their

pay because their incomes are higher, probably because they have been in the

agency longer and the primary basis for salary levels is years of service.

Another factor that might be considered is that older caseworkers at the

higher income levels may perceive alternative employment at the same income

level as less likely than their younger counterparts.
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Table 5.3

REGRESSLON RESULTS FOR REGRESSAND :12.4/SC012*: SAT_iSFACTION WLTN FAY BT,CASEWORKER _PE

snots Caseworkers re Caseworkers thee T as Casework

2.5 Satisfaction v/ eseors 2,5 Satiafection w /Pay Regressor: 2.6 Satisfaction w Regressor: 2.6 Satisfaction

Pay Increase Methods Increase Methods Rating System v /Rating System

0.39 Coefficients 0.32 Coefficient: 0,45 Coefficient: 0.26

88.3 F Statiatlei 37.4 F Statistic: 17.5 F Statistic: 65.9

2.19 Joh Cha Regressors 2.9 Potential for Personal Regressor: D6 Rural Location Regressor: 2,9 Potential for

Growth Personal Growth

0,31 Coefficient: 0.26 Coefficient: 0.31 Coefficient: 0.25

55.1 F Statistic: 23.8 F Statistics 9.2 F Statistic: 51.0

2.8 Satisfaction, Regret:ea: 06 Rural Location '
Regressors 2.19 Job Chellengo Regressor:. 06 Rural Location

Physical Facilities

0.10 Coefficient: 0.20 Coefficient: 0.26 Coefficient; 0.23

6,1 F Statistics 13.8 F Statistic; 5.6 F Statistic: 46.4

D3 Pe ng A Male Regressor: 03 Being A Male Regressor: D3 Reing A Male

-0.10 Coefficient; -0.12 Coefficient; -0.14

5.9 ,

2,103 Parceived

F Statistic: 5,6

Regressor: 1.1 Age

F Statistic:

Regressor:

19.4

2.21 Promuta Public

Amount of Output Image

0,09 Coefficient: 0.11 Adjusted R2 00.426 Coefficients 0.12

5.2 F Statistic: 4.3 F Statistic 11.0

n m No. of observations 0 57

2.50 Fear of Punishment
k m No. of parameters m 4

Regressor: 2.47 Diff Sch Clienii

Normal Hone

-0.08 Coefficient! -0.10

3.7 F Statistic 9.3

Regressors 2.54 Procedures

Adjusted R- 0.395 Changes

Coefficient: -0.09

m 0.424

sbservetions m 386

n m No. of observations m 257

k No, of parameters - 6

F Statistic:

Regressor:

7.8

2.43 Difficulty,

trametera 7 Coefficient:

Treatment Plane

0.08

F Statistics 6.5
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TA need)

anancs410werkarS Social ServIceWprkereiCaseworkers "Other" Types Csseworkors All Classes Caseworker:

Regressor: D4 Reing a Social Service Work

Coefficient: -0.07

F Statistic 5.3

Regressor: 2.28 Fr enure for_ Quality

Coefficients -0.07

F Statistic: 4.5

Regreeeor: 2.16 Progress, Frofesslonal

Development

Coefficient: -0.06

F Statistic 4.1

2
Adjusted R m 0.387

n m No. of observations 0 678

k m Ho. of parameters 0 12

112 vas used with "All Classes Cese1sorkers" file; V021 wee uapd with all other files.
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From the Organizational Diagnostic Survey/Dependent Variable: Q # 2.4 (SC012)
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relationships between variables and indicated dependent variable.
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When all classes of caseworkers are combined together, another demo-

graphic variable appears which is being a Social Service worker. Apparently

Social Service workers are the least satisfied with their pay. Again, this

is a more important finding in a multivariate analysis as opposed to a uni-

variate analysis. While Social Service workers are on a higher pay scale

than I.M. or S.S. caseworkers, the multivariate analysis shows that of the

variables analyzed simultaneously, job title is significantly related to

pay satisfaction.

in the case of I.M. and "Other" caseworkers, job challenge is positively

related to pay satisfaction. Other analyses, conducted but not included in

this chapteryhave shown that the extent of job challenge is positively re-

lated to age and inversely related to education for I.M. workers. One might

hypothesize that older, less educated employees find I.M. work more challeng-

ing and are also more satisfied with the pay they receive. Thus, some

alteration of the job qualifications which does not unduly jeopardize

Division performance may tend to raise pay satisfaction and job challenge

to the benefit of the Division and the individual employee.

In general it would appear that the best discriminators of pay satis-

faction are demographic in nature, such as age, sex, location, and job title.

For the most part, these are precisely the characteristics in which govern-

ment agencies choose not to discriminate on. While this suggests limited

opportunity to improve pay satisfaction, the prospects of altering the job

itself should be further examined, particularly in the I.M. field where

lowering job qualifications would tend to improve indicators of pay satis-

faction. Results of interviews summarized in the quarterly turnover reports

indicate that financial reasons are the most significant factor stated for

those leaving the Division. The analysis provided here suggests that turnover

statistics and exit interview survey data should be disaggregated by age,

sex, job title, and region to better isolate job turnover problems. We suspect

that job turnover is still a problem,but the procedure of aggregating the

statistics at the Division level tends to mask turnover problems specific to

certain cohorts within the Division.
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Sat action with Supervisors_

Regression results for satisfaction with supervisors are found in

Table 5.4 and Fig. 5.4. All regressors are statistically significant at

the 5% level.

In three of the four regressions, i.e., those involving the income

maintenance, social services and aggregated caseworker categories, the

most significant factor influencing satisfaction with supervisors was the

perceived quality of supervisory communications. Since the signs of this

variable's coefficients are all positive, its impact is direct. The impli-

cation of this result is that caseworkers feel most comfortable with super-

visors with whom they can communicate, hardly an unexpected conclusion.

The most significant factor in accounting for supervisor satisfaction

among "other" caseworkers is the extent

superiors' expectations of their output .

adequacy of supervisory communications,

on this point, consistent.

Extent of job motivation refers to

to which they are clear about their

Since this is a function of the

results of the four regressions are,

the importance that caseworkers

attach to meeting. the goals of their offices. I all four regressions,

this factor is significant in determining the levels of perceived supervisor

satisfaction. Its impact in each case is direct. The implication of these

findings is that satisfaction with supervisors and the importance of goal

attainment are directly related; the mechanism of the relationship is,

however, unclear. There are two issues which cloud this mechanism:

1. Satisfaction with supervisors is not necessarily related to a

subordinate's job motivation. Other factors which could affect the superior-

subordinate relationship include interpersonal relations, supervisory style,

or demands which supervisors place on subordinates.

2. To argue that high levels of job motivation cause high levels of

satisfaction with supervisors is certainly dubious. No matter how important

goal attainment may be to a caseworker, it seems decidedly unlikely that

he/she will be satisfied with poor or incompetent leadership.
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Table 5 , 4

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR RECRESSAND Q2.11: SATISFACTION WITH SUFERIORSIBY CASEWORKER TYPE

Income Maintenance Caseworkers

Regressor: 2.88 Supervieury,

Co Imitations

Coefficient: 0.25

F Statietic: 32.7

Regressor: 2.14 Extent of Job

Motivation

Coefficient; 0,23

Statietic: 23.6

Regressor: 2.31 Pressure from

Supervisor

Coefficient: -0.20

F Statistic: 20.9

Regreseor: 2,15 Expected Nigh

Perform Levels

Coefficient; 0,16,

Statistic: 12.1

legressorl 2.67 Freedom for

Providing Services

Coefficient: 0.10

7 Statistic: 4.9

Regressor; 2.99 Supervieor

Expect, Output

Coefficient: 0.09

F Statistic: 4.4

Adjusted R2 1 0.351

0 o No, of observations 0 244

k No. of parametere 7

128

Social Service Workers Caseworkers "Otheru11 .as.,Casevorkere All Classes Caseworkers.

Regret:earl 2.88 Supervisory

Communications

Coefficient: 0.44

F Statistic: 11.1

Regressor: 2.14 Extent of Job

Motivation

Coefficient: 0,25

F statistic: 21.5

Regressor: 2.61 Freedom in Pro-

viding Services

Coefficient: 0.13

F Statistic: 5.4

Regressor: 2,99 Supervisor

Expect., Output

Coefficient: 0.32

F Statistic: 7,9

Regressor: 2.88 Supervisory Co imi-

tations

Coefficient; 0.30

F Statistic: 92.1

Regressor: 2.15 Expected High Regressor:

Perform Levels

Coefficient: 0.30

P Statistic: 5.99

2.31 Pressure from Supervict

Coefficient: -0.19

F Statistic 36.4

Regressor: 2.14 Extent of Job Regressor:

Motivation

Coefficient: 0.30

F Statistic: 5.95

Adjusted R
2

0.365

n No. of observations

k No, of parameters 4

Adjusted R2 0 0.299

n a No. of observation

k No. of parameters 4

2.12 Satisfaction with

Coworkers

Coefficient: 0,19

F Statistic 35.2

Regressor: 2.14 Extent of Job

Motivation

Coefficient: 0,19

F Statistic: 32.2

Regressor 2.28 Pressure for Quality

Coefficient; 0.16

F Statistic 26,0

Regressor: 2,60 Likely to Leave Agency

Coefficient: -0,13

F Statistic: 16,2

Adjusted R 1 0.404

n No of observations 618

k No. of parameters
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At this point there is insufficient infor ion to definitively eliminate

this ambiguity.

The impact that supervisory pressure has on a caseworker's perceived

satisfaction with supervisors is reflected in the regression results for

the income maintenance and aggregated caseworker categories. In both

instances, the impact of increased pressure from supervisors is negative.

While only applying to two regressions, these results provide credence to

the preceding argument that the relationship between satisfaction with

supervisors and job motivation is affected by other factors.

Results for income maintenance and "other" caseworkers have potentially

important implications when the issue of supervisory pressure is considered.

In both cases expected high levels of caseworker performance have a direct

relationship with supervisor satisfaction. This finding clearly suggests

that high but reasonable performance standards are not necessarily the

source of the adverse effects of supervisory pressure that were noted above.

For the most part, the remaining regression results are not unexpected.

A seeming exception to this might be the positive impact that pressure for

quality has on satisfaction with supervisors; it had, after all, a negative

impact on pay satisfactieree There is no necessary conflict in these findings,

however. Well motivated personnel can appreciate an emphasis on quality

performance by their supervisors; they presumably would share this goal.

Granting that this is the case will in no way diminish their dissatisfaction

with pay, if they feel they are under-compensated.

In conclusion, the fundamental factor in determining satisfaction with

supervisors seems to lie in the adequacy of communications between superiors

and subordinates. Job motivation on the part of subordinates also plays a

role, but the means by which it does so are currently unclear.
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Job_ Challenge

Regression results pertaining to the job challenge perceived by case-

workers are found in Table 5.5 and Fig. 5.5. All regressors are significant

at the 5% level. Only one regression was generated for job challenge, with

the various types of caseworkers being represented in this relationship by

a set of dummy variables. Since use of these "dummies" allows for the

explicit consideration of caseworker type, and since available resources

for this analysis were limited, the remaining three regression runs were

not made. The caseworker category used in this analysis is the aggregated

category.

The most statistically significant facto in accountin r perceived

job challenge are the satisfaction caseworkers experience with their work

and the potential that they perceive for personal growth; the impact of both

factors is direct. Unless a person is satisfied with his/her work, it is

unlikely that he/she will perceive their job as interesting, much less

challenging. While a necessary ingredient to perceived job challenge,

work satisfaction is not, by itself, sufficient. Unless there is the

potential for professional growth, a challenging job environment cannot

exist. As with work satisfaction, this latter factor is a necessary but

not sufficient condition to insure that caseworkers perceive their jobs as

challenging.

Another significant factor n accounting for job challenge is the

freedom that caseworkers have in choosing their methods of operation; the

impact of this factor is direct. That freedom in choosing methods is

important is not surprising; a lack of such freedom would imply a diminished

potential for discretionary action; reduced opportunities for such action

are clearly not conducive to a challenging job situation.

That caseworkers would perceive a need to promote the public image of

their agency is interesting. The implication of this finding is that public

acceptance and reaction to the agency are important in determining the extent
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Table 5.5

REGRESSION RESULTS FOR RRRESSAND Q2.19: JOB E BY CASEWORKER TYPE

ssworkars Social Service Workers /Caseworkers "Other" T 0 ke-

No Rune Made No Runs Ma .e

Classes Caseworkers

Regressor: 2.2 Satisfaction with Work

Coefficient: 0.28

F StatistiC: 81.4

Regressors 2.9 Potential for Personal Crovth

Coefficient! 0.26

F Statistic: 77.3,

Regressor: , 2.21 Promote Public Image

Coefficient: 0.19

F StatistiC: 39.8

2.69 Freedom, Choosing Methods

nts 0.14

Statistic 26.5

Regressor: 04 Being a Social Service Worker

Coefficient: 0.09

F Statistic: 10.6

Regressor; 2.43 Difficulty, Treatment Plus

Coefficient: 0.09

F Statistic 10.4

Regressor: 2.31 Pressure from Supervisor

Coefficient: -0.08

F Statistic: 8.2

Regreisor: 2.28 Pressure for Quality

Coefficient: 0.08

Statistic 8.1

Regressor: 2.101 Actual Workload

Coefficient: -0.08

F Statistic: 7.7.

Regressor: 2.62 Solidarity

Coefficient: 0.08

F Statistic: 7.3

Regressors 2.55 Importance, Personal Affairs

Coefficients -0.08

P Statistic; 7.3

Regressor: 2.102 Perce

Coefficient: -0.06

F Statistic 3.9.

Adjusted R2 -41559

sx 0, No, of:observations IN 678

k 1,416.0Ciaremeteri(13,

Workload
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to which social services personnel can perform their tasks. Since they

express a perceived need to promote their agency, it would seem that its

image is, in their eyes, in some way inadequate.

The remaining regression results are generally as expected; Given the

nature of a social service worker's activities, it is not surprising that

being in this caseworker category should have a positive impact on perceived

job challenge. It is not to be assumed, however, that the other factors

appearing in this regression apply principally to such personnel. These

factors will be potentially applicable to all types of caseworkers; social

service workers are simply in an environment that has greater potential for

challenging situations.

It is also interesting to note that job challenge and actual workload

are inversely related_ On the basis of this observation, it might be

inferred that increases in a caseworker's workload may necessitate that

each case be treated in either an increasingly cursory, or an increasingly

routine manner, simply to allow that person to handle all of his/her assigned

cases. Under such circumstances, perceived job challenge is likely to drop.

Pressure from supervisors could result in similar adaptive behavior by case-

workers; the impact would again be negative, as indeed the results indicate.

The adverse effect of pressure from supervisors may also indicate that the

guidance provided to caseworkers is somewhat inadequate.

The stimulating effect that pressure for quality can have has already

been discussed; while the regressions' dependent variables change, the role

played by this factor remains essentially the same. As was also noted above,

the negative sign associated with perceived workload levels is due largely

to the way this survey question was scored.



Likelihood o Leaving Agency

Regression results which relate to the likelihood that a caseworker

will leave the agency appear in Table 5.6 and Fi 5.6; this material

appears on the next:two pages. All regressors appearing in the table are

significantTat the-5% level.

If ana'looks at the three most statistically significant factors in

each resressiom one is struck by the diversity of conditions which might

.-caUae a-caseworker to leave the agency. The four most frequently occurring

faCtors occur with equal frequency. By type of caseworker, these are:

Income maintenance: Opportunity for advancement within the agency

and, the power and autonomy that caseworkers perceive they possess.

2. Social services: Satisfaction with both superiors and general

.working conditions.

"Other:" The power and autonomy perceived by caseworkers and

satisfaction with general working conditions.

4. Aggregated category: Opportunities for advancement within the

agency and satisfaction with'superiors.

'No points.can be noted with regard to these factors: as might

be expedted, all are inversely related with the likelihood of leaving and

(2) each group of caseworkers seems to have its own relatively distinctive

set of reasons for leaving. When all regressora,are considered, one is

struck by the number and diversity of factors that are significant for

each caseworker group. The list of factors associated with each type of

caseworker.continues to be relatively distinctive.

Overall, the results for each regression are to be expected. Attention

will now be shifted to a consideration of results which are seemingly un-

expected. Consider first the perceived workload level (income maintenance

category). The sign of this variable suggests an inverse relationship

between it and the likelihood of a caseworker leaving the agency. This

interpretation cannot be taken at face value because of the method by

which perceived workloads were scored. This scoring makes unambiguous inter-

preta-ion of the variables sign difficult.
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dal Service Workers f Caseworkers "other" T Csseworkera All Ciaseee Cas workere

,Regressor; 2.10 Setiefeetina v/

. .
Prove* Opp

Regrow: 2.11 Satisfaction v/Super-

visors

Regressor: 2,67 Freedom in Pro- Regressor; 2.58 Disillusionment

viding Services

Efficient= -0.24 Coefficient: -0.21 Coefficient: -0.40 Coefficient: 0.15
Statistic: 25.6 F Statistic: 15.7 F Statistic: 17.3 F Statistic: 19.4

Regressor: 2.95 Goal alias Regressor; 1,1 Age Regressor: 2.1 Satisfaction,

Overall Work Sit.

Regres-or: 2.10 Satisfaction w/PromotiOn

Opportunity
Coefficient: -0.15 Coefficient: -MO Coefficient; -0.37 Coefficient: -0.14
F Statistic: 10.8 F Statistic: 14.4 F Statistic; 12.7 F Statistic; 16.4

Regressor: 2.66 Perception of

Autosogy/Author ty

nt: 4.14

Statistic: 9.5

Regressor: 2.7 Weedier: w/Worlo

ing Conditions

Coefficient: -0:21

F Statistic; 13.0

Regressor: 2.7 Satisfaction w/

Working Condition

Coefficient; -0.28

F Statistic: 8.0

Regressor; 2.11 Sat/genies wi

Supervisors

Coefficient: -0,14

F Statistic: 15.7

Regrow: 2.102 Perceived Regressor; 2.76 Use of urgency Regressor; 03 Being a Male Regressor: 2.37 Stress
Level, Workload Procedures

Coefficient: -0.13 Coefficient; 0.17 Coefficient: .0,20 Coefficient; 0.12
F Statistic: 9.5 F Statistic: 10:8 F Statistic: 4.5 F Statistic; 13.1

Regressor: 2.74 Perceived Need Regreeeor: 2.50 Fear of Punishment
Regressor: 1.1 Age

Diaraludiegs.

Coefficient: 0.13

I Statistic: 8.3

Regressor: 2.12 Satisfaction

With Coworkers

Coefficient; -0.11

F Statistic: 6.4

Regressor: 2.36 Perceived Role

Conflict

Coefficient: 0.11

F Statistic: 6.1

Regreesor: 2.6 Satisfaction v/

Biting System

Coefficient: -0.09

F Statistic; 4.3

Adjucted R m 0,322

" No. of observations 381

k § No; of parameters m 9

Coefficient:

F Statistic;

0.13

.4

Regressor: 2.2 Satisfaction With

Work

Coefficient: -0.11

F Statistic: 4.2 ,

Regressor: 2.9 Potential for

Personal Growth

Coefficient: -0.11

F Statistic: 3.8

Adjusted R2 0.406

n m No: of observations - 255

k No. of pa terg m 8

Adjusted R2 0,522

0 No. of obeervetione 56

m No, of parameters 5

Coefficient: -0.12

F Statistic: 11.6

Regressor: 2.1 Satisfaction, Overall
Work Sitnetion

Coefficient: -0.11

F Statistic: 9,4

Regressor: DI Income Maintenance

Coworker

Coefficient; -0.09

F Statistic; 8.8

Regreaeort .2.62 Solidarity hog Stiff

Coefficient; -0.10

F Statistic; 8.4

Regressor: .2.49 taployaeot Security

Coefficient; 0.09

F Statistic; 8.3
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The perceived need to disregard agency regulations in providing

essential services, and the need to resort to emergency procedures, both

have positive impacts on the likelihood of leaving the agency. If these

factors are regarded as reflecting a caseworker's autonomy, their impacts

should be negative. If, on the other hand, they are regarded as measures

of the inadequacy of agency policy and procedures, their impacts would be

positive as the empirical results suggest. On the basis of available

evidence, one might reasonably conclude that the latter interpretation

is more likely to be correct. Since each factor appears only once (need

to disregard regulations occurs within the income maintenance category,

need to use emergency procedures,within the social services category),

any interpretation must be used with caution.

The factor of age appears in both the social services and aggregated

caseworker categories; its impact is negative. As a person grows older,

the range of employment opportunities often decreases. Under such circum-

stances, that person will become increasingly reluctant to leave his/her

current job unless another one is waiting. This explanation probably accounts

for the observed regression results.

Diminished job opportunities may also account for the negative impact

that being a male has for "other" caseworkers. Social welfare work, in

many states, is performed largely by women (an estimate of the percentage

of women in the field is given in this study's review of the "HumRRO (1975)

study of public financial assistance agencies). Since this field is pre-

dominantly female, males could well experience diminished employment oppor-

tunities, and may therefore be unwilling to leave their current jobs until

they have firm offers of other employment. The regression's results provide

credence for this explanation.

That being an income maintenance caseworker should be inversely related

to the likelihood of leaving the agency might be accounted for by the nature

of this type of work. Based on earlier examinations of the Organizational

Diagnostic Survey's results, it was tentatively concluded that such personnel

tend to have less favorable work-related perceptions than do other types of

caseworkers. As work-related perceptions worsen, personnel are more likely

to be receptive to the idea of alternate employment. The regression relation-

ship for the aggregated caseworker category supports this conclusion.
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Finally, the coefficient associated with employment security (aggre-

gated caseworker category) is positive. Since increased employment security

would, a priori, be expected to have a beneficial, or at the very least,

zero effect, this finding is rather puzzling. It suggests that increasing

levels of Job security are accompanied by other developments that would

make social welfare work increasingly unattractive.

Increased job security is often the result of a high degree of pro-

fessional competence or, possibly, increasing levels of s niority. Since

age and seniority are directly related, and increasing age decreases the

likelihood of leaving the agency, seniority seems an inadequate explanation

for employment security's negative coefficient.

if job security is a function of a person professional qualifications,

it may be that certain caseworkers are overqualified for their jobs or

perceive themselves as being inadequately compensated. Under such cir-

cumstances, employment security is serving as a proxy for other

factors. At the present time there is inadequate information to settle this

question with any certainty.

One might question why variables that deal with pay satisfaction are

not significantly related to the question of likelihood of leaving the

agency. In part, this may be due specifically to the way in which the

question is worded. The question as stated is, "If you received a firm

offer at the same rate of pay from another agency engaged in the same type

of service, to what extent would you be likely to leave your present position?'

Obviously, it is presumed that comparable work and comparable pay are to be

excluded from one's decision to select an appropriate response. Thus, if

the question were interpreted properly, one would not expect significant

variables to appear which are pay or task-oriented. In some instances this

is not strictly the case and leaves open the possibility that the question

itself was misinterpreted. This may be the case in the Social Services

analysis where satisfaction with the type of work was associated with likeli-

hood of leaving the agency.



-icinal involvement

The regression results associated with caseworkers' attitudes towards

emotional involvement are contained in Table 5.7 and Fig. 5.7; this material

appears on the next two page

at the .5

All regressors are statistically significant

eve, with the exception of survey question 2.46. Survey question

2.46 is significant only at levels in excess of 5Z (e.

at the 10% level).

-4,.xaw01

it is significant

®.,^4A1 real faro wo rlr I-pc-pi-tree a certain amount of client involve-

ment if it is to be done well, the issue of emotional involvement-becomes

relevant. As workloads increase, the degree of client involvement can become

affected, and with it, caseworkers' perceptions of their jobs. The four

regressions of Table 5.7 are intended to investigate these issues.

At the outset it should be noted that the explanatory power of each

regression relationship is rather low. Since all survey questions which

might conceivably relate to emotional involvement were made available as

potential regressors, further data collection would be needed to adequately

study this variable.

Given the low explanatory power of each regression, it seems most appro-

priate to concentrate attention on the two or three most strongly significant

factors in each caseworker category; little useful information would seem

lost by ignoring the rest. This conclusion is reinforced by an examination

of Fig, p.7, which relates to contributions made by each regressor toward

total explained variation in the emotional involvement variable.

If one considers the two most significant factors in each caseworker

category, one is immediately struck by lack of common factors between cate-

gories. Given the limited number of factors to be considered, it is splest

to discuss each category separately.

1. Income maintenance: As noted earlier, social welfare work requires

a certain amount of client involvement. In this light, the direct impact

that pressure for quality has on emotional involvement is to be expected
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(especially since income maintenance personnel are, relatively speaking,

the least likely to become overinvolved).

The negative impact that the need to disregard re-ulations has on

emotional involvement is similarly not surprising. Regulations are not

likely to be ignored unless they are inadequate or workloads reach levels

where their observance would be too time-consuming. Either possibility

can result in increased pressure on the personnel involved, especially

when eaeeloade become high. In an effort to reduce this ressure, affected

personnel may reduce their involvement with individual talents.

2. Social services: Whenever social welfare personnel_ perceive that

they are experiencing excessive stress, they may reduce thotr contacts with

clients ; this phenomena was noted with regard to income aLntenance per-

sonnel. Since pressure from clients is a source for such stress, its

negative impact is not unexpected.

Whenever stress becomes acute and prolonged, the personmel involved
**

may simply decide to find other types of work. If this is the case with

social services personnel, one might expect, as the regression results

indicate, that the likelihood of leaving the agency is inwersely related

to emotional involvement.
**

3. "Other" caseworkers: It has been suggested that the ability of

social welfare personnel to discuss their work among themselves is a

potentially important means of reducing job-related stress. rte positive

impact noted for information-sharing among the staff tends to support this

hypothesis.

Regression results suggest that age and emotional involvement are

directly related; the reasons for this are not clear. It may be that older,

more experienced caseworkers are more adept at dealing with clients and,

therefore, more willing to become emotionally involved. It may also be

that older workers perceive a greater need to do well In their jobs

4aslach, Roc. c

Ibid.
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(in order, among other reasons, tc keep them). Since client involvement

is involved, they may again be more willing to engage in it. A lack of

information precludes definitive explanations, however.

4. Aggregated caseworker category: The existence of well articulated

goals allows caseworkers to more clearly perceive the nature and Contents

f their jobs. Since such perceptions expedite and simplify their tasks,

they (i.e., the perceptions) potentially reduce job pressure that can

result from ambiguity. Under such circumstances, caseworkers may be more

inclined to become involved with clients. The direct relationship that is

indicated between emotional involvement and the existence of articulated

goals can be explained in this way.

Regression results also indicate that being an income maintenance ca

worker has a positive impact on emotional iavolvement. The administrative

nature of income maintenance work probably precludes excessive emotional

involvement; it may, in fact, tend to isolate such caseworkers from much

emotional contact with their clients. Under such circumstances, income

maintenance personnel may engage in such involvement, especially if they

feel that this is necessary to improve the quality of their work (see pre-

ceding discussion of income maintenance caseworkers).

Finally, emotional involvement is apparently a function of the extent

to which caseworkers must, by the nature of their work, become involved with

their clients. Social services personnel who are most susceptible in this

respect are the only group of caseworkers for whom both significant regressors

have negative coefficients. In all other groups, one or both of these var-

iables has a positive coefficient. Social service workers /caseworkers

seem, therefore, to be more susceptible to negative factors governing

emotional involvement than do other caseworker types.
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Chapte

RESULTS OF A CONTENT ANALYSIS OF TEE
ORGANIZATIONAL DIAGNOSTIC SURVEY

BACKOROUI M

The organizational survey administered to caseworkers, supervisors,

and social service workers included a limited number of open ended questions.

These questions were designed to solicit comments on areas that were per-

ceived as in need of improvement. The first step was to select a random

sample of questionnaires for coding of the written narratives of survey

respondents. The purpose of this discussion is to present the areas

that appeared most frequently in the 200 questionnaires of the random

sample.

This analysis will be concerned with four questions:

Suggestions to improve work situations and the qual

service offered to clients,

How they would spend $1,000 to improve their effectiveness,

how they would spend $10,000 to improve their effectiveness, and

Describe a specific thing that they would change to make their

job easier.

The 'lumbar of possible response categories is such that the first step

was to group all categories into 21 nlaJor groups. The results of this are

presented in Table 6.1 for all four questions and 19 groups. The remaining

two groups were omitted since they pertain to meaningless type responses,

and did not include many responses.

The elimination of those categories that appear to be a minor concern

allows for a more detailed analysis of the remaining categories. The second

step of the analysis is represented by the results displayed in Table 6.2

through 6.5 for each of the four questions. Each question was considered in

reference to the =Jar response groups. Each group was analyzed at a lower

level of aggregation to determine more specifically the areas of concern of

the 200 survey participants sampled. Note: In the tables which follow,

CW/SSW denote responses from all caseworkers (income maintenance, social

services and "other") and social services workers.
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1

Suggestion
Improvement

CW
SSW

SUP

1,11

for

OTHER
SUP

Do with

CW
SSW

$

SUP

I11

Staff Oriented 28 24 8 6 7

Vorker Related 42 37 14 4 9

-ritr=rtseao ,'
.. , 1 21 0

forms and Paperwork 43 28 13 0 0

Manual 0 3 3 1 0

rograms 5 3 0 0 0

Computerization 7 12 8 0 0

Policies and Procedures 12 13 1 6 3

Unusual Situations 1 0 0 0 0

Local Procedures 1 2 0 1 0

Office Facility & Accessories 3 1 0 28 13

Office Arrangement 2 3 0 10 5

Office Equipment 2 2 0 48 17

Office Supplies 0 0 0 3 3

Client Oriented 0 0 0 0 0

Community Resource Info. System 33 12 6 3 1

Additional Client Resources 2 0 0 14 5

Program 1 1 2 0 0

Special Equipment 0 0 0 1 0
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Table 6.2

Sua22192p., Work Si Service

Caseworker & Supervisors Other

19179-

Staff Oriented 28 24 8

Local Allocutions (increase) 18 14 6

Qualifications (change) 8 4 2

Worker Related 42 37 15

Incentives 23 21 7

Pay & Promotions s 7 11 3

Decrease Workload 8 11

Change Werktime 3 5 2

Agency Structure 37 21

Change StrucLu._ rganizat utis 17 7

Delegate-Tasks Cu Clerical Staff 24 14 7

Forms & Paperwork 43 28 3

Decrease Volume 38 26 3

Forms Design 4 2 0

Computerization 7 12 8

increas 6 11 7

Improve Existing 1 1 1

Policies & Procedures 11 13 2

Training OR Programs 6 2 0

_uresChange Department Proo d 7 8 0

Community Resource inrormatiun System 33 12 6

Information System 32 11 5

Resource Fiche 0 1 0

Client informa ion Pamphlets 1 0 1
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Table 6.3

Do With 0 to lulilrove El c:tivoness

Staff Oriented
Local Allocations
Other Local Resources

Caseworker
Worker

& Supervisors OtIter

7

4

2

2

1

3.

Worker Related 4 9

Incentives 2 6 4

Pav & Promotions 2 3 2

Office Facilities & Accessories 28 13 2

Facilities 17 7 3-

Accessories 14 7 3_

Office Arrangement 10 5

Office Equipment 48 17

Telephone 17 2

Data Processing 4 4 '7

Word Processing 26 9 4

information Equipment /Mater 5 4

Office Conveniences 6

Office. Supplies

Client Oriented 14 7

Client Fund 12 6

Client Resources 0
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Table 6.4

no With iveness

t ff Oriented
Local Allocations
Other

Worker Related
Incentives
Pay & Promotions

e Facilities & Accessories
Facilities
Accessories 14

19

19

0

17
1

13

29

Office Arrangement

Office Equipment
Telephone
Word Processing
Information Equipmet als

ld

8

10
2

Client Oriented 11

Client Fund 9

Ocher Client Resource 2
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Supervisors Other

/ -& a SuPerv-is95

16 10

15 9

3 7

5 3

7 4

1.11 4

10 2

9 2

14 2

15 8

5 2

5 6

3 1

7 1

6 1

1 1



Table 6.5

ccif 1c Job Easiar

Staff Oriented
Local Allocations
Change Qualifications

Caseworker & Supervisors Other
Suer 'so

11
5
5

16
11

3 0

Worker Related 29 20 4

Incentives 0

Pay & Promotions 2 7

Decrease Workload 11 7

Flexible Worktime 4 4

Agency Structure 6 6 9

Change Structure 4 4 6

Delegate Tasks to Cleric - Staff 0 2

Forms & Paperwork 15 5

Reduce Volume 13 4 0

Policies & Procedures 13 2

Training 2 1 0

Department Procedures 5 4 0
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SU1VARY OF RESULTS

The most frequently made suggestions for improving working en ron-

nts, mad/or the quality of service to clients were

To decrease the volume of forms and paperwork. It was also

suggested that more tasks be delegated to clerical staffs.

Develop a community resource information system.

To a lesser extent, increases in local staff allocations and provision

incentives to workers were other frequently mentioned suggestions (see

Table.6.2 for details). It should also be noted that the relative fre-

quency with which various suggestions were made was largely unaffected

by respondent type (i.e., supervisors at levels I and II, other supervisors,

and caseworkers/workers).

Suggestions for making agency work easier were consistent with those

for improving the working environment and/or quality of service to clients.

Among caseworker /workers and I and II level supervisors, it was frequently

suggested that workloads be decreased and more specifically that the, volume

of paperwork be reduced. Supervisors (all levels) recommend changes in

local staff allocations, and in the handling of pay and promotions for

their staffs (for further detail, see Table 6.5).

If an additional $1,000 were allocated to their offices, most respondents

suggested additions to available office equipment and, to a lesser extent,

additions to office facilities and accessories. In the former category,

caseworkers/workers indicated a preference for more telephones and word

processing equipment; among supervisors, the suggestions centered on

word processing equipment and information equipment /materials (see Table

6.3 for details).

if $10,000.0 additional funding was available to air offices, case-

workers would still emphaseze the acquisition of office facilities and

accessories. To a somewhat lesser extent, they would recommend expenditures

on local staff allocations, office equipment, and in such workarerelated

areas as incentives and pay and promotions. Supervisors (all levels), on

the other hand, most often suggested changes in local staff allocations

and additions to office equipment. To a lesser extent they recommended

expenditures for office facilities and accessories, changes in office

arrangements, and incentives and pay and promotions for their staffs (see

Table 6.4 for details).
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Chapter 7

DEMONSTRATIONS FOR THE SECOND PHASE OF THE PROJECT

BACKGROUND

The purpose of this chapter is to propose several demonstration pro-

ject ideas for possible implementation in the second year of the Manpower

Planning Project. For the most part, these ideas were developed from an

evaluation of the data gathered during the first year of the project.

The project ideas are not necessarily program- or office - centered, but

more appropriately "persounel-centered," which is in keeping with the

overall project goal to improve worker productivity and effectiveness

through manpower planning.

The demonstrations are intended to alter three facets of the o ani-

zat on:

e The tasks that workers perform, including both their number

(workload allocation) and mix (job redesign).

The organizational climate perceived by staff as it affects

their attitudes (e.g., job satisfaction), behavior (e.g.,

turnover), and performance (e.g., case production, errors, etc.).

The qualifications required by staff to perform functions that

achieve the goals of the organization.

Demonstrations that can be characterized as personnel-centered and can

produce changes in tasks, climate and/or qualifications should be the prime

conceptual criteria for consideration. The following demonstrations are

worthy of consideration because they focus on problems uncovered in the

first year of the project and they satisfy the conceptual criteria pre-

viously noted:

Job Redesisp. There are two projects described in this chapter,

principally those (Demonstrations #1 and #2) recommended by Dr. H. George

Frederickson in his report in this chapter.
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(1) The first project recommends that the ob title distinction

at the caseworker level be eliminated and that all caseworkers be

rmit d to e fo ks that fall under either Income Maintenance

or Social Service. The FJA Task Bank would be used by caseworkers

to select the tasks they feel most comfortable in performing and

that represent a reasonable match between staff skills and task

requirements. The main feature of this demonstration is that it

implements the Missouri Task Lank into a "tcal-r4"e" s44-flat-Ion ant

examines the task preferences of office personnel. The relative

importance, frequency and complexity of r e tasks should be deter-

mined by the specific work objectives of the demonstration office.

The Management By Objectives (MBO) plan of DFS should be used as a

guide and translated to office-specific objectives.

(2) The second project is to alter the functional orientation

of work in terms of the extent to which it deals with people, data

or things. This second project recommends that specialization by

functional orientation be attempted. Specifically, those mechanistic

tasks whose functional orientation is more data- and things-oriented

should be consolidated and distinctions between Social Service and

income Maintenance for these tasks be eliminated. This effort should

be coupled with a plan to accomplish those tasks in a more capital-

intensive mode, with the feasibility of remote site computer processing

considered.

orkload Al oca on. This demonstration is an outgrowth of the

material developed in Volume IV, "Development and Testing of Workload

Analysis Methods in the Division of Family Services." The results of th

workload study suggest that office specific variables are the most impor

tart determinants of equitable workload allocation. The variance in work-

load from one office to the next is not nearly as great as the variance

that exists from one caseworker to the next within an office. The purpose

of this demonstration is to elore the reasons

allocation with

su

offices and develo

locate case 'ork.

a method at
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Climate Modification. This demonstration is actually a series of

actions that can be implemented in one or more small to medium size offices.

It features organizational development, team building and client contract-

ing, and is described in more detail in Dr. Frederickson's report (Demon-

stration #3) that follows immediately after this section. INalen4.4g

inter s nal skills as the relate to clients is em-hasized in this

project. In certain respects this project can be considered the companion

t.%.0
vex..4.aw4A h ro_do!!m4gIN AammlAttAtinn dPar.ribpd fin the pl-Atrimmg pay.,

since specialization by functional orientation is emphasized. The emphasis,

however, switches from data and things to people, with the express purpose

of altering unfavorable conditions of organizational climate. This centers

primarily around the lack of job challenge, personal power and autonomy

experienced by caseworkers.

b ual fication and Career Development. This project is an out-

growth of results from the FJA and Organizational Surveys which indicate

an inappropriate match between worker qualifications and tasks performed,

as well as a serious lack of career progression opportunity. The P.Ik Task

Bank can be used to compute "General Educational Development" ratings

necessary to perform a specific mix of caseworker tasks and these ratings

can be used to assist in developing revised job qualifications and a

career ladder for casework. Lowering

level Income Maintenance casework is one aspect of this demonstration that

needs careful attention. This should be coupled with simultaneous cohort

tracking: of climate scores, FJA_ tasks and performance indicators to

evaluate the practicality of such adjustments in qualifications and career

ladders.

The remaining sections of this chapter deal with more specific infor-

mation on the nature of the demonstrations themselves, possible sites

(where appropriate) for implementation of these demonstrations, methods

for monitoring the variables affected by the demonstrations and evaluating

the outcomes.
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REPORT OF DR. H. GEORGE FREDERICKSON

ON PROPOSED DEMONSTRATION PROJECrS

Dr. Frederickson is a
and was (until January 1977
Community Services, Univers
of Eastern Washington State

consultant to General Research Corporation
the Dean of the College of Public and
y of Missouri. He is presently President
University, Cheney, Washington.
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BA :_GROUND

In July of 1975 a contract was effected between the Social and Re-

habilitation Service of the U.S. Department of Health, Education and

Welfare and the Department of Social Services of the State of Missouri.

This contract was for the purpose of conducting a "Research and Demonstra-

tion Project: For the Purpose of Improving the Effectiveness of the Missouri

Department of Social Services through Manpower Planning,"

The first stage of that project was to identify major manpower problems

in the State of Missouri's Division of Family Services, sad to suggest some

potential solutions to those problems; to develop tests and implement a

Manpower- Planning Management Information System; develop requisite data-

gathering analysis and feedback mechanisms; and to use demonstration projects

for purposes Of testing the Manpower Planning Managememt Information System

and the effectiveness of implemented manpower policies.

Much of the work of the project is being carried out by a contract

between the Missouri Department of Social Services sad the General Research

Corporation, McLean, Virginia. During the first year of the project, the

General Research Corporation engaged in two extensive surveys; one an organi-

zational diagnostic survey, the other a Functional Job Analysis (FJA) report.

This is likely the largest data gathering effort ever undertaken in any state

department of social service. The results of these surveys have been analyzed

and constitute excellent data upon which to base concepts for the development

of test sites and demonstration projects for those sites.

The specific task of this consultant is to recommend some approaches

to the selection of test sites, and the development and Implemehtation of

feasible demonstration projects. In addition, the consultant is to advise

as to feasible measures of manpower performance associated with demonstration

projects. To do this, the consultant interviewed several, employees of the

State of Missouri, including Ewiog Gourley, Dwain Hovis, Jack Pitzer, Thomas

McLaughlin, John Pletz, Marie Williams, and sundry others, In addition, the

consultant interviewed employees of and consultants to GM, including Daniel

Huck, David Grissmer, and Sidney Fine. Also, the comsaltaint read an array

of background materials, including memoranda, questionnaire findings, working

papers, and materials associated with the continuation application to the

Social and Rehabilitation Service of DREW.
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SOME EXPECTATIONS

Based on interviews with the principals involved, it would probably

be useful to review some of their expectations of the Manpower Planning

Project. This review will not involve attribution, but will attempt to

summarize and synthesize expectations around which there seem to be at

least some agreement.

First, there is an expectation that the project will come to grips

--with the question of workload. It is assumed, I believe, that this will

be dome by category of client, as well as category of staff member.

Second, it is expected that there will be developed a means by which

staff members can more accurately describe their duties. It is assumed,

I believe, that this description of duties will have a direct relationship

to workload. It is by way of saying, "This is the nature of my work, and

this is the ordinary, standard, or expected amount of it that I customarily

do."

Third, there is an expectation that some consideration will be given

to what constitutes effectiveness or quality in work. This is to say that

while the first objective may be to measure the amount of work, that a

closely associated objective is to measure the quality of that work.

Fourth, closely associated with the above three expectations is the

assumption that the project will addrces the issue of what constitutes

appropriate qualifications for worker by category of work; what ought to

be the level and nature of their education, the kind of training they

receive and the like.

Fifth, there is the expectation that there will emerge from this project

a management information system developed from a manpower perspective. It

is assumed, I believe, that this management information system would include

detailed Indices or measurements of the above four expectations.

Sixth, there is an expectation that the pro : would include an

analysis of, or at least a review of the characteristics of the organization

of the Division of Family Services. It is assumed, I believe, that there

will be a look at the structure of the hierarchy, patterns of supervision,

patterns of career development, the nature of work by category, the relation-

ship between organizational desiga and work activities, and aspects of the



personnel system including formal job descriptions, rules and steps asso-

ciated with career development, qualifications for work, and the like.

Seventh, there is an expectation that the project will assess how

staff members feel about their work, to include what it is that they do,

how they respond to it, what their preferences are, and what their expec-

tations are with respect to their careers, their relationships with each

other, and their relationships with clients and supervisors.

Eighth, there is an expectation that demonstration projects I be

developed which will utilize all of the above for the purpose of develop-

ing improved manpower systems that can show evidence of improved

There is a somewhat separate set of expectations regarding the detail

of demonstration projects, to include their selection, their purposes and

their products. It is generally agreed that the demonstration projects

should be able to measure, as precisely as possible, the results or effects

of changes. In other words, demonstrations will need to have more than

"narrative-descriptive" statements as to their consequences. It Is furth

assumed that some already identified variables will be manipulated in the

demenstratton projects. The Continuation Application included the follow-

ing statement: "The culmination of the first year effort will be a base-

line of data on such 'causal' variables as structure, policies, end skills;

such 'intervening' variables as supervision, attitudes, performance goals,

communication, job satisfaction and group cohesiveness; and such 'dependent'

variables as turnover, absenteeism, performance, cost and client satisfaction.

The experimental design will identify organizational unite for either Solomon

four-group, or the pretest/post-test/control group methods, although the

project staff is aware that it will be nearly impossible to locate or main-

tain over time the perfectly matched units called for in theory."

This sketchy summary of expectations of the manpower project provides

a convenient backdrop for a summary review of the findings of the project

during its first year functioning.

A SUMMARY IF FILINGS

The findings to date ia the manpower project range all the way from

informed observations by experienced staff members to the analysis of

questionnaire data. In this brief summary there will not be an attempt to
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sharply differentiate between findings on the basis of methodology by

which the findings were reached, nor even to assess the veracity of the

findings. It is important, however, to review these findings because

they provide the substance necessary to guide the selection of demonstra-

tion projects that will get at some of the problems of the Division of

Family Services.

1. The nature of much of the work of the Income Maintenan

caseworker, as well as the Social Service caseworker,

highly mechanistic.

2. The Income Maintenance caseworker staff is probably :

qualified, and that may also be true of the Sot!, rvice

caseworker staff.

The Income Maintenance career ladder narrows too sharpl=y

does not provide for sufficient career mobility, and con-

sequently many Income Maintenance workers seeking expansion

of responsibilities "cross over to the Social Service career

ladder" where the hierarchy does not narrow so sharply,

4. In very general and broad terms, the staff is far more

effective at handling routine requests for services, such

a. food stamps, or ADC; the staff is less adept at handling

"variants" or those clients needing multiple services or

special references. The estimates are that less than 15%

of food stamp clients require anything other than routine

services, and less than 25% of Social Service and Income

Maintenance clients require anything other than routine

services.

5. The maintenance of different gib ty checking syste

based on the nature of services desired is not cost - effective.

There is considerable criticism oi the eligibility checking

system, primarily because it can significantly delay the

delivery of services. It could be fairly easily mechanized,

particularly if one standard of eligibility served all clients

different categories. But most important of all, the level

ineligible applicants is so low (and the ineligible appli-

cant is usually easy to spot) that the maintenance of a large

and costly eligibility checking staff and procedure is simply

not cost-effective.
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The adoption of "consolidated standards" has to some extent

routinized the processing of clients in terms of eligibility,

but that appears to break down when it comes to the processes

of checking on eligibility. It appears that this finding is

simply picking up the difference in perspective between the

Social Service worker seeking to provide services in an effec-

tive and timely way, and the eligibility functionary taking

the time to check every detail of eligibility, thereby slow-

ing down the process of delivering services.

In certain offices of the Division of Family Services there

is some feeling, particularly on the part of Income Main-

tenance caseworkers, that they are unfairly treated as

compared to the Social Service staff in terms of career

ladder possibilities, the routine of their work, the level

of the caseload, and the question of pay. Indeed, the data

gathered by the questionnaire indicates that Income Mainte-

nance caseworkers show lower job satisfaction, lower lob

motivation, lower stability of work environment, and lower

personal power and autonomy than do the Social Service

caseworkers. The data further show negative responses t,:)

both pay and promotion opportunities to be greater among

Income Maintenance caseworkers as against Social Service

caseworkers.

D NSTRATION PROJECTS

Several criteria need to be employed in the selection of sites for

demonstration projects and in the formulation of those projects. First,

it should probably be assumed that there be three and certainly no more

than four good projects rather than a larger number of projects done

e well. Second, a project needs to be able to manipulate variables

the sort described above so as to test the effect of that manipulation

on productivity. Third, changes in the organization of work need to be

fundamental enough so that one can see real movement in productivity

indicators. Fourth, the demonstration projects need to be contextual;

that is, recognizing the special needs and unique characteristics of

each Social Service office. This suggests the necessity of negotiating
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with the staff in that office so as to enlist their cooperation. Fifth,

an attempt should be made to have "successful demonstrations." This is

to say that the variables should be pushed and pulled in an effort to

find that mix of arrangements that produces the best possible results.

rinally, the demonstration projects should be as open and daring as

possible, given the constraints of context. It is assumed, of course,

for every demonstration project there will need to be at least one con-

trol group, or one other similar Social Service office that will be used

for purposes of comparison so as to measure difference between produc-

tivity in the demonstration project and in a site not being used for

demonstration purposes.

TRUCES OF PRODUCTIVITY

For each of the demmatration projects and for their control groups

there will need to be indices of productivity that enable managers to

evaluate the effectiveness of the demonstration. It is recommended that

primarily data routinely or ordinarily collected be used for this purpose.

If additional data are needed, it should be simple or easy to collect and

not costly to process. The most obvious indices are: (a) error rates,

(b) staff turnover, (c) staff tardiness/absenteeism (d) volume of work

(caseload), (e) time from first visit to first receipt of benefits, (f)

ratio of all service costs to benefits provided by office, and (g) costs

per eligibility check as a function of those found ineligible.

There should be developed some measure of responsiveness. This may

require the client to fill out a brief form upon leaving the office after

each visit. This should indicate whether the client had routine needs,

such as food stamps and only food stamps, or whether the client was a

"variant" needing multiple services. Such a form should also assess the

client's attitude toward the responsiveness and demeanor of those pro-

viding service. There should also be a measure of tittle required for and

the costs associated with the eligibility check. This measure should

include the percent or number of applicants who are spun out cif the system

because of eligibility problems.
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D N _TION PROJECTS

It is important to repeat again that each demonstration project should

be the result of extensive negotiation between and among the parties in-

volved. It is further important to indicate that the design of these pro-

posed demonstration projects is to comprehend as much as is usable from

the demonstration project suggestions contained in the Continuation

Application as well as to synthesize subsequent suggestions from both the

Missouri Division of Family Services and the General Research Corporation.

D ns o- P oject #1

I would recommend a demonstration project that has to do primarily

with restructuring the nature and processes of work, particularly having

to do with the differences between the Income Maintenance and the Social

Service caseworkers. This project would be designed primarily to blur the

distinctions between these two categories of workers. If it were possible

through negotiations with the State personnel people to have an office set

up in such a way that there are no distinctions between caseworkers, then

through functional job analysis it would be possible to get at a relatively

good match between skills and jobs. Those workers who are relatively com-

fortable with handling routine, but have an interest in career opportunities,

could be assigned to routine work and not be penalized in career terms.

Those workers who have an interest in handling the variant cases and are

bothered by large amounts of paperwork should be allowed to do that, but

not necessarily be given special rewards such as nicer offices, more time

away from the office, a better career potential and the like. Even that

would not be particularly bad so long as these persons were not singled

out as of a higher "caste" more easily eligible for promotion and for im-

proved pay. Such a demonstration project will require rather heavy

"front-end investment." Two or three people will need to go into a county

office and engage in setting up these arrangements. This will require some

fine tuning through time because mistakes will be made initially which will

need to be corrected. This demonstration project will be priMarily for the

purpose of letting caseworkers do that kind of work which they most part!.a

ularly want to do without forcing them to do the kinds of work they see

necessary to do so as to get desired promotions or improved pay. It should

not be assumed that such a demonstration project would show many results
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in terms of increased productivity. Rather, this project should be able

to show significant impact in terms of the 2mglity of work. Clients

should see such an office as responsive, as made up of workers who are

relatively happy in their work and interested In the clients' problems

and concerns. This demonstration project should also be relatively

effective in terms of controls over absenteeism, tardiness, turnover,

worker satisfaction, error rate, and the like.

Demonstration Pro ect #2

A second demonstration project might wish to focus on a far mo

technical and mechanistic approach to clients. In this approach it should

be assumed that only a small percentage of applicants need anything other

than a single relatively well-defined service. In such a project workers

without much of a background or set of skills in Social Services or social

work can be trained to assist in the preparation of forms, process the

requests for aid, and process the checking of eligibility in extremely

efficient ways. Such a Social Service office would do hardly any "hands-on"

social work. This office would be set up as the most efficient machine for

delivering food stamps, Income Maintenance, and Social Services, One

possible set-up for an office such as this would be an intake point staffe

by a highly experienced Social Service employee who could then "direct

traffic" to banks of functionaries who use a mostly mechanistic approach

to the provision of services. This suggests the possibility of consolidating

the eligibility functions now done separately by Income Maintenance and

Social Service workers. It should be assumed in this demonstration project

that a high volume of caseload is possible, that error rates can be sharply

reduced, that the number of clients served per caseworker can be very high.

The thing to be watched carefully would be the extent to which worker satis-

faction does or does not drop; the extent to which tardiness or absenteeism

does or does not drop; what effect this has on turnover; and its effect on

the morale of the staff. In addition, it will be important to carefully

watch rates of eligibility.

In doing this demonstration project, it might be useful to put in

another nearby building, or in another office, those caseworkers who handle

the "variants." In this way there should not be a direct interaction be-

tween those handling this far more mechanistic approach and those who are
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doing "hands-on" social work. It might also be possible, although this

could be difficult, to winnow out through time the "over-qualified," and

to staff an office with a more clerical type, and to move to other loca-

tions, at least temporarily, those inclined either by education or per-

sonality to want to do social work. It might also be useful to build

in some pay or promotion or other career incentives to those doing routine

work.

It is recommended that this be done in an urban area where there is

enough volume of business to carry it out, and where there can be some

mobility between offices so that workers not wishing to be involved in

this experiment can be temporarily relocated.

On this demonstration project it would probably be useful to check

with the folks in Greene and Buchanan counties where there evidently is

a full caseworker at the intake point who directs traffic They may have

some good ideas how best to do this.

If such a demonstration project were successful, it might show a far

more efficient system that doesn't necessarily result in lower worker

morale, absenteeism, tardiness, turnover, and the like, as was the case

in Demonstration project 41. This will require some extensive front-end

investment of the type described above.

Demonstration Project #3

An attempt might be made to do a combination of organization develop-

ment, team building, and client contracting. This might be most effective

in offices where the staffs are relatiVely small, where there is already

some level of cohesion among employees, and where the volume of clients is

not so overwhelming as to preclude finding the necessary time to do team

building, and to develop some concept of client contracting. This would

likely require the use of Functional Job Analysis, some time spent on OD

training or other techniques of humanizing the staff and sensitizing it

to the background needs and characteristics of clients. Then it will be

necessary to do some extensive training before setting ap a contractual

relationship between the office Social Service team and the client. This

would be designed primarily to treat every client as if he or she were at

least a "partial variant." The client may be seeking just one service,

such as food stamps, but the office would take a more direct interest in
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other aspects of the client's situation, include housing, health care,

nutrition, a possible need for day care for children, etc. The purpose

would be to cause the staff to feel as if they had more control over the

work environment and their purposes, to improve the quality of services,

to improve morale, and general worker satisfaction. But above all, to

provide a very high quality of social services.' The indices of effective-

ness should be able to tell, if this effect occurs. This project will also

require a strong front-end investment and will probably also require some

"hands-on" help from the Division and from the General Research Corporation.

It may well be that developing an office in this way has no perceptible

effect on the ultimate quality of services, and that the results are not

especially different from Demonstration Project #2, the mechanistic model.

If that is the case, then those states interested in efficiency and cost-

effectiveness would probably want to opt for the more mechanistic model.

In all three of these demonstration projects it will be important to

get the nearest possible analogue as a control group and to at least keep

a steady moaitoring of their error rates and other measures of productivity

that are already gathered on a routine basis. It might also be possible to

administer certain of the special instruments developed to measure worker

satisfaction and the like at the demonstration sites.
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WDITIONAL D ONS TION PROJECT IDEAS

5WAMADA
The previous section contains a consulting report that suggests

e deMonstration ideas for possible implementation during the second

year of the project. Thu purpose of this section is to enlarge on one

the three demonstrations proposed by Dr. Frederickson and suggest two

others that represent an outgrowth of the Job and workload analysis

efforts.

It has been noted in a number of instances throughout these reports

data-oriented tasks permeate the entire organization and that alg-

a= opportunity exists to transfer these tasks iato a computer-sup-

d work environment. In considering such a movement to that environ-

the following factors should be kept in mind:

The results of the FJA and Workload Analysis effort clearly

show that the prime functional orientation of casework is "data,"

as opposed to "people" and/or "things." Further, the bulk of

ime is expended on data-oriented tasks and the process

co ica ion revolves primarily around the need to exchange

data-oriented information.

The results of the Organizational Survey reveal that Int owe

Maintenance casework, which is heavily data-oriented, ranks lowest

on most climate dimension scores and is also subject to the highest

degree of personnel turbulence (absenteeism, attrition, job change,

etc.). This observation appears to be due to the mismatch between

2fxsonnel employed (psychographically defined) and work actually

done (F.TA defined).

Routine, mechanistic tasks are not really "human" work, no

Witter how necessary they are to the survival of an organization.
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The less that is required in to

a eask, the more adaptable the

Ironically, the desire to see-,_

n discretion to perform

c,RaltIlLE environment.

ational perfection in the

delivery of benefits ha. creeta coo much "inhuman" work for case-

work personnel and sho6ld be relegated to a computer.

What should be created in a demonstration is a computer-supported work

environment which tntegrates computer functions with people functions to

more effectively accomplish organizational objectives. We suggest such

a demonstration would require:

Identification of tasks suitable for conversion;

Prefpeioaoflqig of a computer-supported office;

.12.smelapssr3ftLJare and installation of hardware to handle

the data functions;

Training of office personnel in equipment utilization and

system potential;

lalgEsEssum of the system for real-time tests; and

Evaluation of demonstration on cost-effectiveness criteria.

This demonstration is essentially an expansion of one proposed

(Demonstration #2) by Dr. Frederickson in the previous section of this

chapter. A remote-site teleprocessing system installed in ,oe can

provide the following essential data-oriented functions:

LsforEgationstoraeaserecerdiind retrieval. Dewliopment of

the client data base by the management information task force can make

this function a reality during the deeonatration phase of the project.

What is suggested here is that a further step be taken to provide mass

storage space for a particular office and permit them to access and retrieve

case data via remote-site terminal.

Date manipulation. One of the major work processes for both

Income Maintenance and Social Services is eligibility determination.

To the extent chat the data recorded as well as the rules for calculating

the degree of benefit eligibility are standardized, such work can best be

performed by a computer.

Performance monitoring. A computer-supported office would have the

capability of producing a wide variety of performance in case action reports;
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for example, caseworker p ction by mix and volume of cases could be

tracked over time. Daily case transaction reports could be produced;

a combined client benefit/service history report could be produced, which

would provide by client name (SSN) an entire history of payments and services

received since the inception of the case.

Long term, it is possible to develop an extremely sophisticated com-

puterized system which could be used to construct an eligibility priority

system, which would, in effect, generate the probability of producing an

error (either client- or system-generated) based on the number and type of

eligibility cheeks made. This could be done by careful tracking of eligi-

bility errors over time and assigning probabilities along with dollar values

to the errors that would arise from the omission of such an eligibility check.

This would provide a systematic means for eliminating unnecessary or low-

risk eligibility checks, as well as creating for the office a priority system

to reduce eligibility checks whenever a surge in workload occurs due to in-

creased cases or inadequate staffing. If the cost of benefits and services

is known, the dollar value of misapplied welfare resources can be estimsted

as a consequence of meeting fixed benefits/service turnaround times when a

sudden surge in work occurs.

Another feature of the system is that it would be capable of producing

client correspondence generated from the printer attached to the terminal.

Printing of these letters could be triggered by the input of eligibility

data by casework personnel. Also, the production of letters and corres-

pondence would become part of a client transaction history file should a

case investigation or review be required.

One of the primary objectives of DES has been to reduce the mean number

of days between initial application for a benefit and actual receipt of that

benefit by the client. The installation of a teleprocessing system that

would instantaneously provide the data computation and checking functiens

necessary in the determination of eligibility could significantly reduce

this application decision time. Theoretically, it would even be possible

to produce checks directly off the terminal should an initial eligibility

screening by the computer determine that an acceptably low probability of

erroneous payment would occur based on an analysis of the data submitted.
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Another possibility of such a system is that it would provide super-

v sore with a superior method of allocating new cases to caseworkers if

it were possible to numerically compute in any given time total workload

of a caseworker in an office. The workload standards data being produce

as part of this project effort would be an essential feature of

system.

Finally, the system self has tremendous research potential which

has equivalent value to both Income Maintenance and Social Service func-

tions. With the upsurge in child abuse cases, the computer can provide

necessary analytical power to isolate household characteristics that may

contribute to the initial incidence and repetition of child abuse and

neglect.

Workload Allocation

One of the most significant findings of the first year's research

effort is that the primary concern of Division personnel is "system

equity." The concern over system equity can be further divided into those

issues which focus on the compensation system and those which focus om the

work and resource allocation mechanisms. The purpose of this demonstra-

tion is to focus on the latter issues of work and resource allocation.

More specifically, what is suggested here is to devise a caseload alloce-

lon scheme for supervisors to implement within an office.

Using the workload standards already developed, an office (S) should

be selected in which caseloads would be computed using these standards and

an investigation be conducted to determine why such a distribution of case-

loads exists among the personnel within the office. Certainly this could

be due to a combination of factors, not the least of which may be poor

management skills on the part of supervisory personnel and a lack of infor-

mation on the true caseload of each worker.

The objective of such an investigation would not necessarily result in-

an evening-out of the workload among all office personnel, for other factors

such as motivation and job experience may be key determinants in the way in

which casework is allocated.
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Once such an investigation is completed, a supervisors' seminar .

should be conducted with the objective of developing better management

skills in allocating casework among personnel within their respective

offices.

One of the fundamental findings of the Functional Job Analysis con-

ducted during the first phase of the project was that supervisors were

not performing entirely appropriate supervisory tasks and that considerable

training and development work is necessary at the supervisory level to

improve their management skills. One way of doing that certainly is to

provide them with the methods and tools to better analyze C it current

personnel caseloads.

Another feature of this demonstration is to provide supervisors with

an arsenal of sanctions and incentives to encourage performance among their

caseworkers. More specifically, it may be possible to develop a per-

formance scoring system that would assign points (or deduct them) to a

caseworker, depending upon the workload he maintains and the level of

performance he achieves with that given workload. The rewards of such a

point system might beta state-supervised promotion or bonus award system.

The sanctions impo ed, in addition to the obvious non-receipt of promotions

or bonuses, might include the possibility of an actual demotion or dismissal

in some rare instances, and/or a temporary free7f3 in future wage increase4

until standards of performance are met..

Job nal cation and Career Development

This volume has pointed out the need for serious reevaluation of job

qualifications for entry level caseworkers. The purpose of this demonstra-

tion is to conduct a more careful examination of this problem, as well as

develop a career ladder for casework personnel.

It is vital that progression on a career ladder be linked to improved

performance and productivity of casework personnel. Without this link,

upward movement on a career ladder could become an expensive travesty.

Further, promotion opportunities must be realizable, that is, if the end

strength of a work force is constant, there must be sufficient turnover at

all levels to create vacancies that will permit the planned career progression.

To build a meaningful career ladder will require additional work in job design,

skill training, and the development of performance standards for casework.
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It may be possible to build a career program that includes three

levels:

Basic entry level

o Journeyman level

pert level

Extensive use of the Missouri FJA Task Bank should he employed in the

development of these three career levels. Each level should consist of

a cluster of tasks identified by functional orientation and complexity,

along with estimates of the aptitude requirements to meet performance

standards at each of those career levels.

Probably the best approach is to develop on paper the entire career

progression plan and then begin the demonstrati.m by altering entry level

job qualifications and track the attitudes, beh,.vior and performaace of

test and control cohorts of new employees. This type of demonstration

should be a longitudinal study that would track changes within a cohort

over time as well as make comparisons among cohorts (both test and control)

through the same time period.

It is recommended that both the FJA Sel--Eeport and Organizational

Diagnostic Survey be continued as part of the u.ta collection effort rl

quired under this demonstration. However, both surveys should be com

into one and the volume of data collected reduced substantially. This

conden.:ed and abbreviated version could then be used to examine the inter-

actions between tasks performed and attitudes exhibited by those monitored.

Performance data must also be collected to include supervisor evaluation

reports, casework production data include the mix and number of cases),

and frequency and nature of errors associated with the work performed. Other

behavioral variantL, such as absenteeism and attrition, should also be tracked

over time.

It has been suggested elsewhere in this volume that lowering the educa-

tional requirements for entry level casework should be considered. This

action could be incorporated in the demonstration. However, careful atten-

tion should be given to developing an entire career ladder. With this fact

in mind, it may turn out that the lower educational standards for entry level

workers may prohibit them from progressing to higher career levels and create

even more dissatisfaction than presently exists.
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THE SELECTION OF POTENTIAL SITES FOR I ?LE'ENTATION

One of the objectives of the first year's research effort was to

identify potential office sites for implementation of demonstrations.

One approach that was considered was to select offices on the basis of

climate dimension scores resulting from the organizational survey con-

ducted in July of 1976. Tables 7.1 and 7.2 display the survey results

for one dimension and four question items for three counties displaying

the least favorable results within each of the six geographic groupings

used in thi'a volume.

My d4ta provide some initial indication of what offices might be

possible candidates for demonstration projects; however, additional work is

required before a final selection can he made.

Suggested demonstrations deal with four aspects of the organization:

Job redesign

Workload allocation

Cliwate modification

Job qualification and career development

Regarding job redesign, it is suggested that the first demonstration project

intended to eliminate job title distinctions might best be accomplished in

a small office in one of the rural county areas. To conduct a successful

demonstration of this nature requires close coo=71eration and coordination

between all staff members in an office; thus the smaller the office, the

more likely such an initial demonstration will succeed. The second job

redesign demonstration is it:ended to increase specialization by functional

orientation. Such specialization is more amenable to a large office such as

those located in the small or large urban areas.

The workload allocation demonstration can conceivably be introduced

into any size office but it is suggested that possibly a suburban area of

intermediate size be selected. The demonstration dealing with climate

modification should be condurqd in a small or medium size office since the

nature of the proposed demons_ation requires close cooperation between

project staff and office personnel.
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THE TUBE L

Tablet 1.

1 FrAVO1iAISLN CUMIN RESPONSES FOR SELECTED CRMIRIA VAIIIABLF `' COUNTY TYPE:

RIME MAINTENANCE CASEWORKERS*

Job SHelefactioN Job Challenge personnel Change Likely to Leave Agency Burden of Workload

AFFLUENT.

1)se

er, 7.30(121) 1.61(127) 1.18(127) 2.14(127) 2.29(96)

nwekle Camden:2.23(2) 0xark:2.00(1) Carden :4.00(2) Laclade:5.00(1) Benton:1.50 (2)

flowebie St.Clatr:2.55(1) Camden:2.50(2) Perry :4.00(1) Oxard:5.00(1) Camden:1.50(2)

favorable llenry:2.73(2) Henry:2.50(2) Mchonald:7.25(4) Verry:4.00(1) Mississippi:1.61(11)

AFFLUENT.

I)

tcAILIRLtr_ 3. 19(18) 1.35(17) 1.22(18) 2.11(18) 1.80(15)

Linn:1.82(1) Linn:2.00(1) Andrew:3.00(1) Gasconade: 00(2) Andrew11.00(1)

Cooper:2.02(2) bates:2.50(2) Uncoil:3.00(1) Werren:4.0 Linn:1.00M

Andrew:2.91(1) Grundy:2.50(2) 8atea:1.00(2) Grundy :1.50(2) Pike:1.00(2)

.(17)

3.26(83) 3.47(83) 2.66(83) 2.33(82) 2.32(73)

Randolph:2,85(3) Btuddard:2.29(7) dehuson:1.75(4) St.Francois:3.50(6) Morl3n:1.00(1)

Stoddard:2.95(7) Callaway: 2.67(3) Butler:3.73(11) Callaway:3.31(3) Randolph :l.50(3

1t.Francols:1.01(6) Audralu:3.00(2) Ballne:3.50(2) Sto6dard:3.29(7) St.Francols:1.5

46)

CLy ?as 2.93(57) 2.74(57) 1.60( 2.60(57) 2.08(51)

Cole:2.71(,

Greene:2._

Nuone :1.30(6)

Cf1c:2.75(4)

Buone:4,11(6)

Cape Cirardeau

Greene:3.04(25)

Pulaski:2.75(4)

Cape Girardeau:1,00(5)

Cale:1.50(4)

re en:2.80(25) Cole:1,75(4) Cole:2.50(4) Puisski:1.67(4)

2.93(51) 2.82(5?) 2.91(57) 2.74(57) 2.36(53)

Buchanan:2.63(18) Franklin:2.13(8) CLay:',!,67(6) Buchanan: 1.50(18) Cass:2.00(3)

Clay:2.82(6) Clay:2.33(6) Jefferson:3.58(12) SL.Charies:3.13(8) Jefferuon:2.25(12)

Bt.Charleu12.94(8) Platte:2,50(2) Iinchanan:3.00(18) Clay:2.50(6) Buchanan:2.47(18)

1(3)

2.56(2.59) 2.11(256) 3.95(258) 3.13(256) 2.45(233j

St.Louls:2.45(16) St.Louls City: StAsula:4.15(16) Rt.Louls:3.63(16) St- Louis :1.94(15)

St.Louia City: 59) Jackson:4.06(84) Jackson:3.15(84) Jackson:2.37 (84)

2.46099)
Jackson:2 MIA)

St.Lnui):2,19(16 )

Jackson:2.34(84)

IStasuls City:3.81(159 11. Louis City:3.06(159, St. Louis City:2 159)

numbers in ( ) are the number of reap_ sea that are associated with each averaOp response. The numbers used for the individual

vaporises are those associated with DINH, regardless of vaaable under co alteration.

numbers In ( ) not to the county type titles s- the number of counties of each county type that were sampled.



TUNER Lk T CAVUKABLE CUUNTr itk5P0N5L3 EUK settLitx Lm1Esi4 VAKLA1L1,E nr cinffirr

SCRUAL SERVICE WORKEMS/CASEWUKERSi

?ipo

7VLIJENT,

Jab Satisfaction Job C4allenge

2.19

Personnel Change

2.52

Ikely to Leave Agency

(2.60

Burden of Workload

2.102

Cry Type 3.28(65) 3.74(65) 1.91(65) 2.43 (65) 2.10(60)

rabic Dent:1.91(I) Payless:1.00M notio11 :9,00M Vent:5.00(1) Carter:1.00M

favorable Howe11:2.09(1) Howe11:1.00(1) Ito:144:00M Howard:5.00(I) Gentry:140W

fuvurable Miller:2.00(I) Hiller:4.00(1) Howel1:5.00(1) Howell :1.00M

AFFLUENT,

JatlY11

I!)
(ity:mt

Cty Tvpe

Cty lyje

3.07(16)

Holt:I.91(1)

Bateo:2.55(I)

Crundy:2.5(1)

3.21(46)

Calloway:2.61(3)

Lafayette:2.77(2)

Fhelphs:2,86(2)

3.05(28)

Pulaoki:2.64(2)

Boone:2.87(i)

Creene:2.94(8)

2.95(30)

St.Charles:2.80(4)

Clay:2.82(4)

Franklin:2.88(3)

2.77(146)

St.Los.-; '.70(24)

Sr..Louiu city:2.71(86)

Jackson:2.97(36)

3.81(16)

Bates:3.00(I)

Mncon:1.00(I)

Warren:3.00(I)

3.76(46)

Callaway:2.33(3)

Newton:3.00(I)

Andrmin:3.00(3)

3.48(27)

Fulaak1 :3.00(2)

Creene:3.25(8)

Cape Cirardeau:3.5 2

3.30(30)

Cuso:2.00(1)

Franklin:3.00(1)

St.Charles:3.00(4)

1.50(16)

Macon:3.00(1)

Sollivan:3.00(1)

Butes:2.00M

2.78(46)

8ntler:4.33(3)

Marion:4.00(4)

Sallne14.00(2)

3.71(28)

Boone:4.60(5)

Greene:4,13(8)

Pulaski:4.00(2)

3.03(30)

Cloy:4.00(4)

Jefferson:3.50(4)

Staharleo:3..'::4)

3.09(144) 3.84(142)

Jacksoa:3.06(36) St. Louis :4.0t(5.4)

SL.Loula City:3.08(86) Jackaon:3.91(3A

SLAoulo:3.17(24) St.Loolo CIty:3.7V86

2

Holt:5.00(

Lewio:5.00_

Grondy:4,00(

6

2.74(46)

Lafayetta:.50(2)

Saline:4.50(2)

Marion:4.25(4)

3.04(28)

Fulaoki:4.50(2)

Boone:4.40(5)

Greene:3.75M

2.90(10)

Cass:5.00(I)

Sc.Chorles:4.25(4)

Jerfersou:3.25(4)

3.24(144)

Aouls:3.42(24)
.:.Louis City:3,23 (eb)

Jackoon:3.14(36)

1.71(14)

Clinton:1.00(1)

Holt:1.00(1)

Fike :1.00(2)

2.14(44)

Johnson:1.50(2)

Pettis:1.50(2)

Saline:1.50(2)

2.27(26)

Pulaski:1.50(2)

Jasper:1.86(8)

Boone:2.00(5)

1.86(28)

St.Charles:1.50(4)

Bnc4,m-u:1.60(12)

Jefferson:1.75(4)

2.23(126)

Jackson:2.07(36)

St.Louta City:2.2 86)

St.Louis:2.44(24)

lumbers in ( ) are the number of resp-nses that are associated with ach average response. The num.-Ts noel flr th

county responees are those associated with 1111101, regardleso of variable under consideration.

mmbero in ( ) next to the county type titles are the number of cuuntlea of each county type thin were 6uspied.
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The remaining demonstration on job qualification and career develop-

ment is not necessarily orace-centered, yet some mechanism must be

developed to track cohorts of individuals over who reside in various

offices. The criteria for selection of the participants in this demon-

stration should be based more on the demographic characteristics of the

individual rather than what particular office he resides in. The computer-

ized manpower planning system developed in the first year's effort should

be used to support the tra kinc, and analysis of data related to these

cohorts over time.


